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Abstract
Cadmium Zinc Telluride is increasingly popular as a detector of γ-rays at room temperature.
The limiting factor in its performance is poor hole mobility causing low-energy ‘tailing’ on
peaks. Ring-Drift is a low-noise, single-carrier-sensing configuration that is the gold standard
for spectroscopic silicon X-ray detectors. Combining the advantages of Ring-Drift geometry
with the efficiency of CZT could lead to a simple, compact, low-cost system for spectroscopy of
hard X-rays with the potential for smaller energy resolution than any such systems currently
available. There has been very little research on CZT Ring-Drift devices as yet.
In this project, a prototype 3-ring drift detector of 7.5mm diameter×2.3mm was char-
acterised at room temperature with X- and γ-ray sources of 60-662keV and by microbeam
scanning while the voltages applied to all electrodes were systematically varied. Results
showed the crucial influence of the lateral field and its ratio to the bulk field upon the active
area, peak position and sensitivity. No hole tailing occurred at 78keV. The maximum active
radius extended to 2.3mm, beyond the second ring. The leakage current was very low but
energy resolution was limited by preamplifier noise.
The CZT material and the device geometry were modelled in 3D with Synopsys Sentaurus
TCAD. Line scans were simulated and trends in performance with bias conditions matched
experimental data but the model was more severely affected by charge sharing than the real
device. The model detector was modified in pursuit of optimum performance. The parameters
investigated were ring number, width, pitch and position, combinations of applied voltages
and the segmentation of the plane cathode into drift rings. Fields and charge drift were
visualised and the active volume was mapped in 3D to improve understanding of the factors
governing sensitivity, energy registration and energy resolution. It was concluded that there
is no single optimum geometry and bias scheme, but a versatile configuration and a set of
different voltage combinations that would perform optimally for different interaction depths.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation for the study of Ring-drift detectors in CZT
This project is an investigation into the design parameters influencing the performance of a
Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) ring-drift detector for hard X-rays.
Definition of the ‘Ring-Drift’ detector and its uses
Two characteristics define the drift detector: the bulk is fully depleted by an anode of ex-
tremely small area and electrons are steered towards the anode by a lateral drift field imposed
perpendicular to the depletion field via non-collecting biased electrodes[1]. ‘Linear’ drift de-
signs have a strip anode (or a row of anode pixels) and many parallel strip steering electrodes.
They are used for 2D position-sensing; the ‘Ring-Drift’ device is solely energy-sensing. The
most common design has a central anode with concentric rings of steering electrodes covering
one face and a plane cathode, through which irradiation takes place, covering the other[2].
An alternative version has steering rings and a central spot cathode on the upper face instead
of a plane electrode. The outermost ring on each face acts as a guard.
Figure 1.1: Ring-Drift (or Cylindrical Drift) configuration. Electron trajectories are illus-
trated (blue lines). Modern commercial Silicon Drift Detector (SiDD), 25mm2×0.5mm thick
[3] c©2016 AMPTEK, Inc.
The dimensions, number and applied voltages of the electrodes are critical in optimising
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performance for a given application. To date, ring-drift configuration has been applied almost
exclusively to n-doped silicon. Figure 1.1 illustrates the typical geometry and operating bias
of a modern silicon drift detector (SiDD) marketed for X-ray spectroscopy up to 30keV.
Trajectories of electrons from several interaction sites towards the anode are shown (blue
lines). Electrons from interactions outside the active volume (red line) drift to the cathode.
Holes from all locations drift to the most negative electrode, in this case the outermost ring.
The ring-drift geometry confers unique advantages. Series noise caused by capacitance
often limits resolution of silicon detectors. Capacitance falls by two-thirds at full depletion[1]
and the steering technique allows the anode to be ‘point’-sized and independent of the active
volume, further reducing capacitance. As a result, SiDDs have lower noise than any other
configuration for a given active volume[4], giving finer resolution than pn diodes. Since signal
processing time is inversely proportional to series noise, SiDDs also have higher count-rate
capability. This is aided by the axial anode minimising charge collection time. The device
shown in figure 1.1 achieves 125-160 eV FWHM at 5.9keV (4.0-0.05µs shaping time)and
maintains excellent resolution at over 106 counts per second[5].
These characteristics have led SiDDs to replace other configurations in many spectroscopy
applications since their invention in 1984. Recent uses include particle physics research[6, 7],
XRF element identification on the lunar surface [8], scanning electron microscopy [9], gamma
cameras[10, 11] and SPECT/MRI systems[12] .
SiDDs are generally limited to detection of energies below 30keV by their low efficiency.
By applying the same design to a material with higher quantum efficiency, it may be possible
to bring the same advances in performance to spectroscopy of hard X- and gamma rays.
CZT as a material for X-ray detection
Compound semiconductors with high atomic number have received increasing attention in
recent years. Wide-bandgap materials are a desirable alternative to cryogenically-cooled
HpGe because they operate at room temperature without high leakage currents caused by
thermal charge carrier generation. This reduces costs and enables their use in compact and
portable devices.
Semiconductors also have advantages over scintillators, being less prone to unstable and
non-linear behaviour with variations in temperature. In imaging systems, solid-state detectors
improve upon the energy resolution, spatial and contrast resolution of scintillators by direct
conversion of the energy and location of each event into an electronic signal. In the indirect
conversion sequence used in a scintillator, failure to capture any of the photons contributes
to miscalculation of the energy and location of the event.
A common problem with compound semiconductors is the difficulty of manufacturing
large single crystals of uniform stochiometry and low defect density. Few compounds can be
produced with the qualities required for practical use as detectors. CdTe and CZT (most
commonly implying Cd0.9Zn0.1Te) are rated the most promising[13, 14, 15]. Of the two, CZT
is preferred owing to its larger bandgap (1.57-1.73eV as against 1.44eV[13]). Crystals grown
by the Travelling Heater Method (THM) have recently become available and show evidence
of superior spectroscopic qualities compared with previous material[16, 17, 18]. Ingots no
longer have to be mined for small high-quality regions; it is now possible to process the entire
wafer, leading to lower costs. With improved crystal quality, operation under high flux (>
106cps/mm2) has become possible without build-up of trapped charge causing instability[15].
CZT is becoming the material of choice for spectroscopy of 50-662keV X- and gamma-
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rays. A 2014 review of the use of CZT in medical imaging asserts that ‘CZT remains the
king of room temperature radiation detector [materials]’[15] though CdTe is currently more
common. Compact CZT gamma cameras may replace scintillator-based devices for SPECT
and PET[19]. CdTe is used for bone densitometry and flat-panel X-ray imaging[20]. Its
high efficiency and low noise compared with previous detector systems allows a reduction
in patient dose. It is also widely used in industrial imaging, the nuclear industry, security
scanning and astrophysics [14]. Long-term stability and resistance to radiation damage are
especially important for detection systems that must operate in the harsh environment of
space for years without deterioration. A successful example is the Burst Alert Telescope on the
NASA explorer, Swift, launched 2004, for detection of gamma-ray bursts and bright transient
X-ray sources[21]. Portable and robust devices to identify gamma-emitting radionuclides
and measure activity are essential for nuclear installation monitoring, security screening by
customs and police and military use in the field. Fine resolution is necessary to identify
fluorescence above the background and to distinguish between elements of similar atomic
mass. Sensitivity must be high to detect low-activity sources. A commercial multi-purpose
example is the hand-held RayMon10TM by Kromek [22], a 10mm3 CZT detector with FWHM
of 2.0-2.5% at 662 keV and an operating range of 30 keV to 3.0 MeV.
Even the best-quality compound semiconductors have an ineradicable density of defects
creating levels within the band gap. Poor charge transport remains the limiting factor in
spectroscopic performance of CZT[23]: hole mobility is an order of magnitude lower than
electron mobility, causing holes to be trapped repeatedly or permanently. Slow-moving holes
are not collected within the short shaping times required for low noise and fast counting.
Incomplete charge collection causes counts to be registered at too low an energy, broadening
the peaks with ‘tailing’ at the lower side[24]. It is necessary either to identify and subtract
the hole contribution to the signal during pulse processing or to configure the detector such
that pulse amplitude is sensitive only to electrons. The RayMon10TM utilises the coplanar-
grid technique of single-carrier (electron) sensing. There are numerous other single-polarity-
sensing designs[25, 26, 27], each with its own merits and demerits in terms of capacitance,
leakage, difficulty of fabrication and complexity and cost of readout electronics. The ring-
drift configuration is one of the most effective and simple[26]. Its geometry confines the anode
signal induction zone (the volume in which weighting potential is significantly greater than
0) to a very small region close to the anode face. Providing no photons penetrate to such
a depth, no holes enter this region. Holes therefore do not contribute to the signal; there is
no need to use pulse processing or comparison of multiple signals to eliminate them. It is
relatively simple to fabricate and bond and its anode capacitance is the lowest of all designs.
Existing CZT devices for high-resolution room-temperature spectroscopy of hard X-rays
have proved their worth; the possible improvements to be gained by adding the low-noise,
low-cost, electron-sensing capabilities of ring-drift configuration to their design deserve inves-
tigation.
CZT ring-drift detectors have scarcely been studied thus far. The first CZT linear drift
detector (1998) proved an effective single-carrier sensor[28]. The design was developed further
for high-energy astrophysics[29, 30]. A CZT ring-drift detector was first created in 2007 [31].
This 1.1mm-diameter×1mm thick 2-ring device displayed complex variations in sensitivity
with interaction position, applied bias and photon energy. FWHM of 1keV at 60keV and
4.8keV at 662keV under flood-field illumination was achieved[32]. Devices of the same layout
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with differing thicknesses were characterised. The intention was to develop the design as a
portable X-ray spectrometer for medical applications[33]. The authors gave their opinion that
more rings were required for optimum shaping of the field and that topology optimisation
using computer simulation should lead to improved spectrometric characteristics[34] .
A 7.5mm-diameter×1mm 3-ring CdTe device was characterised by Alruhaili[35, 36] at the
University of Surrey. Its spatial response as a function of energy and applied voltages was very
different from that of the previous devices. The sensitive radius extended as far as the second
ring. The voltage on the innermost ring proved to be the critical influence on active area but
rising leakage current noise limited the values that could be applied. Performance improved
when the device was cooled to -15◦. A CZT device of 2.3mm thickness has been fabricated
with the same ring geometry as the CdTe detector. Its higher resisitivity allows higher biases
to be applied at room temperature without excessive leakage. The greater thickness increases
its efficiency for higher photon energies.
Objectives for this project
CZT ring-drift designs have the potential to equal or surpass the energy resolution and sensi-
tivity of existing devices for hard X-ray spectroscopy at room temperature. Many questions
remain unanswered: the optimum configuration, area, aspect ratio, bias scheme and the physi-
cal processes governing these are not known. This project aims to contribute new knowledge.
In the first stage of the project, the prototype 7.5mm×2.3mm-thick CZT 3-ring detector
(above) was characterised with point sources of 59.5-662keV while the biases of all electrodes
were systematically varied. The spatial response of the device was mapped by scanning with
a 20µm×20µm X-ray microbeam at the Diamond Light Source [37]. The objectives were to
to optimise the bias scheme and gain understanding of the effects of bulk and lateral elec-
tric fields, photon energy and interaction radius upon the response. The greater part of the
project consists of modelling with Synopsys Technology CAD (TCAD)[38]. This powerful
suite of simulation tools for silicon and other semiconductor devices has proved excellent for
designing CZT pixel detectors[39, 40]. Its visualisation software in invaluable for studying
potential field shapes and charge trajectories that are unknowable in experiment. A model of
CZT material was created and realistic charge transport properties were progressively devel-
oped by I-V and alpha-irradiation simulations. The prototype device was then modelled from
the material and ‘linescans’ were replicated in simulation.The model device was then modified
in pursuit of optimum sensitivity, active volume and correct energy registration over a wide
spectrum. The design parameters investigated were bias combinations, number of rings, their
positions, widths, and finally the effect of segmenting the plane cathode into drift electrodes.
There follows a summary of the contents of each chapter.
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2
The first part of the chapter is the theory underlying the operation of the CZT ring-drift
device. The physics of semiconductor detector materials is introduced and terms defined.
The properties of CZT relevant to charge transport and to modelling are given in more detail
and previous models are outlined. Photon interactions, charge induction, instrumentation
and basic signal processing relevant to the experiments in this project are briefly described.
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The second part of the chapter defines the ‘drift’ detector in the context of single-carrier
sensors and reviews its development in Silicon, CdTe and CZT.
Chapter 3
Chapter 3 begins with the experimental techniques applied to the CZT prototype device:
its instrumentation and the procedures for source characterisation and microbeam scanning.
The second part concerns modelling with Sentaurus TCAD. The physical and mathematical
models and user-controlled parameters are defined. A model of CZT material was created and
tested by I-V and alpha-irradiation simulation. The results are fully discussed in this chapter
because the material model is pre-requisite for the construction of a model ring-drift device,
which is described next. A novel method of simulating photon interactions is sketched in and
continues in Appendix A. The visualisation tools and methods of analysis to be applied to
‘microbeam linescan’ simulations are introduced with examples.
Chapter 4
The first part of chapter 4 is the results of source characterisation and initial linescans on the
prototype device. The second part analyses microbeam results in detail and compares them
with those of simulated linescans under the same conditions, identifying certain discrepancies.
Trends in resolution, energy registration and active area with bias are discussed with reference
to simulated potential fields. Factors influencing performance are identified. Lastly are results
of simulating bias conditions outside the range used in experiment, chosen according to the
foregoing results.
Chapter 5
Chapter 5 lists a series of short studies on different aspects of the model ring-drift device’s
performance. Methods, results and discussion of each one form a self-contained subsection.
In the first part, trap density, the quantity of charge deposited and the resistivity of parts
of the surface were varied in turn in attempts to resolve the deviations from experimental
results. Optimisation of device design then proceeded. The second part examines the effects
of changing in the number, size and position of rings. The third part concerns two radical
departures from the prototype: bias schemes in which a ring forms the anode, and geometries
with rings on both faces instead of a plain cathode.
Chapter 6
The concluding chapter first summarises the performance of the prototype device and the
model and their limitations. The knowledge gained about the significant parameters de-
termining active area and resolution is reviewed. The second part proposes future lines of
investigation for optimising CZT ring-drift devices.
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Chapter 2
Semiconductor Detector physics
and the ‘Drift’ configuration
The aim of the project is to improve the design of energy-resolving CZT ring-drift detectors
for ≈20keV-200keV photons at low intensities with fine energy resolution. Experiments with
a prototype device are followed by modelling of the same device and progressive modification
of its geometry and bias conditions. The theory behind the operation and simulation of the
device is introduced in this chapter.
The first part introduces semiconductor detector materials and the chain of processes by
which photons are detected and their energies registered, with particular reference to CZT.
The mathematical framework underpinning these processes is reserved for section 3.2.1 where
modelling methods are given in detail.
Section 2.1.1 defines semiconductor band structure, carrier generation and recombination
mechanisms and charge transport terms. CZT composition and the effects of surface treat-
ment and contact deposition are the subject of 2.1.2. The focus is upon the material properties
relevant to device modelling. Previous approaches to modelling are described. Section 2.1.3
describes types of photon interactions and compares attenuation and efficiency between CZT
and Silicon. 2.1.4 explains the theory of charge induction and describes signal processing
instrumentation relevant to the experiments conducted in this project.
CZT suffers from poor hole transport properties that cause poor resolution unless the hole
contribution can be eliminated from the signal. Section 3.12 discusses electron-only sensors
with reference to their weighting potentials. The ‘drift’ detector is defined and compared with
other configurations . Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 present a literature review of drift detectors in
silicon and high-Z materials from their invention in 1984 to the present.
2.1 The physics of semiconductor detectors
2.1.1 Charge Generation and Transport
The Energy Band model of crystal structure
An isolated silicon atom has four electrons in its outer shell (valence electrons) and four
unoccupied states. These states are of equal energy and identical in all unperturbed Si atoms.
When atoms are in close proximity, interatomic forces cause the energies of the outer-shell
states to diverge; inner-shell electrons are too tightly bound to the nucleus to be perturbed.
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At the interatomic distance of the crystal lattice spacing, the outer-shell atomic states give
rise to closely-spaced sets of permitted states termed energy bands.
States are no longer considered localised to individual nuclei but each state cannot contain
more than one electron (Pauli’s exclusion principle). A crystal of N atoms has 8N states that
form energy bands. In the ground state, valence electrons fill the lowest-energy available
states by definition. A silicon crystal has 4N occupied states forming the valence band and,
above them in energy, 4N unoccupied states termed the conduction band. Likewise CdTe and
CZT have N/2 metal atoms with two valence electrons and N/2 Te atoms with six valence
electrons, creating 4N valence band states and 4N conduction band states. Each material has
a characteristic set of permitted state energies. In metals all the levels are closely spaced with
no gap between the valence and conduction bands; they overlap,allowing valence electrons to
move between degenerate occupied and unoccupied states without excitation. Other materials
have a band gap of energies at which no states exist between the valence and conduction bands.
Above the conduction band edge EC the density of states increases from zero as the square
root of (E −EC). All these states are empty in the ground configuration. Below the valence
band edge EV the density of states increases from zero as the square root of (EV − E) and
all states are filled in the ground configuration.
Figure 2.1: Energy-momentum distributions of permitted states. Left direct semiconductor.
The minimum of the conduction band edge EC and the maximum of the valence band edge
EV both occur at k=0. Radiative and trap-assisted recombination processes are shown. Right
indirect semiconductor. An electron must gain or lose momentum in the form of a phonon in
order to transfer across the bandgap.
Momentum states of electrons at each level are quantised. Electron momentum P = h¯k
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where k is the wavevector and h¯ is the Planck constant. For every permitted momentum
state in a band, there is another state with momentum of equal magnitude and opposite
direction. The net momentum of electrons in a filled band is therefore zero. No current
can arise. In metals, degeneracy allows a net momentum to exist in the states that happen
to be occupied at any instant.The macroscopic effect is high conductivity. Materials with a
bandgap, in contrast, cannot conduct unless some valence electrons receive sufficient energy
to cross the band gap and occupy conduction band states. Most conduction band states are
empty, allowing a net momentum of the few electrons it does contain. The electrons in the
conduction band become negative charge carriers. The vacancies left in the valence band also
have a net momentum and are effectively positive charge carriers: holes.
In direct-gap semiconductors, the minimum of the conduction band edge EC and the
maximum of the valence band edge EV both occur at the zero-momentum state. If there is
a difference in momentum between the two states the bandgap is indirect. An electron must
gain or lose momentum as well as energy in crossing the bandgap. GaAs and CdTe are direct
semiconductors and Si and Ge indirect. Figure 2.1 shows energy-momentum (E −k) plots of
the densities of states of the two types together with two mechanisms of recombination.
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH), R-G centre, indirect or trap-assisted recombination dominates
in indirect semiconductors if there are impurity states of similar energy to either EC or EV
but at a momentum closer to that of the other band edge. SRH is the dominant process in
direct-gap materials also where impurity concentrations are high and carrier densities are low.
It occurs where impurities or lattice defects (traps or R-G centres) create localised energy
states near the middle of the otherwise forbidden bandgap (figure 2.1). A carrier electron
that strays near to the potential well of of a mid-gap state is ‘trapped’: it de-excites to the
trap level. Energy is transferred to the lattice in the form of a phonon (thermal vibration). A
hole moving nearby is attracted to the trapped electron and annihilates with it. Equivalently,
the electron can be considered to de-excite again to the valence band, releasing more thermal
energy. Phonons carry momentum but little thermal energy (≈ 10 − 50meV). A phonon-
mediated transition is almost horizontal on the E − k plot.
There are several mechanisms by which valence electrons may move to conduction band
states. If the bandgap is small (< 1eV), thermal excitation causes significant conductivity at
ambient temperatures. The probability of thermal generation of electron-hole pairs (ehp) is:
P = CT
3
2 exp
(
− Eg
2kT
)
(2.1)
Where T is the temperature, Eg the bandgap, k the Boltzmann constant and C is a constant
characteristic of the material. In thermal equilibrium, total rates of ehp generation and
recombination are equal and charge carrier density is constant. Intrinsic charge carrier density
also depends on the number density of atoms and the number of bonds per atom.
In Silicon at room temperature, the free electron density n (=free hole density h) is ap-
proximately 1010cm−3 out of a valence electron density of 2 × 1023cm−3. The bandgap is
1.12eV. In Germanium, Eg = 0.67eV and n = 2 × 1013cm−3 whereas wide-gap semiconduc-
tors (Eg > 1.4eV) have n of order 10
5 to 106cm−3 [41]. Materials with 0.5 < Eg < 2keV
(approximately) are classed as semiconductors because thermal generation is low (compared
with the total number of valence bonds) but excitation by other processes, such as interactions
with ionising radiation, does occur. The W -factor or pair creation energy (eV) is the energy
required to generate one ehp, characteristic of both the material and the type of ionising
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radiation.Solids with larger bandgaps are termed insulators because there are no mechanisms
by which they can be rendered conductive.
Charge carrier motion
Carrier transport terms are briefly introduced here but detailed discussion is reserved for
section 3.2.1, where the physical and mathematical models applied to simulate CZT in this
project are set forth.
In the absence of an electric field, random thermal motion causes charge carriers to become
uniformly distributed by diffusion. If all electrons were initially concentrated at a point, their
number density in space after time t would approximate a spherical Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation σD =
√
2Dt where D (cm2s−1) is the diffusivity of the charge carrier
species. De,h is related to the mobility µe,h of the species by the Einstein relation D = kTµ/q
where q is the electronic charge.
In an applied electric field, carriers acquire an average net drift velocity v parallel to the
field. Acceleration by the electromotive force is countered by frequent decelerations as carriers
collide with thermally-agitated lattice atoms and ionised imputrity atoms. Drift is superposed
on random diffusion such that a spherical Gaussian cloud becomes elongated along the field
axis and divides into electron and hole clouds, migrating towards the positive and negative
electrodes respectively.
Mobility µe,h (cm
2/Vs) is defined for each carrier species as the proportionality constant
between applied electric field E (Vcm−1) and the resulting drift velocity v (cms−1) by Ohm’s
law v = µE. In a strong field, drift of each species reaches a saturation velocity vsat char-
acteristic of the material (through its mobilities) and the temperature. Rising temperature
decreases vsat because collisions are more frequent as thermal vibration of the lattice increases.
For common semiconductor detector materials (table 2.1), vsat is of order 10
5 to 107cms−1.
Typical detectors of a few millimetres thickness biased at 100-1000V are therefore often op-
erating with saturated drift velocities. This minimises charge collection time to enable fast
counting.
Lifetime τe,h (s) is the average time an excess carrier (ie. above the equilibrium carrier
concentration generated thermally) will remain free before it recombines. Under the condi-
tions present in semiconductor detectors, lifetimes are dominated by trap-related processes
via R-G centre recombination. If charge recombines at defects or remains trapped over a time
exceeding the integration time of the electronics, it does not appear in the signal. This is
expressed as a short lifetime.
The mobility-lifetime product (µτ)e,h (cm
2/V) is the most significant quantity in describing
charge transport properties of a crystal for detector applications. It determines the drift length
λe,h = (µτ)e,hE: the average distance that charge carriers drift before they are lost from the
signal.
If the distance the carriers have to travel between the interaction site and the collecting
electrode equals or exceeds λ, part of the signal charge remains uncollected. The event is
therefore registered at too low an energy. Depending upon the detector geometry and the
direction of incident radiation, all events may be affected or only a proportion. In the former
case, the whole photopeak appears at too low an energy; in the latter, its peak may be correctly
positioned but there is a continuum (‘tail’) of lower-energy counts extending from its lower
side. If one carrier species has far lower mobility than the other, and consequently lower
drift velocity, the complete signal from the faster species may be collected during the signal
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integration time of the readout electronics while the slower species is not. Wide-bandgap
semiconductors commonly exhibit ‘hole tailing’. The problem posed by poor hole transport
is explained further in sections 2.1.4 and 3.12.
Charge collection efficiency (CCE) is defined as the ratio of the induced charge at the
contact Q and the charge generated Q0. The Hecht equation describes the CCE as a function
of the perpendicular distance x of the charge generation event from the cathode. d is the
crystal thickness[42].
CCE =
Q
Q0
=
λh
d
(
1− exp
(−x
λh
))
+
λe
d
(
1− exp
(
x− d
λe
))
(2.2)
Figure 2.2: Configuration for alpha-particle response measurements to evaluate (µτ)e. Am-
man et al.(2002)[43]
A system for evaluating (µτ)e is shown in figure 2.2[43]. Such as experiment was simulated
in this project (section 3.2.2) to find µτ of a model material. The crystal is fabricated as a
planar detector with ohmic (commonly gold) contacts. The cathode is irradiated with 5.49
MeV alpha particles from an 241Am source. Each particle deposits its energy within 20µm
depth. Since holes drift only this short distance to the cathode, in a region of low anode
weighting potential (see section 2.1.4), the induced signal represents predominantly electron
drift.
Neglecting the hole contribution to Q, and allowing that x << d, the Hecht equation
simplifies:
CCE =
Q
Q0
=
λe
d
(
1− exp
(
x− d
λe
))
≈ λe
d
(
1− exp
(−d2
λe
))
=
µτV
d2
(
1− exp
(−d2
µτV
))
(2.3)
Where λ = µτE and detector bias V = Ed.
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(µτ)e is thus obtained by measuring CCE as a function of V . Similarly, irradiation of the
anode is used to find (µτ)h.
Resistivity ρ (Ω.cm) of a homogeneous material is defined as the proportionality constant
between the applied electric field E and total current per unit area J (Acm−2) flowing in the
material (equation 2.4). e and h are the number densities of electrons and holes respectively.
The current density vector of each carrier type is the product of E and the species’ number
density, mobility and charge. Combining the equations to eliminate Je, Jh and E yields an
expression for ρ in terms of material parameters only. ρ is the inverse of conductivity. As
high a ρ as possible is desired in a detector to minimise leakage currents that are a source
of noise. Materials with high intrinsic carrier number densities have correspondingly high
conductivity.
E = ρ(Je + Jh)
Je + Jh = qE(µee+ µhh)
ρ =
1
q(µee+ µhh)
(2.4)
Table 2.1 lists typical values of significant parameters for several semiconductor detector
materials.
The high mobilities and long lifetimes of Silicon and Germanium have long rendered
them the materials of choice for high count rate capability and fine resolution. Silicon has
a low atomic number and consequent low efficiency (see section 2.1.3) that limits its usual
range of operation to < 30keV. The very narrow bandgap and low pair creation energy of
Germanium cause large numbers of charge carriers to be generated thermally unless it is
cryogenically cooled. Silicon requires thermoelectric cooling; a band gap > 1.4eV is necessary
for reasonable resolution at room temperature [13] (noise is discussed in section 2.1.4).
Of the four wide-bandgap semiconductors that are currently manufactured with adequate
qualities for spectroscopy, HgI2 has the highest quantum efficiency and the widest gap and
highest resistivity, leading to low leakage. Poor charge transport properties limit its use.
GaAs has high mobilities but very short lifetimes and consequent low µτ . Since it also has
rather low Z, large thicknesses are necessary for adequate efficiency at hard X-ray energies
and the drift length λe,h is liable to be inadequate for full CCE. CdTe and its tertiary relatives
CdMnTe, CdMnSe and CdZnTe currently have the most favourable combination of physical
and electronic properties for hard X-ray spectroscopy. Eg is determined by the inter-atomic
distance and the electronegativity of atomic species. The fractional composition can be varied
to control Eg but it also affects defect densities, resistivity and the difficulty of growing large
crystals of uniform stochiometry. Rising commercial use has led to rapid improvements in
growth techniques in the past 20 years. Compositions close to Cd0.9Zn0.1Te have received the
most attention and drawn ahead of the others.
2.1.2 Physical and electronic properties of CZT
Defect levels, the compensation mechanism and models of CZT
The chief manufacturing methods for detector-grade crystals are Vertical Bridgeman (VBM),
High-Pressure Bridgeman (HPB) and recently the Travelling Heater Method (THM)[44]. A
2003 review of the merits of various techniques[45] concluded that VBM produces the highest
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Table 2.1: Values of parameters significant for X-ray spectroscopy in semiconductor materials
[13].
Parameter Si GaAs Ge Cd0.9Zn0.1Te CdTe HgI2
Density (gcm−3) 2.33 5.32 5.33 5.78 5.85 6.4
Mean atomic number Z 14 31.5 32 49.1 50 62
Band gap Eg (eV) 1.12 1.43 0.67 1.572 1.44 2.15
Pair creation energy W (eV) 3.62 4.2 2.96 4.64 4.43 4.2
Electron mobility µe(cm
2/Vs) 1400 8000 3900 1000 1100 100
Hole mobility µh (cm
2/Vs) 1900 400 1900 120 100 4
Electron lifetime τe (s) > 10
−3 > 10−8 > 10−3 3× 10−6 3× 10−6 3× 10−6
Hole lifetime τh (s) 10
−3 10−7 2× 10−3 10−6 2× 10−6 10−5
(µτ)e (cm
2/V) > 1 8× 10−5 > 1 4× 10−3 3× 10−3 3× 10−4
(µτ)h (cm
2/V) ≈ 1 4× 10−6 > 1 1.2× 10−4 2× 10−4 4× 10−5
Resistivity (Ω. cm) < 104 107 50 1010 109 1013
1/e abs.depth at 10keV(mm) 0.127 0.051 0.050 0.011 0.011 0.011
at 100keV (mm) 23.30 3.46 3.51 1.01 1.01 0.46
concentrations of impurities, whereas HPB material suffers from Zn segregation and inho-
mogeneity and the THM is prone to Te precipitates and inclusions. However, recent evi-
dence suggests that modern THM material has fewer defects than its competitors and higher
(µτ)e,h[18, 16]. As a new crystal cools, dislocations, impurities and displaced atoms migrate
to form a lower-energy configuration. Grain boundaries are local energy minima and hence
accumulate these defects. Random grain boundaries have been shown to degrade detector
energy resolution and photopeak efficiency severely, whereas twin boundaries have very lit-
tle effect[43]. Te precipitates up to 30µm across degrade (µτ)e,h and resolution severely
[46, 47, 48] but there is progress in reducing their concentration by annealing[49]. Extended
flaws such as pipes, cracks and dislocations produce the lowest (µτ)e,h [50, 51, 18, 52].
In addition to gross defects, CZT has a complex system of electronic point defects that
govern resistivity, trapping and polarisation phenomena.
CdTe has a zincblende structure: each atom type forms a face-centred cubic lattice and
their relative offset is such that each atom has tetrahedral co-ordination with four atoms of the
other element (figure 2.3). The detector material ‘CZT’ is Cd1−xZnxTe, in which commonly
x ≈ 0.1. The fraction of zinc varies in different parts of the melt-grown ingot. CZT has higher
intrinsic resistivity than CdTe owing to its larger bandgap and self-compensation, the origins
of which have been extensively studied but are still not well-understood.[44, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57].
Trapping in undoped CdTe and CZT results from metal vacancies VCd,Zn, tellurium an-
tisites TeCd and a complex of antisite and metal vacancy. Tellurium interstitials exist at
too low a concentration to affect compensation[56]. Impurities include shallow acceptors Li,
Na, Mg and Ca. Doping by shallow donors (In, Cl and Ga) or deep donors (Ge or Sn) is
used to raise the resistivity. A metal vacancy has two ionisation levels VCd,Zn(2 − /1−) and
VCd,Zn(1− /0). A shallow donor and metal vacancy forms a complex known as the A-centre.
Figure 2.4 shows these defects at their approximate energy levels; the many variations on
these values are discussed in [44, 58].
In order to model CZT material, the energies and concentrations of defect levels must be
related to the macroscopic properties of resistivity and charge transport parameters (defined
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Figure 2.3: The zincblende unit cell of CdTe. Typically one-tenth of the small Cd2+ are
replaced by Zn2+ to form CZT. Crystal is generally sheared along (111) planes: all-Cd(Zn)
(111)A and all-Te (111)B.
Figure 2.4: Intrinsic defects and common dopants contributing to compensation in CdTe-
based materials [56] c©2004 IEEE
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in 2.1.1). One common model derives resistivity from carrier concentrations calculated by
solving the neutrality condition (equation 2.5) using Fermi-Dirac statistics[59].
h+
∑
[N+D ] = e+
∑
[N−A ] (2.5)
N+D and N
−
A are concentrations of ionised donors and acceptors; ND and NA are their total
concentrations.
In thermodynamic equilibrium:
e ≈ NCexp
(
EF − EC
kT
)
h ≈ NV exp
(
EV − EF
kT
)
NC and NV are effective densities-of-states in the conduction and valence bands respectively.
EC − EV =Band gap Eg. EF is the Fermi energy relative to the vacuum.
hence
exp
(−EF
kT
)
=
NC
e
exp
(−EC
kT
)
or =
h
NV
exp
(−EV
kT
)
(2.6)
e× h = NVNCexp
(−Eg
kT
)
(2.7)
N+D =
ND
1 + exp
(
EF−ED
kT
)
N−A =
NA
1 + exp
(
EA−EF
kT
) (2.8)
Equation 2.6 is combined with eqns.2.7 and 2.8 to solve 2.5 for e or h. The resistivity ρ
(equation 2.4) is thus calculated:
ρ =
1
q(eµe + hµh)
Zumbiehl et al.(1999) [60] applied this model to PICTS data. Spectra from HPB-grown
CZT showed three acceptor energies (0.25, 0.34 and 0.6eV) and one donor energy (0.9eV). A
concentration of 2 × 1016 was chosen for one level based on literature and used to estimate
values for other levels. The resulting set of concentrations provided excess holes. High
measured resistivity of > 1010Ω.cm indicated full compensation and a second donor was
suggested to account for this. The resistivity was calculated as a function of this donor’s
energy ED and concentration (figure 2.5).
At ND ≤ NA, all donor energies display the same ρ/ND relationship: low ρ rising sharply
through 8 orders of magnitude to peak at ND = NA. This represents increasing ionisation of
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Figure 2.5: Simulated resistivity of a model of CZT material as a function of donor energy
ED and concentration ND. Three acceptors and one other donor have constant parameters
based on experimental data[60].
acceptors. Exact compensation occurs when ND = NA and both are fully ionised: there is
no excess of either carrier type.
When EC −ED ≤ 0.2eV, ρ falls abruptly below its original value as ND exceeds NA. For
very deep donors, the peak is smoothed out into a high plateau for all ND > NA. The change
from a sharp peak to a smoothly falling plateau occurs as EC − ED ≥ Eg/2. This is the
energy at which Fermi level pinning is observed[44].
Any value deeper than mid-gap could account for high resistivity over a range of compo-
sitions, but deeper traps require a higher concentration to reach maximum ρ.
Zumbiehl et al. found it possible to reproduce these results with only one donor level,
slightly greater than Eg/2. Bell applied this simplified scheme in a TCAD model, begin-
ning with three acceptor energies determined from a particular sample and varying the donor
energy[61]. The resistivity was determined by simulating a bias ramp across a planar ohmic
CZT detector and differentiating its current -voltage graph. A donor energy of 0.775 eV was
identified as suitable to create high resistivity over a wide range of concentrations.
The set of acceptor energies (0.48, 0.29, 0.08eV) was obtained[18] from a sample of un-
doped THM-grown CZT supplied by Redlen [62, 16]. The crystals for this project’s new
designs will be from the same source. A deep acceptor at 0.48eV is thought to represent the
metal vacancy but the physical origins of 0.08eV and 0.29eV levels are not clear.
In addition to realistic high resistivity, a model of CZT for detector simulation must
possess realistic values of the charge transport parameters listed in table 2.1. The TCAD
software employed in this project allows values of band gap and pair creation energy to be
dictated but (µτ)e and (µτ)h are governed by defect levels and concentrations. Experimental
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values of room temperature (µτ)e in recent literature range over (1.3 − 9) × 10−3cm2V−1
and (µτ)h from 5 × 10−6 to 1.6 × 10−4cm2V−1[54, 50, 63, 51, 18]. Typical mobilities are
µe = 950− 1200cm2/Vs and µh = 50− 84 cm2/Vs[54, 64]. The composition of the model is
to be adjusted until ρ, µe,h and (µτ)e,h all lie within these boundaries.
Effects of surface treatment and contact deposition
Surface and bulk leakage currents are often the main source of electronic noise in semicon-
ductor detectors[23]. Bulk leakage current is a function of the bandgap and of crystal quality:
compositional uniformity and the distribution, density and nature of defects. Once a crystal
has been grown and cut from the ingot, its bulk conductivity is not influenced by subsequent
treatment. Surface conductivity arises mainly from roughness and the changes in composition
that occur during processing. Surface states cause band-bending. Acceptor levels below the
centre of the band-gap produce an inversion layer (p-type conductivity) whereas donors above
the band-gap centre enhance n-type conductivity [65].
Fabrication generally involves mechanical lapping and polishing, chemical etching, contact
deposition and passivation. The methods employed for each step are crucial in determining
detector performance and there is no consensus about the optimum combination; this is a very
active field of research. For device modelling, the outcome of interest is the final conductivity
of the surface over a range of depths, between and beneath contacts.
Polishing media include Al2O3 and diamond powders as pastes or coatings on paper.
The polished surface remains rough with a higher density of defects than the bulk material.
Chemical etching is intended to smooths the surface but also leaves residues of reaction by-
products that render it more conductive[66]. Common etchants include Br-methanol (BM)
of various concentrations from 0.2% to 5% and Br- lactic acid in ethylene glycol [67]. The
reaction with bromide ions leaves a low-resistivity Te-rich layer. The depth of the layer and its
roughness vary because different crystal planes react at different rates, and any Te inclusions
are left projecting from the surface as Cadmium ions are etched away. The final roughness
is little improved from that achieved with fine mechanical polishing (r.m.s. 2-8nm)[66, 68].
Almost pure Te several nanometres thick may be formed if the etching solution is sufficiently
concentrated[69]. If the crystal is not immediately protected from oxidation in air, a thin
oxide layer forms that must be removed (by argon-ion sputtering, for example) before contact
deposition[66].
Passivation is employed after contact deposition to oxidise Te at the non-metallised sur-
faces into a highly-resistive TeO2 layer to reduce surface leakage current. Common oxidising
agents are H2O2 and NH4F/H2O2 mixture [70, 71, 72] . KOH or KOH-KCL may be applied
as well [70, 67]. These treatments are not always effective[65] and the surface has been shown
to revert towards its original state over a few days[72]. The risk of damaging the electrodes
limits the range of suitable passivating agents but the metal may be protected by a coating
such as photo-resist [36, 68]. NH4F/H2O2 solutions do not change the electrical properties of
the contacts [65].
The conditions for complete oxidation may not penetrate the whole of the Te-enriched
thickness, leaving a non-stochiometric layer with high p-type conductivity between the oxide
and the bulk [73, 74, 75]. The leakage current produced by this layer depends strongly upon
the bulk field as if it were the active channel in a field-effect transistor: a more negative
cathode bias increases conductivity [74, 23].
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An ohmic contact displays a linear I-V characteristic because it allows both electrons
and holes to flow freely. If two ohmic contacts are bonded on the crystal and connected by
a circuit, equilibrium carrier concentrations are maintained. Every carrier collected at one
electrode is replaced by another of the same sign injected at the other electrode. When an
electric field is applied to cause drift, a large leakage current results unless resistivity is very
high. Random fluctuations in leakage are too great for the small (nA) signals of interactions to
be distinguished. Blocking or Schottky contacts prevent injection, thereby reducing leakage.
Carriers removed when the electric field is first applied are not replaced; their concentration
is lowered for as long as the field remains. However, materials with high defect densities suffer
from polarisation (accumulation of space-charge) if Schottky contacts are applied. The electric
field is distorted and reduced in magnitude. Since CZT has high resistivity (> 1010Ω.cm) and
significant trap density, ohmic contacts are generally preferred.
Surface defects caused by polishing and some methods of etching and contact deposition
raise the workfunction φw [76] which may affect the I-V characteristics of the contacts. The
condition for Schottky contacts on n-type material is φw,CZT < φw,metal. On a very smooth,
clean surface, φw,CZT = 5.1−5.3eV. Increased φw,CZT reduces the barrier height. Conversely,
if non-blocking contacts are desired and a low-workfunction metal (such as Au, ≈4.8eV) is
chosen accordingly, the rise in φw,CZT is unimportant.
Sputtering contacts creates significant discontinuities in CZT at the interface owing to
the high energy of the metal atoms [70, 16, 67]. Such discontinuities trap charge and increase
conductivity. Alternative methods that cause less damage are thermal vacuum evaporation
(or vapour deposition) and electroless deposition of gold from gold chloride solution. The
latter ought to be implemented at low temperature (0◦C); solution at 40◦C has been shown
to cause subsurface voids and higher leakage current, ascribed to precipitation of CdCl2[68].
A two-step process in which a Cr layer is evaporated on to the CZT followed by a layer of Au
on the chromium has been shown to produce a more homogeneous metal/CZT interface and
stronger adhesion than evaporation of gold alone. The improvement was ascribed to Cr being
part-way between gold and CZT in thermal expansivity, thereby lessening the mechanical
strain at the interfaces as each metal cooled[77]. The process is not in common use.
If the surface is non-conducting and adjacent contacts are at equal potential, surface charge
builds up in the gaps and electric field lines never intersect it. In practice, charge does not
build up sufficiently to repel electric field lines because the surface is slightly conductive. Field
lines do intersect the surface, causing a proportion of the charge from radiation interactions
to arrive at the gap surface and becomes trapped and lost from the signal [73]. In some pixel
detectors, narrow strips of electrodes at more negative bias are placed between anodes to
create an electric field across the gap, bending field lines towards the pixel. This reduces charge
loss but enhances the surface leakage current, increasing noise. Some models of CZT and CdTe
devices incorporate reduced-resistivity layers at exposed surfaces between electrodes[31, 32,
78]. In an ‘active-edge’ pixelated detector model with no guard ring, the whole side walls
of the crystal had to be reduced in resisitivity in order for simulation results to agree with
experiment[79].
The effects of a novel non-bromine-based etchant (K2Cr2O7 and HNO3 in ethylene glycol),
Br-methanol and another bromine-based etchant and on similar samples of CZT have been
compared[66]. The non-bromine etchant was shown to produce less-conductive, smoother
surfaces with fewer defects. If etchants can be improved to the extent that they do not cause
any reduction in resistivity, the passivation stage could be omitted, saving costs and potential
electrode damage. Surface treatments continue to be refined.
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2.1.3 Radiation interactions
The purpose of the semiconductor material is to cause each photon to transfer is full energy to
a secondary electron. Moving charged particles transfer their kinetic energy and momentum
to bound electrons via the Coulomb force. Bound electrons are excited, generating ehps, and
the secondary electron slows down. It changes direction repeatedly, because momentum is
conserved in each encounter, tracing a tortuous path until it comes to rest. The secondary
electron must be stopped within the detector by this collisional energy loss process if the
entire photon energy is to contribute to the current signal. A charge undergoing acceleration
also loses energy by a radiative process. The fraction lost rises with particle energy and
atomic number Z of the medium: it is negligible at X-ray energies.
Figure 2.6: Possible interactions of X-rays with an atom in CZT. Photon energy is correctly
registered by a detector only if it undergoes photoelectric absorption and the subsequent
fluorescence is also absorbed. Photoelectric absorption dominates at < 200keV; Compton
scatter at higher energies to 7MeV.
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photoelectric absorption is the only process by which a photon deposits its full energy E0
in a single interaction, causing the event to be registered at E0 on the spectrum (assuming
100% charge collection efficiency). An incident photon is absorbed by interaction with an
inner-shell electron. The electron is ejected from the atom as a photoelectron with kinetic
energy U equal to the incident photon energy minus the binding energy of its original shell:
U = E0 − Ebind
The photoelectron transfers its energy to the medium by the collisional process described
above. The atom with an inner-shell vacancy is in an unstable state. It reconfigures to a
lower energy by the de-excitation of an electron from a higher shell to fill the vacancy. The
difference in binding energy between the shells is emitted as a fluorescence X-ray.
Efl = Ebind, initial − Ebind, final
The set of fluorescence energies is characteristic of the element. A Kα ray is produced from a
transition from the L to the K shell, Kβ from the M to a K shell, Lα from the M to L shell.
A further index of α1, α2 etc. denotes transitions from particular subshells to the same lower
shell. The relative probabilities of different transitions are similar across all elements, with
α and β most frequent. If the fluorescence ray is absorbed in the detector, the energy of the
incident photon E0 is correctly registered. If fluorescence escapes from the detector, the event
is registered in a lower-energy escape peak on the spectrum instead of the E0 photopeak:
Eescape = E0 − Efl
The incidence of escape depends upon interaction depth and fluorescence energy. In
Silicon, the most energetic rays are 1.7 and 1.9keV: too low in energy to escape from all but
the shallowest interactions. In CZT, the Kα and Kβ are 23.2keV and 26.1keV respectively
for Cd and 27.5keV, 31.0keV for Te. Their 1/e attenuation depth in CZT is ≈ 60 − 90µm,
allowing a significant fraction to escape from interactions close to any crystal face. Figure 2.7
shows escape peaks resulting from 72.8keV, 75keV and 84.9keV incident photons in CZT.
The most probable site for photoelectric absorption is the most tightly-bound shell for
which E0 −Ebind. The partial interaction cross-section σPE has a discontinuous rise with E0
(absorption edge) at E0 = Ebind of each shell. In general, σPE falls as E0 increases and rises
with atomic number Z.
σPEα
Zn
E3.50
Where n varies between 4 and 5. Photoelectric absorption is the dominant interaction at
energies < 200keV in CZT and < 60keV in Si.
Compton scattering is significant above ≈ 60keV in CZT and is the dominant interaction
at 200keV-7MeV. An incident photon interacts with an outer shell electron and ejects it from
the atom as a recoil electron. The incident E0 is shared between the electron and a scattered
photon E′:
E′ =
E0
1 + E0
m0c2
(1− cosθ)
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Figure 2.7: Spectrum from Pb fluorescence measured using an Amptek XR-100T-CdTe
system[80]. Each Pb energy causes escape peaks at E0−[CdKα,CdKβ,TeKα,TeKβ]. Peaks at
> 70keV show slight tailing from slow hole transport but the effect is minimal in 1mm-thick
CdTe at 500V bias. Cooling < 0◦C is necessary to allow operation at high bias without
excessive leakage [24]. c©2016 AMPTEK, Inc.
Where m0c
2 is the rest-mass energy of the electron, 511keV, and θ is the angle between
the incident and scattered photon (scattering angle). The Klein-Nishina formula gives the
differential cross section of scattered photons. At soft X-ray incident energies, the distribution
is almost symmetrical about θ = 90◦; at 500keV the vast majority of photons scatter at
θ < 45◦[42]. The continuum of possible energies of the recoil electron appears as a continuum
of low-energy counts in the spectrum from zero to the Compton edge, representing θ = 180◦.
The scattered photon may undergo Compton interactions repeatedly until it is absorbed by
the photoelectric process or scattered out of the detector.
Pair production cannot occur unless the incident energy exceeds 2 × 511keV, the sum
of the rest mass energies of an electron and positron. The photon energy is converted into
the particle-antiparticle pair in the presence of a nuclear coulomb field. Conservation of
momentum demands that the nucleus receives a recoil momentum. Excess energy from the
photon is tranferred to the pair, in any proportion, as kinetic energy. The probability of
pair production per nucleus varies approximately as Zn. It is insignificant at E0 < 1MeV;
dominant at E0 > 7MeV in CZT, E0 > 17MeV in Si.
Attenuation and Efficiency
Figure 2.8 shows the partial mass interaction coefficients (cm2g−1)of all photon interaction
processes in CZT as a function of incident energy. This quantity is the product of the partial
interaction cross-section σ (cm2) and the number of target atoms per unit mass of material.
The sum of interaction coefficients for the individual processes (except elastic scattering)
is equal to the total mass attenuation coefficient µtot/ρ (cm
2g−1) of the material where ρ is
its mass density.
To gauge the performance of a given material, the total linear attenuation coefficient µtot
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Figure 2.8: Partial mass interaction coefficients of all photon interaction processes in
Cd0.9Zn0.1Te. Probability of photoelectric absorption rises sharply at E0 = EL bind and
E0 = EK bind of each element [81]. > 98% of all events at 100keV are photoelectric.
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(cm−1) is a more useful parameter. µtot is the probability per unit path length that the
photon is removed from the beam. The total is the sum of attenuation coefficients of all
interaction processes.
I = I0e
−µtott
µtot = µPE + µCS + µPP
Where I/I0 is the fraction of initial intensity that is transmitted through thickness t of
the absorber. The proportion of primary photons interacting in a thickness t is therefore
[1 − e−µtott]. The mean free path λ = 1/µtot (cm) is the average distance travelled by a
photon before interaction. Figure 2.9 (top) compares µtot and µPE of CZT, Ge and Si.
The intrinsic efficiency of the detector is defined as:
int =
Number of pulses recorded
Number of quanta incident on detector
Therefore int = [1− e−µtotT ] if T is the full thickness of the crystal, incidence is perpen-
dicular to the surface and attenuation by contacts is neglected.
The ideal detector material would have µtot = µPE at a very high value throughout
the desired energy range. That would represent photoelectric absorption, hence full-energy
registration, of all incident photons. Higher-Z materials have higher µPE at all energies. The
probability of Compton scattering begins to rise at a lower energy in low-Z materials , evident
in the divergence of total and PE attenuation in Si above 20keV (figure 2.9 (top)). In CZT
at 60keV, µCS/µPE (equivalent to σCS/σPE) is < 0.02; at 122keV, 0.12 and by 200keV it has
risen to 0.5.
Figure 2.9 (top) compares X-ray interaction efficiency of commercial 0.5mm Si, 1mm CdTe
and 2.25mm CdTe devices. The 2.3mm-thick CZT prototype characterised in this project is
expected to have similar efficiency to the latter: 100% up to 80keV. Table 2.1 provides 1/e
attenuation depths in several detector materials. At E0 = 10keV, all photons are absorbed
at the surface; 100keV rays penetrate 3-4mm in Ge and 1-2mm in CZT. HgI2 has even higher
attenuation owing to its high Z but poor charge transport after interaction outweighs this
advantage when the quality of the final spectrum is considered. The next section describes the
process by which moving charge generated by interactions is measured and used to construct
a spectrum.
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Figure 2.9: Top Total linear attenuation coefficients of Si, Ge and Cd0.9Zn0.1Te as a function
of photon energy [82]. Absorption edges appear at E0 = EL bind and E0 = EK bind of each
element (those of silicon are too low in energy to be displayed).Base Intrinsic efficiency of
three commercial CdTe and Si devices as a function of photon energy. The prototype device
characterised in this project is 2300µm CZT of very similar efficiency. [83] c©2016 AMPTEK,
Inc.
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2.1.4 Operation of semiconductor detectors
Induced current and charge
When ehps are generated in an electric field, electrons drift to the collecting anode and holes
to the cathode. Both species contribute to an induced negative current pulse at the anode
and an identical pulse of opposite polarity at the cathode.
The Shockley-Ramo Theorem (SRT)[84, 85] describes the induction of current and charge
on electrodes as a result of carrier motion. A mathematical construct, weighting potential φ0,
predicts the charge Q(t) and current i(t) on any electrode of interest as a function of position
x(t) of a moving elementary charge q. The weighting field [Ew,x, Ew,y, Ew,z] =
[
dφ0
dx ,
dφ0
dy ,
dφ0
dz
]
describes the electrostatic coupling between a moving charge and the sensing electrode.
Q(t) = −qφ0(x(t))
dQ
dt
= −q dx
dt
dφ0
dx
i(t) = −qv(t).Ew (2.9)
Where v is the instantaneous velocity of q.
φ0 is defined as the electrostatic potential that would exist if the selected electrode were
at unit potential, all other electrodes grounded and no other charges were present. Thus
the spatial form of φ0 depends only upon the geometry of the interaction medium and the
electrodes and is independent of applied electric field.
Hence the total signals induced by N ehps are:
Q(t) = q
N∑
j=1
φ0(xe,j(t)))− q
N∑
k=1
φ0(xh,k(t)) (2.10)
i(t) = q
N∑
j=1
ve,j .Ew − q
N∑
k=1
vh,k.Ew (2.11)
Where each xe,j(t) is the location of an individual carrier. Thus the current on any electrode
depends upon both the velocity vector of each carrier and the weighting field vector of the
same electrode at the charge location. Thus the current on the collecting anode has the same
polarity (positive, as defined in equation 2.11) at all times because electron drift is always in
the direction of increasing φ0,anode (parallel to Ew,anode) and hole drift always the opposite.
The same is true in reverse of the cathode.
In segmented-anode devices such as pixel, strip and drift detectors, the current on any
non-collecting electrode B is bipolar. As an electron drifts to the anode, there may be a
component of its velocity that is towards B (parallel to Ew,B) during part of the drift period.
It induces a positive current during this time because ve.Ew,B is positive. However, it must
move away from B at some later time because its destination is the anode. The current
induced on B becomes negative.
Equation 2.11 shows that the integral of iB(t) over the whole drift time QBtfinal is 0. By
definition, φ0,B = 0 at all electrodes except B. Therefore, carriers contribute nothing to QB
when they have been collected at the anode and cathode.
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Though bipolar in general, iB(t) may be 0 throughout drift if the geometry and the
interaction location dictate that Ew,B is negligible in the whole drift region or perpendicular
to the drift directions at all times.
The inital value of Q is 0 on all electrodes because all carriers are at a single location
and the charge induced by N electrons is exactly cancelled by that of N holes. By definition,
φ0,anode rises from 0 at the cathode to 1 at the anode. The hole component of Q(t) falls as
drift progresses and the electron component rises. If all charges are collected, the final value
of measured Q equals the value initially generated:
Qanode(tfull collection) = q
N∑
j=1
1− q
N∑
k=1
0
= qN (2.12)
Charge collection efficiency (CCE) is defined:
CCE =
Qanode(tfinal)
qN
× 100% (2.13)
‘Final’ time is set by the signal integration time of the preamplifier (see below). The time
chosen must be long enough for i(t) to fall to zero, indicating that all carrier motion in the
detector has ceased. If traps exist, current may fall almost to zero with a long tail of low
amplitude as carriers are repeatedly released and re-trapped, reducing the average velocity.
Collection time must be cut off eventually, leaving some holes in locations where φ > 0 and
some electrons in locations where φ < 1. Both reduce the final magnitude of Q to less than
qN . The event is registered at too low an energy on the spectrum. In practice, it is hole
trapping that causes poor CCE in many semiconductor materials. Even in the absence of
traps, a large disparity in the mobilities (hence drift speeds) of species results in part of the
slow hole signal remaining uncollected when integration ceases. The solution is to eliminate
the hole component of the signal. One method is to design the device geometry such that
φ is zero in all regions where holes may be present. Since interactions occur throughout the
volume, this condition requires that φ rise steeply from 0 to 1 as close to the anode as possible.
An alternative method is to design two readout electrodes such that subtracting one signal
from the other removes the hole component. The configurations that utilise each technique
are discussed in section 3.12.
In a planar detector φ is linear as a function of depth z and Ew = 1/T where T is the
detector thickness. With a constant weighting field, the instantaneous current induced by
each carrier depends only upon its speed i(t) = qv(t)/T . In any given geometry, magnitudes
of induced currents are greater if drift speeds are greater. Hence less signal amplification
(lower gain) is required if the material has large carrier mobilities and a strong electric field
is applied. This improves the signal/noise ratio, as the following section explains.
Instrumentation
Figure 2.10 is a schematic diagram of CZT detector instrumentation. The first step is con-
verting the current pulse i(t) into a voltage pulse V (t) via the preamplifier. The risetime of
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Figure 2.10: The readout chain of a semiconductor detector. The AC-coupled charge-sensitive
Preamplifier integrates the signal current pulse over time. The output is a voltage pulse with
amplitude proportional to the charge collected Q. The Amplifier shapes the pulse into a
Gaussian of standard width that can be digitised by the Analogue-to-Digital Converter. The
Multi-Channel Analyser sorts the events into bins according to amplitude. The PC displays
the results as a histogram of counts/channel (spectrum).
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V (t) is equal to the duration of i(t). The decay time RfCf of several hundred microseconds
is a characteristic of the preamplifier.
For spectroscopy, the detector is operated in pulse counting mode: the event rate is suf-
ficiently low for current pulses not to overlap in time. Each pulse is integrated separately.
‘Charge-sensitive’ configuration is used to render Vmax independent of the detector capacitance
(which may vary) and dependent only on the Q collected and the fixed feedback capacitance
Cf . Assuming full charge collection, the energy of each event is therefore proportional to
Vmax. A ‘decoupling capacitor’ prevents direct current from entering the preamplifier input.
The detector leakage current (direct) flows through a load resistance to ground and only the
signal current (alternating) passes across the capacitor.
The second step is to amplify V (t) to a few volts in size and re-shape it into a Gaussian
form of a standard width that can be digitised. The long RfCf tail is eliminated to reduce
risk of pile-up. A differentiating CR circuit is followed by several integrating RC stages: their
time constants determine the final shape. The chosen ‘shaping time’ of a few microseconds
is the width of the Gaussian output. Amplification is linear to preserve the proportionality
between the event energy and the output voltage.
The third step is to digitise the Gaussian pulse in an Analogue-to-Digital Converter
(ADC). The fourth is to sort the events into channels according to energy in a Multi-Channel
Analyser (MCA) (combined with the ADC into one instrument). Spectroscopy software on
a PC displays the MCA output as a histogram of number of counts per channel. An en-
ergy/channel number calibration should be carried out to convert the histogram into the
energy spectrum of the radiation.
Sources of Noise and their effects
Sources of noise at the beginning of the read-out chain have the most significant impact on
resolution because they undergo the same amplification as the signal. The main source of
parallel noise is fluctuation in leakage current. As discussed in section 2.1.2, bulk leakage
current at a given field strength depends on the bandgap and quality of the crystal whereas
surface leakage currents are strongly influenced by surface processing and contact interfaces.
Together they often dominate the resolution of semiconductor detectors. A wider bandgap
reduces thermal ehp generation and thereby lowers leakage currents.
One source of series noise is thermal noise in the FET of the preamplifier input. The
preamplifier used in this project maintains the input FET at -50 ◦C with a thermoelectric
cooler. Noise also increases with the load capacitance of the preamp input. This arises from
the preamp itself (a very low value), the detector anode and the connecting cable.
These noise sources have a very broad frequency spectrum whereas the true signal contains
a very narrow range of frequencies. The pulse-shaping method in the linear amplifier removes
most of the broad-spectrum noise because its series of differentiating and integrating circuits
act as high-pass and low-pass filters respectively.
The preamplifier and capacitance noise may be measured with the circuit in figure 2.10
from the width of the pulser peak when the detector is at zero bias (ie. there is no leakage
current). Preamplifier noise proves to be the limiting factor in the prototype detector’s
resolution.
Statistical or Fano noise also exists, but is generally minor in semiconductors compared
with series and parallel noise unless the detector and electronics are both noise-optimised. The
charge generated in an interaction is not a continuous variable but a discrete number of charge
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carriers. The exact number varies even between events with the same energy deposition. The
variance can be predicted from Poisson statistics but a material-specific reduction, the Fano
factor, must be applied to account for the limitations on carrier numbers imposed by discrete
electron shells. The statistical minimum peak width increases with the size of Eg and the
W -factor (the energy required to generate each ehp).
The contributions from separate sources of noise combine in quadrature to determine the
total peak broadening. The relative magnitudes of series and parallel noise vary with shaping
time (figure 2.11). The minimum total noise occurs when their contributions are equal. The
statistical (1/f ) contribution is unaffected by shaping time. Hence, for example, detectors
with low capacitance (series noise) but relatively high leakage (parallel noise) exhibit their
finest resolution at short shaping times, provided signal rise times are fast enough for complete
charge collection within that time.
Figure 2.11: Relative contributions of series and parallel noise as a function of the shaping
time of the pulse processing electronics.[42]
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2.2 A Review of Drift Detectors in Silicon and CdTe-based
materials
2.2.1 Single-carrier sensing and the ‘drift’ configuration
The resolution of CdTe-based planar detectors is commonly limited by poor hole transport
causing ‘tailing’ at peaks, as explained in 2.1.1. The solution is to eliminate the hole contri-
bution from the signal as far as possible.
Purely pulse-processing methods may be applied to a detector of any design. Rise time
discrimination (RTD) identifies hole pulses by their slow risetime and rejects them from
the signal. This improves resolution but inevitably reduces efficiency. The next step in
improving the spectral quality is to re-assign the low-energy hole counts to their correct
event energies, thereby maintaining efficiency. This may be termed rise time compensation
(RTC). Bi-parametric techniques utilise the correlation between interaction depth and both
risetime and signal amplitude to deduce the charge collection efficiency. The measured charge
is multiplied by a correction factor. This relatively simple version of the technique is only
accurate over a small detector depth because the pulse height deficit varies non-linearly with
rise time.
Some detectors are ‘single-carrier sensing’ by virtue of their geometry. All make use of the
Shockley-Ramo Theorem[84, 85] and its concept of weighting potential φ0 (defined in section
2.1.4). The volume in which φ0 of the readout anode is significantly > 0 may be shaped and
positioned in such a way that holes generated by interactions do not enter it.
The hemispherical single-carrier sensor was among the first. The cathode covers a ‘hemi-
sphere’ (in practice, five faces of a cube) with a very small anode at the centre of the dia-
metrical plane (or sixth face of the cube). Irradiation is through the top of the hemisphere.
φ0,anode >> 0 only in a small region about the anode. Provided that energies are low enough
for few photons to penetrate to this region, no holes contribute to the signal because they
drift only from their interaction sites outwards to the cathode. A disadvantage is that the
electric field strength declines as 1/r2 from the anode, necessarily becoming very weak near
the cathode if it is not to cause breakdown near the anode. Electrons from shallow interac-
tions may drift so slowly at first that they reach the end of their lifetime and are lost from
the signal before they are collected. This limits the size and energy range for hemispherical
detectors.
The virtual-Frisch-grid design has a plane cathode, plane anode opposite and non-collecting
planar electrodes glued to the four side faces of a cuboid that stop a short distance from the
anode end. Irradiation is through the cathode. φ0,anode rises from 0 to 1 only between the
ends of the side-electrodes and the anode face, where no holes are present unless events occur
at such a depth. 6×6×15mm3 CZT virtual-Frisch-grid detectors are used in a recent gamma
camera [19]. Sub-millimetre spatial resolution is achieved by reading out from all the side
strips and using event reconstruction algorithms.
Some designs rely on subtraction of one signal from another, utilising the different φ0
of two or more electrodes. The coplanar grid is a well-tried configuration. The device is
irradiated through a plane cathode and has two interdigitated grid anodes on the opposite
face. The grid anodes are differently biased so that only one collects charge, but a similar
signal is induced on both until the final moments of drift. Subtracting the signal of the non-
collecting grid from that of the collecting grid results in a signal that rises from 0 only in
a small volume close to the anode face. Provided no events occur in this volume, no holes
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contribute to the signal. It is possible to compensate for electron trapping in large devices by
multiplying one signal by a gain factor before subtraction. The coplanar-grid may be made
in large sizes with good energy resolution[26] and is used in commercial devices for energies
up to 3MeV [22]. However, there is an inherent limit to resolution imposed by the lateral
offsets of the two grids, which perturbs their difference signal [86].
When calculating φ0 of a given electrode, the potential of all other electrodes is fixed at
0. Therefore, the volume in which φ0,anode > 0 decreases with the size of the anode and the
distance to neighbouring electrodes. This is the basis of the ‘small pixel effect’ utilised in
pixelated detectors.
Figure 2.12: Cross-section through model of 1mm-thick CdTe pixel detector. φ0 contours of
one 200µm-wide pixel with 50µm gaps to neighbouring pixels (red bars). Veale et al.[40] c©
2012 IEEE.
Figure 2.12 shows the simulated φ0 > 0 volume of a 200µm-wide pixel with 50µm gaps to
neighbouring pixels in a 1mm-thick detector[40]. Every other pixel has a similar φ0. In this
example, holes would not contribute to a pixel signal unless they were generated< 500µm from
it; smaller pixels would reduce that distance still further. This device, irradiated through the
cathode, is therefore sensitive only to electrons if photon energies are low. Another advantage
of the small φ0 > 0 volume is that signals have a faster rise time than they would in a
pad detector[39], allowing faster readout for high-flux applications. Since small anodes have
low capacitance and therefore low series noise, a short shaping time is also advantageous
for minimising the total electronic noise (see section 2.1.4). Thicker devices are required for
higher energies. Small pixels on thick detectors suffer from charge sharing because charge
clouds diffuse to several hundred micrometres’ width over 2-3mm of drift (depending on
bias). Small pixels also suffer lower photopeak efficiency owing to fluorescence escape. Cd
and Te fluorescence X-rays have a range of ≈60µm, therefore there is a high probability
of their being reabsorbed in a location outside the signal induction range of the pixel that
detects the photoelectron’s energy deposition. The ratio of pixel size to crystal thickness
may be optimised for a particular photon energy, beam geometry and imaging application
by computational modelling[87]. Correct signal magnitudes are reconstructed by analysing
neighbouring signals and their timings together[39].
The coplanar-strip or orthogonal-strip position-sensitive detector also uses the small-pixel
effect in principle: instead of a plane cathode and pixel anodes, it has parallel narrow strips
on the anode face and the same strip layout rotated through 90◦ on the cathode face. ‘Virtual
pixel’ signals are reconstructed, each pixel square being the same width as a strip. The cathode
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strips are hole-sensing and the anode strips electron-sensing, therefore this configuration is
not suitable for materials with poor hole transport unless irradiated through the cathode with
very low energies. It is instead employed in Germanium.
A review of single-carrier sensors[88] concluded that complex fabrication and readout sys-
tems, leading to high cost and excessive noise, limit the utility of most for energy-resolving
spectroscopy applications. Pixelated detectors for medical imaging have been highly de-
veloped for both energy resolution (< 1keV at diagnostic energies) and excellent spatial
resolution[20] but, where position-sensing is not required, a simpler and less costly solution
is desirable. This is the chief motivation for investigating drift detectors in CdTe and CZT.
As described in section 2.1.2, a grid of narrow electrode strips is sometimes placed to
surround each pixel with a square box at more negative bias. This creates an electric field
across the gaps, bending field lines towards the pixels to reduce the charge loss caused by a
conductive surface. φ0 of each pixel rises from 0 to 1 between the grid and the pixel.
The ‘ring-drift’ detector could be roughly conceptualised as a development of the steering
grid: instead of many pixels, there is a single small pixel surrounded by multiple concentric
steering electrodes that are stepped to more negative biases at larger distances. The small
pixel still has the same small volume φ0,anode > 0, where no holes are present, but events
throughout the volume are all detected by the one pixel because the steering electrodes cause
electrons from all locations to drift to it. Figure 2.13 shows the simulated anode weighting
potential of the real prototype ring-drift detector characterised in this project. Its similarity
to that of the pixel in figure 2.12 is obvious (though in this example the scale is larger). If the
geometry is optimised, the weighing potential of a ‘drift’ detector approaches the ideal more
closely than any other single-carrier detector[25]. Only one anode signal is read out and no
digital processing is required. A more thorough definition and history of ‘drift’ design is the
subject of the next section. First, we trace its development in its original material: silicon.
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Figure 2.13: Simulated weighting potential of the anode of the prototype ring-drift detector
studied in this project. φ0 has cylindrical symmetry. Top Diametrical cross-section. Base
Radial cross-section with value of φ0 projected up the Z-axis, viewed from two angles.
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2.2.2 Silicon drift detectors
The ‘drift’ detector has two defining characteristics: the crystal is fully depleted by a point-
like anode and a ‘drift field’, superposed perpendicular to the field that causes depletion,
steers the charge carriers towards a collecting anode (figure 1.1).
Series noise caused by capacitance is often the limiting factor in energy resolution of silicon
detectors. Capacitance falls steeply at full depletion[1] and the steering technique allows the
anode to be very small, independent of crystal size, further reducing capacitance. Silicon drift
detectors (SiDDs) therefore achieve finer energy resolution than pn diodes of the same active
area and temperature. Since signal processing time is inversely proportional to series noise,
SiDDs also have higher count-rate capability.
These characteristics confer performance that cause the drift detector to dominate high-
count-rate and position-sensing applications at 0.2-25 keV: latest applications include elemen-
tary particle physics research[6, 7], element mapping on the lunar surface [8] photodetection
in gamma cameras[10] and SPECT/MRI systems[12]. SiDDs are replacing diodes on scanning
electron microscopes [9]. Efficiency at higher energies can be achieved by stacking SiDDs[89]
or combining them with CdTe detectors[90]
The precursor to the SiDD was microstrip configuration. This consisted of a thin (≈300µm)
n- type crystal with a single n+ anode covering one face and many parallel p+ strips covering
the opposite face. Capacitance rose with additional strip area. With 1980s electronic tech-
nology, the spatial density of readout channels required placed a lower limit on strip pitch
and width of 50-300µm which corresponded to minimum spatial resolution. The readout lim-
itation also prevented high-precision position sensors from being assembled into large arrays
desired for particle physics[91].
Gatti and Rehak(1984)[1] invented the drift detector with the aim of equalling the spatial
resolution of the best microstrip detectors over large areas with hundreds of times fewer
readout channels. The first principle defining the DD is ‘sidewards depletion’. The n+
contact of a pn diode was reduced to a ‘point’ and the p+ rectifying junction extended
over both faces. They demonstrated that full depletion (ie. removal of all mobile charges)
occurred at a quarter of the bias required for a conventional pn diode and caused an abrupt
drop in capacitance. The remaining fixed charges are positive: the nuclei of ionised donors.
The potential through the thickness is therefore a parabolic, with a minimum (least-negative
region) half-way through the crystal thickness. Electrons generated by thermal excitation or
radiation interaction collect at the minimum. Holes drift to the p+ implants.
The second principle is that a lateral electric field tilts the parabolic channel downwards
along the detector’s length such that the electrons drift in the direction of the anode. The
channel finally curves to reach a minimum at the collecting anode on one face (figure 2.14).
The lateral field is applied by segmenting the p+ contact on both faces into strips perpen-
dicular to the drift direction (figure 2.15) and applying increasingly negative voltages to them
towards the anode end. Fixed positive charges in Si and SiO2 at the exposed surface cause
parabolic ‘dips’ in negative potential in the gaps between strips. Electrons from very shallow
interactions are trapped in a dead layer. Pitch and width are chosen such that the ‘dips’ do
not extend to create a ripple in the centre of the channel. The decrease in potential along
the centre of the drift channel must be linear, to ensure uniform drift speed, if the detector
is intended for 2D position-sensing.
If the detector is fabricated on only part of a larger wafer, a grounded n+ implant beyond
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Figure 2.14: Simulated electrostatic potential near to the collecting anode of the first linear
drift detector. The miniumum (electron channel) is bent towards the anode by biasing the
p+ strips opposite the anode more negatively than those on the anode face. Gatti and Rehak
(1984)[1].
the collecting anode(s), or surrounding the whole drift-strip-and-anode array, shields the
anode(s) from thermally-generated electrons produced in the undepleted region beyond.
Figure 2.15: Early linear drift design similar to [1]: steering electrodes on both surfaces,
external voltage divider and anode strip segmented into pixels for position sensing in the
Z-axis. Gramegna et al.[92] c©1995 IEEE.
The voltage divider depicted in figure 2.15 has been replaced by implanted resistors, of
polysilicon or p+ material, at alternate ends of the strips. Wire connections to only the first
and last strips enable detectors to be tiled edge-to-edge with minimal inactive area. To prevent
fluctuation in the drift field, current flowing through the voltage divider must exceed total
hole current collected by the strips. The resulting high power dissipation in small resistive
areas causes thermal gradients that affect carrier mobility. Corsi et al (1999)[93] linked the
drift strips into a continuous zigzag, utilising their 70kΩ resistivity to create a continuous
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voltage drop while dissipating heat uniformly over the whole surface. No active area was
wasted on resistors and the drift field was linear within 0.4%.
Large potential differences between drift-strip ends and the edge of the wafer are prevented
from causing breakdown by guard strips parallel to the edge, progressively raising the potential
to zero. Guard strips are fabricated as extensions of drift strips of the appropriate voltages
(figure 2.16 far right). Metallisation of field-strips (over the p+ implant) may be extended over
the whole oxide surface to form a ‘field-plate’. This smooths the large change in potential at
drift-strip edges, improving uniformity of the drift field, but is also a source of surface current.
Small ( 5µm) extensions at strip edges are sometimes used as a compromise[92].
Linear SiDDs for 2D position sensing
Event co-ordinates along the drift direction are obtained from the drift speed and time. In
high-energy collisions (such as experiments at CERN), all particles are created simultaneously
and detected within 1ns, but in general a ‘trigger’ is required to start the timing for each event.
Weighting potential is zero throughout the drift region, rising steeply near the anode
face between the last strip and the collecting anode Thus electrons do not contribute to the
signal until the last moments of their drift, allowing the time since interaction to be precisely
measured if interaction time is known. Holes do not influence the signal unless generated
within the small volume of high anode φ0.
Speed varies with local potential and mobility. Gatti et al (1990)[94] created a system
for injecting electrons at multiple sites for real-time calibration of drift speed independent of
temperature variation and crystal uniformity. This is of especial importance for the large-
area detectors desired to minimise dead area for particle tracking arrays. The system was
applied to 3.3 × 4.2cm2 detectors for the UA6 experiment at CERN in 1992[95]. ‘Butterfly’
configuration (figure 2.16), with anode arrays at each end and the largest voltage at the centre
line, is commonly used to minimise drift distance for a given detector size and the proportion
of the area expended on guard strips [1, 92, 6, 7, 95].
Figure 2.16: ‘Butterfly’ linear detector for ALICE experiment at CERN. 300mm thick wafer
with 3kΩcm resistivity. 512 collecting anodes and active area of 7.02×7.53cm2. Bonvicini et
al. (2001)[96]
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Later designs (1992[97] to present) replaced drift strips on the non-anode face with a
plane cathode, creating an effective drift field with simpler fabrication. Irradiation through
a plane cathode improves sensitivity at low energies because there is no SiO2 surface dead
layer. Spectrum quality improves because the signal-induction zone (volume of high anode
φ0) is no longer through the whole thickness but confined close to the anode face, where few
rays penetrate, eliminating the hole contribution[25].
Segmentation of the collecting anode provides lateral event co-ordinates (figure 2.15);
charge sharing by adjacent anodes allows spatial resolution finer than their pitch. A p+
implant isolates each anode from its neighbours. In practice, repulsion and diffusion of the
charge cloud limits resolution: lateral spreading from 50µm to 400µm in 0.5µs is typical[98].
Broadening with drift time limited the optimum drift length of detectors to a few millimetres.
To confine broadening to 100µm, Castoldi et al.[98] introduced deep p+ implants (‘channel-
stops’) parallel to drift . n+ implants along channel centres increased their potential depth[99].
This ‘Multilinear Drift Detector’ (ML-DD) gave rise to the ‘Controlled-Drift Detector’
(CDD)[100]. During ‘integration’ (figure 2.17, top), potential barriers perpendicular to drift
confine charge in square ‘pixels’. These barriers are removed to allow drift during the readout
phase. Switchable barriers can be implemented by temporal voltage changes in certain field-
strips or in the uniform back cathode, given a certain combination of dimensions and doping.
Spatial resolution in recent models equals pixel size of ≈100µm, sufficient for high-quality
X-ray transmission imaging, and energy resolution of ≈500eV enables 2D elemental mapping.
ML-DDs may improve sensitivity and peak-to-background ratio in Compton telescopes[101].
Integration-readout cycle length depends on drift time and distance. A 1.6×1.7mm2 prototype
operated at 100kHz[101] whereas 5kHz was estimated for a 1cm detector. Recent refinements
to MLDD design have increased drift field strength (from 300V/cm to >800V/cm) without
loss of uniformity (hence resolution) to allow either faster readout or greater detector size
[102]. Segmentation of the back cathode has been re-introduced to optimise potential shape
in large detectors (3 × 1cm2).
Very large-area cylindrical detectors with anodes at the rim have been used for position-
sensing. Since the drift field strength is required to fall with increasing radius, size is not
limited by feasible size of applied bias. Chen et al. (1992)[103] designed a prototype SiDD for
the CERES experiment at CERN[104]. The 3” diameter wafer had 240 concentric electrodes
causing radial drift to 360 collecting anodes around the rim. Azimuthal event co-ordinates
were obtained from charge-sharing between anodes. These detectors were later upgraded
to 100mm-diameter versions with overlapping anode connections with 720 readout channels,
halving the angular resolution[105].
SiDDs for non-imaging applications
Where 2D position sensing is not required the collecting anode is generally reduced to a ‘point’
at the centre of one face. Steering electrodes are fabricated in closed concentric rings or a spiral
with a guard ring at the rim. Cylindrical configuration has three advantages over linear: the
smaller anode reduces capacitance, shorter drift distance improves count-rate capability and
the proportion of area covered by guard strips is lower. Very low capacitance (contributing
to series noise) and relatively high surface leakage (contributing to parallel noise) cause the
minimum of electronic noise to occur at a short shaping time. Maximum signal risetime
must ideally be short enough to use this noise-optimising shaping time, which dictates the
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Figure 2.17: The first ‘Controlled-Drift Detector’ (CDD). During the integration phase (top
right), charge is retained in potential wells, forming pixels of the image. Applied voltages are
changed to remove the barriers to Y-drift for readout. Potential during the readout phase
(base) is identical to that of the ‘Multilinear’ design (MLDD), confining charges to their
channel of origin. Castoldi et al.[100] c©1997 IEEE.
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maximum size of the detector, established at ≈1cm2. Another size-limiting consideration
is that falling electric field strength at increasing radius requires larger steps in drift bias
compared with linear detectors: a larger voltage requires a broader insensitive guard region.
The first cylindrical detector (1985)[106] was annular on both faces but a plane cathode
was soon adopted for low energies for reasons described above. With suitable biasing, electrical
connections to the plane face are unnecessary [107] further simplifying fabrication.
Rehak et al.[108] claimed that a spiral steering electrode (operating on the same prin-
ciple as the linear zizgzag [93]) conferred lower noise than discrete rings because electrons
generated at the Si-SiO2 interface could flow to a guard sink, eliminating surface leakage.
Pitch of the spiral is varied over the radius to provide the optimal constant drift field. The
continuous voltage divider requires contacts only at the centre and outer end, whereas each
ring of an annular detector had to be biased independently at that time; implanted voltage
dividers later solved this problem [2]. Tessalating hexagonal detectors, both spiral [109, 8]
and annular [110], can form large arrays of any shape with a common outer contact (figure
2.18). Dead area occurs only at the edge of the array, where guard rings are necessary. SiDDs
can be coupled to a scintillator for gamma cameras: an example for X-ray astronomy uses
36 abutting square SiDDs to cover a 2”-diameter LaBr3:Ce scintillator [11]. These devices
have demonstrated higher quantum efficiency than photomultiplier tubes and lower noise than
avalanche photodiodes [111, 10]. Unlike other photodetectors, SiDDs are almost unaffected
by magnetic fields up to 7T and have recently been employed in SPECT/MRI systems [12].
Figure 2.18: Left hexagonal spiral detector. Right array of many such units tessalating, with
common guard-ring, for lunar elemental mapping. Chen et al.[109] c©2007 IEEE.
The integrated JFET , bonded to the anode by an embedded metal strip, (figure 2.19)
was introduced by Bertuccio et al. in 1996[112]. Capacitance of the amplifier input and
anode-amplifier link and electronic pick-up noise were reduced, and microphony inherent in
a wire connection eliminated [2].
Lechner et al.(2004)[4] moved the anode (with integrated JFET) from the detector centre
to a protrusion at the side, forming a ‘droplet’ shape. Closed rings were replaced by curved
strips with guard strips (figure 2.20). Since electrons approach the anode from a narrow
angle, the anode can be reduced from a ring surrounding the JFET to a smaller point in
front. Capacitance at the transistor gate was 120fF, half that of the best cylindrical SDDs;
FWHM at the Mn-Kα line (5.9 keV) was reduced from 152eV to 134eV at -11◦C and 3kcps.
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Figure 2.19: Left a typical modern single-side-biased cylindrical detector with integrated
FET, isolated from the annular anode by a guard ring. Right: electrostatic potential of same.
Lechner et al. (2004)[4]
The new JFET position allowed it to be shielded from irradiation by a collimator, eliminating
the background caused by partial events at the FET margin. Peak-to-background ratio (PTB)
of 6000 was observed over the whole active area, compared with a maximum of 2000 for the
standard SiDD, falling to 100 near the FET.
Four ‘droplets’ were mounted together for an XRF spectrometer (figure 2.20) [113]. An-
odes and JFETs were at the vertices, screened by circular collimation. The beam was focused
through the 4mm central hole such that the ring-shaped array maximised solid angle of de-
tection. Resolution of 140eV at Mn-Kα at 4 × 104cps was almost unimpaired at >105 cps,
permitting very fast scanning.
Figure 2.20: Left XRF spectrometer based on (right) four 15mm2 ‘droplet’ SiDDs monolithi-
cally integrated on to a chip with common guard-rings but independent biasing and readout.
Alberti et al.[113] c©2007 IEEE and Fiorini (2008)[111] respectively.
Modern commercial cylindrical SiDDs surpass this performance. The Amptek FAST
SDD R©, Peltier-cooled to -55◦C, attains 125eV FWHM at 5.9keV, count rate capability
>106cps and PTB of 20,000[5]. Its size is 25mm2 × 500µm thick. SiDDs equal Si-PIN pho-
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todiodes in resolution[5] and may overtake them as inexpensive, portable XRF instruments,
especially in high-count-rate applications.
A large fraction of the total leakage in an SiDD is surface leakage, caused by surface
damage during processing and thermal generation of electrons at the interface between the
bulk material and the SiO2 at gap surfaces. ‘Sink’ anodes or guard rings to drain away
thermally-generated electrons risk removing a proportion of the signal charges as well. The
latest advance in SiDD technology is the elimination of discrete rings and exposed gap surfaces
in favour of a continuous resistive layer covering the anode face. Golshani et al.[114] fabricated
such a layer from concentric, contiguous rings of pure boron, deposited under two different
conditions of temperature and time to provide two different sheet resistances. The widths of
lower- and higher-resistance rings were varied across the 3mm radius such that each 21µm-
wide ‘pitch’ had equal resistance. By grounding the anode and biasing the outermost edge
of the resistive layer, a constant electric field was imposed across the radius (figure 2.21), in
place of the multi-step field (figure 2.19) of a conventional SiDD. The plane cathode (entrance
window) is a layer of 2-3nm thick boron of the lowest resistance attainable to create an ultra-
shallow p-n junction for detection of low energies.
The device has not yet been characterised with X-rays, therefore it is unknown whether
the smoothed field in the drift region has a significant impact upon performance. The benefit
of eliminating exposed surfaces is evident in its low leakage: 1/20 that of conventional ring-
SiDDs fabricated from the same materials for comparison.
Figure 2.21: Simulated potential field of an SiDD with contiguous rings of low- and high-
resistance boron covering the anode face, imposing a constant electric field and eliminating
exposed surface. Golshani et al.(2015)[114].
2.2.3 CdTe and CZT drift detectors
Patt et al. (1996)[115] was inspired by works on SiDDs for particle physics to reproduce such
designs in a high-Z material for greater efficiency at high energies. His HgI2 annular device
had 5 rings on each face, 520µm pitch and width, on an 11-mm diameter × 2mm wafer.
FWHM of 3.32% at 59.54keV was achieved and tailing was scarcely discernable even at
662keV. A linear device with strip electrodes on both faces was operated in planar, coplanar-
grid and ‘butterfly’ drift modes, clearly demonstrating the superior resolution of the latter.
The principal advantage of drift design in silicon is the minute size (hence capacitance) of
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the collecting anode, independent of detector area, because electronic noise is commonly the
limiting factor in energy resolution. Wide-bandgap high-Z semiconductors benefit from the
single-carrier sensing capability of drift configuration, since poor hole transport dominates
performance. Among such materials , HgI2 was increasingly overtaken by CdTe and CZT
during the 1990s as their charge transport properties improved with growth technique.
Linear CZTDDs
van Pamelen introduced a linear CZTDD in 1998 [28]. The device was 6×6×1.5mm3 and the
electrode structure as fine as could reasonably be bonded. With the quality of CZT crystal
available at that date, electron trapping was expected to degrade the signal significantly over
a few millimetres. Drift-strips or rings are wire-bonded to an external voltage divider in all
CZTDDs, since implantation of resistors is not possible in CZT. The difficulty of bonding small
components and the noise created by many wires are limiting factors in CZTDD design[116].
Seven 40µm-wide drift strips with 60µm gaps were deposited on each side of a grounded
anode strip of the same width (the butterfly configuration) and biased at -20V increments.
Irradiation was through the plane cathode, biased at -200V. Resolution at low energies was
limited by electronic noise. At 662keV, the peak was unresolved when all the strips were
biased as a plane anodewhereas FWHM of 17.9keV was achieved with the drift bias scheme,
demonstrating the design’s effectiveness as a single-carrier sensor. High-energy interactions
in such a thin device occur throughout the volume, including in the small volume of non-zero
anode weighting potential. The ratio of cathode and anode signals was used to calculate
interaction depth in order that counts originating from the anode’s sensitive volume could
be identified and removed from the signal. 662keV FWHM was improved to 6.89keV by the
correction.
To increase active area without excessive drift distances, Gostilo et al.[29] fabricated six
units of van Pamelen’s structure side-by-side to cover 10×10×2.5mm3 and scaled up strip
and gap widths to 100µm. The device was further developed for high-energy astrophysics
applications [117, 78, 30].The depth-sensing technique was applied to correction for electron
trapping: Depth of interaction is approximately equal to [thickness-drift distance], hence
depth information can be used to correct for the degree of electron trapping expected over
that distance. Narrowing strips and gaps again to 90µm improved the spatial resolution of
the depth-sensing technique to the same value.
The final device is illustrated in figure 2.22. The calculated weighting potential of the
collecting anode in one repeating unit is shown: it rises from 0 to 1 only between the innermost
drift strip and the anode.
CZT Ring-drift detectors
The first approach to annular design in CZT, in 1997, had only a point anode and guard ring
on the anode face extending to the 3mm3 wafer edge, with no intermediate rings [118, 119].
Cathode and guard ring voltages were equal (-500V relative to the anode). Resolution was
equal to that of the best CZT devices at the time.
van Pamelen proposed multiple-ring drift configuration in 1998 as a means of achieving
lower electronic noise than was possible in his linear drift device [28]. Multiple-ring config-
uration did not appear until 2007. Abbene et al. [33] created the small-scale 2-ring device
shown in figure 2.23 (left). It was irradiated through the anode face with 22.1keV-122keV
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Figure 2.22: Top A 10×10×2.5mm3 CZT drift strip detector for high energy astrophysics
with multiple readout anodes[30]. Half the device is shown; there are six repeating units
in reality. Base Weighting potential of the anode strip of one repeating unit (A-B) [78] c©I.
Kuvvetli 2003. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.
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Figure 2.23: Left the first CZT ring-drift detector on 5×5×0.9mm3 wafer with platinum
electrodes. Ring and gap widths are each 100µm. The guard ring covers the rest of the surface.
Detector and FET mounted on thermoelectric cooler. Abbene et al.(2007)[33]Right radial
response at several photon energies of a device with gold electrodes of identical geometry.
Bias (Anode, Ring 1, Ring 2, Guard) Cathode = (0, -15,-17.2, -138)-46.2V. Owens et al.
(2007)[31]
sources, achieving minimum FWHM of 0.87keV to 1.91keV respectively at -10◦C. Hole tailing
at 122keV was very low (FW(0.1)M/FWHM = 2.01, compared with 1.82 for an ideal Gaussian
peak), demonstrating single-carrier sensing. The bias of each electrode was varied in turn.
A more negative cathode increased photopeak area but increased leakage current. The
guard was always more negative than the cathode; reducing the difference degraded resolution.
It was supposed that this was an effect of the reduced lateral field strength, allowing the
charge cloud more time to diffuse to a large size as it drifted slowly to the anode. Charge loss
to trapping or sharing with the rings therefore became more probable. Increasing negative
bias on the inner rings raised leakage; reducing it inhibited charge collection. The optimum
compromise between competing influences on spectroscopic performance proved to be (Anode,
Ring 1, Ring 2, Guard) Cathode = (0, -60, -70, -250)-120V. The authors proposed that the
device be developed into a portable spectrometer for medical applications.
Bulycheva et al.[34] investigated the effects of temperatures -20◦C to +65◦C on devices
of the same layout with gold contacts and thicknesses 0.5-1.5mm. Energy resolution over the
range 5.9keV-662keV was 0.58keV-5.14keV. Optimum resolution of peaks < 20keV occured
at sub-zero temperatures, since FWHM was limited by leakage noise. For 20-662keV, room
temperature was optimal. The same electrode geometry was fabricated in gold on 1mm-thick
CZT and irradiated through the anode face by an X-ray microbeam [31, 32]. The spatial
response is shown in figures 2.23, right and 2.24, base). At low energies, there is equal
sensitivity within the inner ring radius (<R1) and at double the second ring radius (2×R2),
yet no events are recorded between the two. At high energies, sensitivity <R1 is twice that
at 2×R2 and the region between becomes sensitive.
Computer simulation of carrier trajectories partially explained this phenomenon. Figure
2.24 shows the shape of the simulated active volume (white), the region from which generated
electrons drift to the anode. Electrons in the grey regions drift to the rings or cathode, and
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holes from all regions drift to the guard (the most negative electrode). The radial sensitivity
function at a given photon energy depends upon the extent of the active volume at its most
probable interaction depths. Red lines denote 1/e absorption depths of 10, 20, 50 and 100keV
photons. The area between R1 and 2×R2 is ‘dead’ for shallow interactions but becomes active
at greater depths. The figure also shows that the size of the active volume increases with
cathode bias, which accords with the increased photopeak area observed by Abbene et al.[33].
Figure 2.24: Top Cross-section through computer model of CZT 2-ring device (figure 2.23)
with cathode at base, anode top-left corner. The distribution of active volume (white) is
shown for 4 settings of cathode bias while ring voltages are constant. Base Count rate maps
of 20keV X-Y scans corresponding to the bias conditions above. Den Hartog et al.(2011)[32].
A 7.5mm-diameter×1mm CdTe 3-ring detector was studied by Alruhaili[35, 36] with
sources and an X-ray microbeam. The device was first irradiated through the anode face.
Figure 2.25 shows its 25keV spatial response under several lateral bias schemes (expressed
as % of the -100V cathode bias). Sensitive area expanded and total count rate increased
with lateral field strength. Scaling up lateral and bulk fields in proportion had a the same
effect, whereas raising the bulk field alone did not. Increasing Ring 1 bias had the greatest
effect, but values more negative than -80V were not applied because of high leakage currents.
Increasing the increments to Rings 2 and 3 with fixed Ring 1 and cathode biases caused a
drop in both count rate and active radius. Sensitivity to 75keV photons fell more sharply
than the 25keV sensitivity with increasing radius, showing that the active area is strongly
dependent on depth as in the devices studied by Abbene et al.
An identical device was cooled to -15◦C and biased at up to (35-65-90)%-250V, achieving
a maximum active radius of 1mm (the biasing method did not allow higher lateral/bulk
ratios). FWHM varied from 2.2 to 4.2keV with biasing. The active area for 25keV and 75keV
interactions proved to be larger when irradiation was through the cathode, suggesting an
active volume of the shape shown in figure 2.24 (base far right).
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Figure 2.25: Effects of ring bias on sensitivity of a 7.5mm-diameter CdTe 3-ring detector across
one radius. Each point represents counts under the 25keV peak in an X-ray microbeam spec-
trum. Alruhaili et al.(2014)[35] c©SISSA Medialab Srl. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing.
All rights reserved.
Conclusion
Drift designs have been adapted for high-Z semiconductors for greater efficiency at high
energies. Single-carrier sensing is especially important for CdTe-based materials owing to their
poor hole transport properties. CZT ring-drift designs have the potential to equal or surpass
the performance of existing devices for hard X-and γ-ray detection at room temperature but
their development is at a very early stage. Small 2-ring CZT devices have been intensively
studied [33, 31, 32, 34]. Larger CdTe devices have been characterised [35] with a limited range
of bias schemes but only one electrode geometry has been fabricated.
Many questions on CZT ring-drift detector design remain unanswered: the optimum con-
figuration, size, temperature and bias scheme and the physical reasons underlying these are
not known. This project aims to contribute to this subject by using modelling to inform
optimisation.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Characterisation and
TCAD Modelling of a prototype
CZT Drift Detector: Methods
The purpose of this project is to gain understanding of the effects of geometrical and electric
field parameters upon the performance of CZT ring-drift detectors for hard X-rays. These
aspects of design are improved in successive model devices in pursuit of the optimum. The
performance criteria of interest are sensitivity, energy resolution and charge sharing as a func-
tion of interaction position and the total active volume. The design parameters investigated
are the number of rings, their widths, positions and bias combinations.
Section 3.1 details the experimental methods applied to a novel CZT 3-ring drift detector
of large area (7.5mm diameter guard-to-guard). Its spectroscopic performance up to 662keV
was characterised with X- and γ-ray sources. The biases applied to all electrodes were system-
atically varied. Spatial response was studied by irradiation with a 20µm×20µm synchrotron
microbeam at multiple positions across the radius. High-resolution mapping is invaluable in
understanding detectors of this configuration. The only previous microbeam tests of a CZT
ring-drift device, of 10× smaller diameter, revealed a complex radial response with strong
dependence on energy and voltage combinations [31, 32] (see section 2.2.3, figure 2.23).
Ring-drift detectors were modelled with Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD [38]. This powerful
tool with extensive visualisation capabilities has already proven invaluable for semiconductor
detector development[39]. Section 3.2.2 describes how a model of CZT material was created
to replicate the charge transport properties of detector-grade crystal. The mathematical and
physical models applied by TCAD are outlined in section 3.2. Photoelectric interactions at
specific energies and depths were modelled in order to run ‘microbeam linescans’ of model
detectors. Section 3.2.3 explains the models and the methods of analysing simulation results
such that they could be compared with experimental results on the prototype. Electrode
geometries and biases of model detectors were varied in an iteration towards optimum perfor-
mance. Signals from all electrodes were analysed in order to map charge collection throughout
the volume. Charge drift trajectories and electrostatic potential were visualised in 3D to aid
understanding of the factors influencing performance.
The results of experiments and simulations are presented in chapters 4 and 5.
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3.1 Experimental characterisation
3.1.1 Fabrication and mounting of devices
Figure 3.1: Anode-face electrode geometry of prototype CZT ring-drift detector.
The protoype device was made from a 10×11×2.3mm3 wafer of THM-grown CZT by
Redlen Technologies[62]. This material has been characterised by Chen et al. [16, 17] and
Veale [18]. The anode diameter is 0.5mm and the width of each ring and gap is 0.5mm. The
guard contact extends to the edges of the wafer. A plain cathode covers the reverse side.
All contacts are of gold and therefore Ohmic. Fabrication by Dr. Veeramani Perumal took
place at the University of Surrey. The crystal was first cleaned with isopropanol, methanol
and acetone solutions. The photolithography method is summarised in figure 3.2. Following
the steps illustrated, the electrode metal was coated with photo-resist to protect it while the
device was immersed in hydrogen peroxide to passivate exposed crystal surfaces.
The device was mounted ring-face-down on a ceramic substrate designed at the University
of Surrey and fabricated at Advanced Interconnection Technology (AIT). The device was to
be irradiated through the plane cathode. Figure 3.3 details the layout of gold electrodes
on the 25×18mm2 tile. The device was bonded to the substrate by Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL). Each ring-face electrode was bump-bonded with conductive adhesive to
its counterpart on the tile at the 0.5mm-wide pads indicated.
A gold track ran through the tile thickness from each electrode, across the back and
through the tile again to a large square contact close to the edge of the front face. The row
of square contacts is not covered by the crystal (figure 3.4). Wires to bias and read out from
the rings and anode are bonded to these squares when the device is installed in a box. A wire
from the upper-left square contact (A) was glued to the cathode and its HV connection was
soldered to the lower-left square (B). The box shown has no cooling system and each electrode
is independently biased from an HV supply except the floating guard. This apparatus was
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Figure 3.2: Transfer of multi-electrode pattern from a mask to the CZT crystal (in cross-
section, not to scale) by the photo-resist method. Deposition of gold contacts by sputtering.
After the steps illustrated, the electrode metal was coated with photo-resist for protection
while exposed surfaces were passivated with hydrogen peroxide[36].
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Figure 3.3: Layout of contacts on ceramic tile. Black indicates metallisation (gold). Bump-
bonds to the device are made at each 0.5mm-wide pad. Tracks run through the tile, across
the back and through again to square pads near the edge for HV connections.
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used for all the experiments described in section 3.1.3.
The lid of 3mm Al was screwed down tightly at four corners to ensure electrical contact
and exclude light. An area directly above the tile and of the same size was cut out and
replaced by Al foil to enable location of the device and irradiation with low-energy sources.
Figure 3.4: Base Back and front faces of the ceramic tile (figure 3.3). Top The detector with
its ring-face bump-bonded to the tile electrodes. The cathode is visible uppermost, wire-
bonded to a tile electrode. Wires for HV input and readout are soldered to square pads on
the tile. The guard is floating.
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3.1.2 Characterisation with sources
Figure 3.5: Analogue electrical circuit for characterisation with sources. The device is
mounted on the ceramic substrate in the box shown in figure 3.4.
The device was installed in the box photographed (figure 3.4). The electrical circuit is
shown schematically in figure 3.5. The cathode and rings were biased independently by a
4-channel supply (ORTEC 710) and the guard ring was left unconnected (floating). The
HV supply also displayed the leakage current through each channel. The central anode was
connected to an AC-coupled charge-sensitive preamplifier (Amptek CoolFET R©A250CF). A
50Ω load resistor was placed on the ‘bias’ input of the preamplifier to maintain the anode at
0V.
The shaping amplifier (ORTEC 570) was set to a shaping time of 3µs. Pulse-height spectra
from the anode were recorded with a Toivel ADC/MCA and Toivel Spectlab 2.0.6 on a PC.
An energy/channel number calibration was carried out using the pulser as described in [36].
Some results with sources were obtained with the ceramic substrate placed on a Peltier
cooler capable of chilling the detector to -15oC. Alruhaili describes the apparatus[36]. The
purpose of this method was to decrease the leakage noise in CdTe ring-drift devices. Cooling
proved unnecessary for the higher-resistivity CZT prototype because resolution was limited
by electronic noise in the readout chain and leakage was low. Only a single example of a
low-temperature spectrum will be discussed in chapter 4.
Three sources were used to characterise spectroscopic performance: Am-241 (photopeak
59.54keV, activity 420kBq), Co-57 (122keV, 304kBq) and Cs-137 (662keV, 230kBq).The
source was placed on the foil-covered window in the box lid, 50mm above the centre of
the detector. The energy resolution and sensitivity of the detector were assessed under many
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different combinations of bias voltages.
3.1.3 Characterisation with synchrotron X-ray microbeam
This section describes spatial characterisation of the prototype detector by irradiation with an
X-ray microbeam at the Diamond Light Source (DLS)[37]. The B16 beamline is dedicated to
testing new optics and detector technology and trialling new experimental techniques. It pro-
vides white and monochromatic X-rays of 4-45keV in several operational modes. During the
current investigation, the storage ring was operating at 3GeV with a current of 250mA. The
X-ray energy was controlled by a Si(1 1 1) double crystal monochromator, with a fundamental
energy of ≈26keV and a low flux at the 3rd harmonic energy, ≈78keV.
Figure 3.6: The experimental hutch of beamline B16 at the Diamond Light Source[37]. The
beam approaches from the left and passes throught the Al attenuators and the slits to strike
the detector box mounted on an X-Y-Z stage, right.
Figure 3.6 shows the setup in the B16 experimental hutch. Aluminium attenuators 12.5mm
thick reduced the flux and hardened the beam such that a significant fraction of incident
photons were at the 3rd harmonic energy. This was desirable because CZT ring-drift devices
are intended for X-ray detection at up to 200keV. Tungsten slits collimated the beam spot to
20µm×20µm. The flux incident on the device from the spot of this area was ≈400 photons
s−1 at 26keV and ≈50 photons s−1 at 78keV. The detector box was fixed on a computer-
controlled X-Y-Z stage. With the lid removed, a laser aligned to the beam shone a visible
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spot upon the box interior. The X-Y-Z stage was repositioned until the laser spot struck the
centre of the (vertical) detector cathode. The lid was replaced for irradiation.
Figure 3.7: The detector mounted on an X-Y-Z stage in the beamline. Rings and the cathode
are independently biased from a quad HV supply (figure 3.8). The box lid is replaced for
irradiation.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the electronic circuit. The AC-coupled CoolFET R©preamplifier
shown in figure 3.5 was again used to read out from the anode and maintain it at 0V. The
shaping amplifier was the same ORTEC 570. The shaping time was 3µs. A second readout
chain was added in order to read out from any one of the other electrodes. The preamplifier
was an Endicott Interconnect eV-550 and the shaping amplifier an ORTEC 671 with 3µs
shaping time. The HV input for the electrode was connected via the preamplifier. Canberra
9635 Analogue-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) and Canberra Multi-Channel analysers (MCAs)
were used in both readout chains. The guard ring was floating. The other three electrodes
were biased independently by the three remaining channels of the ORTEC 710 HV supply.
For certain experiments (described in section 5.3.1), the first readout chain was moved to
Ring 1. Thus the first ring became the grounded collecting anode. Bias was applied to the
central spot electrode (hitherto referred to as the anode), either via the second readout chain
or direct HV connection.
The first procedure was a precise calibration between the beam position and the X-Y-Z
stage co-ordinates such that the position of the beam spot relative to the detector geometry
was known and controllable. The detector was biased at (Ring 1, Ring 2, Ring 3) Cathode =
(-30, -60, -90) -100V. A series of vertical and horizontal linescans were conducted in 0.1mm
steps to form a 2D sensitivity map. Count rates in the 26keV primary peak formed a plateau
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Figure 3.8: Electronic circuit for characterisation with a microbeam. Signal 1 was read from
the anode (orange readout chain) and Signal 2 from the cathode (shown) or any one of the
rings (blue readout chain). An energy/channel number calibration was obtained using the
pulser.
and declined sharply at its edge. The size of the plateau proved to correspond to the anode
area. The centre of the anode was thereby identified to within ±50µm. An energy/channel
number calibration was obtained using the pulser.
Line scans were made with 0.1mm steps, starting at the anode centre. Since the electrode
geometry is cylindrically symmetric, its spectroscopic performance as a function of radius is
assumed to be symmetrical likewise. Any variations would be caused only by non-uniformities
in the crystal, which are not of interest in the current investigation into electrode design and
bias. The same radial line was therefore used for all scans.
An acquisition time of 30s at each beam position provided adequate count statistics (a
photopeak height of a few thousand counts) for comparison of peak resolution and energy
between bias schemes. The pulser peak was also recorded for assessment of noise. Leakage
through every electrode was monitored. The procedure was repeated with different bias
combinations. Lateral and bulk fields were systematically varied. The bias scheme producing
the greatest active area was identified and its linescan was repeated with a 10µm×10µm spot
size in 10µm steps.
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3.2 Modelling with Sentaurus Technology Computer Aided
Design (TCAD)
Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD[38] is a set of tools to simulate all stages of semiconductor process-
ing, device construction and characterisation and circuit performance. Two aspects render it
particularly suitable for this project.
Firstly, there is a facility for the user to create material models with a wide range of
properties, based on a combination of physical first principles and empirical data. Char-
acteristics of CZT have changed rapidly over the past two decades and are not consistent
between batches and manufacturers. Consequently, there are no standard models of CZT and
it is necessary to define one before proceeding to device design. Section 3.2.2 describes the
definition and testing of a CZT model.
Secondly, TCAD allows charge deposition, with any user-defined spatial and temporal
form, at any location in a device. Subsequent drift and diffusion may be visualised in three
dimensions. Though unphysical, this method is ideal for mapping sensitive volume and un-
derstanding the influence of geometry upon the performance of novel devices. Section 3.2.3
describes the method of constructing a 3-ring device, simulating irradiation and analysing
results.
The detector is defined in 3D and meshed in Sentaurus Structure Editor (SDE). The
meshed structure is loaded into the simulation tool, Sentaurus Device (Sdevice). Data
recorded at every mesh vertex are examined with Sentaurus Visual (Svisual). Electrode
signals are displayed with the Inspect tool. This chapter introduces all the methods of data
extraction and visualisation used in this project.
3.2.1 Physical models applied by TCAD in simulation of carrier transport
Physical models and parameter values to be applied are determined by the material proper-
ties file, <material>.par and the Sdevice commands. TCAD possesses a properties file for
intrinsic CdTe. Section 3.2.2 describes the modification of the CdTe model by addition of
traps to create a model CZT.
It is not possible to replicate all the complex and varied defects present in the real mate-
rial. The main material properties determining drift detector performance are resistivity and
charge transport parameters. To create a trapping scheme for model CZT, it is first necessary
to understand how traps affects these macroscopic properties in simulation.
Section 3.2.1 introduces the formulae and parameter values invoked by TCAD to simulate
carrier populations and transport in CdTe and CZT. Mobilities, trap parameters and lifetimes
are of most significance.
The electrostatic potential φ is solved everywhere in the device using the Poisson Equation
3.1.
r 5 · 5 φ = −q(h− e+N+D −N−A )− ρtrap (3.1)
r = 10.6 is the relative electrical permittivity. q is the elementary electronic charge.
e and h (cm−3) are carrier number densities. N+D and N
−
A (cm
−3) are concentrations of
ionised donors and acceptors. Both are zero in model CdTe. ρtrap (Ccm
−3) is the charge
density contributed by permanent fixed charges. ρtrap = 0 everywhere in model CdTe at all
temperatures. This is not realistic; fixed charges, especially close to the surface, may have
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a significant effect upon CdTe and CZT devices (see section 2.1.2 and [65, 73]). However,
ρtrap = 0 is retained in model CZT because there is no data describing a realistic range of
values and their spatial distribution. The consequences of this approximation are addressed
in section 5.1.4.
The mass of an electron in a vacuum me0 is modifed to incorporate internal fields of the
crystal and quantum-mechanical effects in the effective masses me and mh in a given material
under given conditions. Classical particle relationships may then be employed. Values of
me and mh in general vary with direction of motion, bandgap and temperature. Since CZT
is isotropic and there is no spatial variation in bandgap, effective masses are modelled as
constant throughout the material. Temperature dependence models are omitted here because
all simulations were conducted at 300K. The CdTe model values of me = 0.096 ×me0 and
mh = 0.43×me0 are retained for the CZT model.
Effective densities of states NC,V (cm
−3) in the valence and conduction bands are given
by:
NC,V (T ) = 2.540× 1019
(
me,h
me0
)3/2( T
300
)3/2
NC(T ) = 2.540× 1019
(
0.096T
300
)3/2
NC(300) = 7.56× 1017cm−3
NV (T ) = 2.540× 1019
(
0.43T
300
)3/2
NV (300) = 7.16× 1018cm−3
Equilibrium carrier number densities e0 and h0 are:
e0 = NCexp
(
EF − EC
kT
)
(3.2)
h0 = NV exp
(
EV − EF
kT
)
(3.3)
EC = −χ
EV = −χ− Eg
EF = EC + EV +
kT
2
Ln
(
NV
NC
)
(3.4)
(3.5)
Boltzmann statistics are applied because carrier densities are relatively low. k is Boltzmann’s
constant. EF = −qΦF is the Fermi level relative to the vacuum. EF=5.00093eV in model
CdTe. ΦF is the Fermi potential. EC and EV are the energies of conduction and valence
band edges. χ = 4.28eV is the electron affinity, by definition the energy separation between
the conduction band and the vacuum in equilibrium. Eg is the band gap. Eg = 1.47eV in
model CdTe. Model CZT was given a constant bandgap of 1.60eV: a typical value at 300K
corresponding to the common Cd:Zn ratio of 9:1 [44].
Quasi-Fermi potentials Φe and Φh are computed, via an iterative algorithm, when the
system is displaced from equilibrium by an applied bias voltage or radiation interaction.
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Their zero level is defined to match the ground of contacts. EFe = −qΦFe and EFh = −qΦFh
are quasi-Fermi energies.
Non-equilibrium carrier populations e and h and band edges are calculated according to
the following relationships:
e = NCexp
(
EFe − EC
kT
)
(3.6)
h = NV exp
(
EV − EFh
kT
)
(3.7)
EC = −χ− q(φ− ΦF ) (3.8)
EV = −χ− Eg − q(φ− ΦF ) (3.9)
Carrier transport is governed by the continuity equations 3.10
5 · Je = qRnet + q∂e
∂t
−5 ·Jh = qRnet + q∂h
∂t
(3.10)
where Rnet (s
−1) is the net rate of recombination by all processes.
Je and Jh (Acm
−2) are current densities computed by the drift-diffusion model. It com-
bines the effect of thermal diffusion with drift caused by the local electric field resulting from
applied bias and electrostatic forces between carriers. With Boltzmann statistics and constant
effective masses, it takes the form:
Je = De 5 e+ eµe 5 EC
Jh = −Dh 5 h+ hµh 5 EV (3.11)
De,h are diffusivities, defined by the Einstein relation D = kTµ.
3.11 may be written using the quasi-Fermi energies or potentials:
Je = eµe 5 EFe = −eqµe 5 ΦFe
Jh = hµh 5 EFh = −hqµh 5 ΦFh (3.12)
Contacts are modelled in gold, as in the prototype device. The similar values of work-
function in their material parameter files cause the contacts to behave Ohmically: charge
neutrality and equilibrium are assumed at the interface. e = e0 and h = h0.
Mobilities are constant at µe = 1000cm
2/Vs and µh = 80cm
2/Vs in model CdTe. µe =
1035cm2/Vs was substituted based on experimental values obtained from THM-grown CZT
[18]. The effect of trapping upon mobility is discussed below in relation to equation 3.26.
Trapping, recombination and lifetimes
Several recombination mechanisms may contribute to the observed lifetime. In radiative
recombination, energy lost by the de-exciting electron is emitted as a photon of the corre-
sponding wavelength. The photon can either be absorbed, generating a pair of free carriers, or
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stimulate recombination and the emission of another similar photon. In Auger recombination,
the energy is given to a third carrier that is already in the conduction band, exciting it to a
higher level. The excess energy of the third carrier is dissipated by thermal vibrations. The
probability of three-particle interaction is negligible at the carrier densities in this project.
Radiative and Auger recombination are disabled in default CdTe. Thus simulated lifetimes
in model CZT will be entirely governed by trap-related processes.
Any number of defect levels may be added to a material. Each level is specified by its
type (Acceptor or Donor), its energy EA,D, its total concentration N0 and its capture cross-
sections σe,h (cm
−2).
The electron occupation of an Acceptor, fe, takes a value between 0 and 1. The sum is over
all capture and emission processes i. Capture of an electron from the conduction band and
capture of an electron from the valence band are distinct processes.
dfe
dt
=
∑
i
= (1− fe)cei − ferei (3.13)
cei is the electron capture rate of an empty trap by process i.
rei is the electron emission rate of a full trap by process i.
In a stationary state, equation 3.13 becomes:
fe =
∑
cei∑
(cei + r
e
i )
(3.14)
The sum is over all processes i. There are corresponding equations for hole occupation of
a Donor. In general, the electron capture rate from the conduction band ceC and the hole
capture rate from the valence band chV at the location of a trap are:
ceC = σe[(1− gJe )vethe+ gJe
Jn
q
]
chV = σh[(1− gJh )vhthh+ gJh
Jn
q
] (3.15)
The same expressions are valid for Donors and Acceptors. gJe and g
J
h are set in the command
file to values between 0 and 1. There is no evidence upon which to base an estimate of
suitable values for the traps in CZT. The default value of 0 (termed the V-model) is assumed
adequate in this project because current densities are low. Capture rates are dominated by
carrier number densities and velocities.
ceC = σv
e
the
chV = σv
h
thh (3.16)
The electron emission rate to the conduction band reC is:
reC = σev
e
thNCexp
(
Etrap − EC
kT
)
+ reconst (3.17)
Etrap is the difference between the trap level and intrinsic Fermi level EF=5.00093eV.Similarly,
the hole emission to the valence band is:
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rhV = σhv
h
thNV exp
(
EV − Etrap
kT
)
+ rhconst (3.18)
The trapping time expresses the probable duration of a carrier’s drift before it is trapped.
A neutral acceptor or an ionised donor (charge +q) traps electrons:
τeA =
1
σeN0Av
e
th
τeD =
1
σeN
+
Dv
e
th
(3.19)
N+D/N
0
D (N
−
A /N
0
A) is the concentration of ionised/non-ionised donors (acceptors) at a given
defect level.
veth is the thermal velocity, calculated from effective mass. v
e
th = 3.77 × 107cms−1, vhth =
1.78× 107cms−1.
An ionised acceptor (charge −q) or a neutral donor traps holes:
τhA =
1
σhN
−
A v
h
th
τhD =
1
σhN
0
Dv
h
th
(3.20)
Thus each donor level and each acceptor level confers distinct values of τe and τh. The effective
trapping time for each species depends upon the combined τ of all defect levels. Thus levels
with large N and σ dominate in reducing the effective trapping time.
The residence or de-trapping time is the probable length of time that a carrier remains
in a trap before it is released. Again, there is a distinct value for each carrier species at each
defect level:
τ eres =
exp
(
ED,A
kT
)
σevethNC
τhres =
exp
(
ED,A
kT
)
σhv
h
thNV
(3.21)
Donor energy ED is the depth below the conduction band; Acceptor energy EA is measured
relative to the valence band.
τres may exceed the duration of a simulation, especially in a deep level (ED,A >> kT ).
Thus if deep levels are present with large N and σ, the effective trapping time of each species
is similar to observed lifetime (though recombination also contributes): most carriers are
trapped, once, and not released. In this scenario drift is termed lifetime-limited. The re-
sult is observed as incomplete charge collection within the signal integration times used in
spectroscopy, of the order 1-10µs.
If there are no such dominant deep levels, but levels with smaller ED,A, N and σ, carriers
are repeatedly trapped for small τres periods and released. They move with constant µ
(specified in the CZT.par file) whenever free. Such cumulative delays may also result in
incomplete charge collection. Drift can be described in terms of trap-limited mobility, defined
below (equation 3.26).
If trap depths, densities and cross-sections are small, drift is mobility-limited : carrier
velocity is the product of mobility and electric field strength. All of the signal charge is
collected. The current/time signal forms indicating lifetime-limited and mobility-limited drift
are explored in section 3.2.2.
Defects further reduce charge collection by another mechanism: Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH)
recombination. An electron from the conduction band and hole from the valence band combine
at the trap level and are lost from the signal. In other terms, a conduction electron de-excites
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to occupy a vacancy in the valence band via a two-stage process. Energy is lost to the material
in the form of lattice vibration. The rate of SRH recombination Rnet caused by a single defect
level Etrap is:
RSRHnet =
N0v
e
thv
h
thσeσh(eh− n2i )
vethσe(e+ e1) + v
h
thσh(h+ h1)
(3.22)
N0 = N
+
D +N
0
D (or N0 = N
−
A +N
0
A) is the total concentration of ionised and non-ionised
defects at the level. ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration. e1 and h1 are defined as follows:
n2i = e1h1 = e0h0
e1 = niexp
(
Etrap
kT
)
h1 = niexp
(−Etrap
kT
)
(3.23)
The total recombination rate is the sum of Rnet over all defect levels.
As an alternative to the trapping model described by equations 3.13 to 3.22, a simple
model may be invoked. Instead of multiple EA,D, N0 and σ, the user dictates values of τh
and τe (based on experimental results from literature) and ascribes them to a single level
Etrap and N0. The level is not defined as either a donor or acceptor. To compute charge loss,
TCAD applies equation 3.22 re-expressed in terms of the user-defined lifetimes:
RSRHnet =
eh− n2i
τh(e+ e1) + τe(h+ h1)
(3.24)
The simple model is suitable if trapping is thought to be the main mechanism behind
experimentally-measured lifetime but the underlying defect levels are of no interest and the
aim is only to model the observed rate of charge disappearance. The four-level scheme devised
by Zumbiehl [60](section 2.1.2) is preferable because its compensation mechanism correctly
reproduces the high resistivity of CZT across wide variations in composition.
(Comparison between equations 3.22 and 3.24 shows that the user-defined lifetimes are
equivalent to:
τh =
1
σN0vhth
τe =
1
σN0veth
(3.25)
These are the same trapping-related lifetimes defined by 3.19 and 3.20. This assumes that
cross-sections for both carrier types are equal in an ambiguous donor/acceptor trap and it is
not in a definite ionised/non-ionised state at any instant; its probabilities of capturing each
species are constant over time.)
Sdevice does not re-evaluate mobility in the presence of traps; the constant mobilities and
multiple trapping times and τres are precisely defined and used to model charge transport. In
a simulated Time-of-Flight experiment the measured mobility is in fact an effective mobility
that incorporates delays caused by trapping. This is discussed in section 3.2.2.
Suzuki et al.[54] proposed a model for trap-limited mobility in CZT, µtl, assuming a single
level.
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µtl,e =
µ0,e
1 + N0NC exp
(
ED
kT
)
µtl,h =
µ0,h
1 + N0NV exp
(
EA
kT
) (3.26)
Suzuki et al. measured µe and µh over the range 80K-300K. µ0 is a theoretical temperature-
dependent mobility combining all possible scattering mechanisms. The µ0 model accurately
predicted a monotonic rise in µe from 300K to 100K but failed to predict observed saturation
at lower temperatures. The µ0 prediction bore no resemblance to measured µh at any tem-
perature. Trapping modifies µh to a far greater extent than µe because the low value of µh,
hence low velocity, renders holes more vulnerable to trapping than electrons. Equation 3.26
accurately reproduced the temperature dependence of measured µe and µh over the whole
range 80K-300K with values of ED = 23meV, ND = 1.4 × 1016cm−3 and EA = 0.14eV,
NA = 2× 1016cm−3[54].
Suzuki’s µtl model indicates that one shallow donor and one shallow acceptor at high
concentrations can adequately represent the effects of all levels upon mobility in certain
samples of CZT and CdTe:Cl. However, two shallow levels do not produce high resisitivity
over a range of compositions. The four-level scheme is applied to model CZT in section 3.2.2.
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3.2.2 The model of CZT material: definition, trial and results
Modelling realistic resistivity: I-V simulation
Section 2.1.2 described experimental studies of trapping in CZT and attempts to model
compensation. The mechanism is thought to be Fermi level ‘pinning’[44, 55]. If ED is close
to the intrinsic Fermi level, large changes in the number of ionised donors correspond to very
little shift in the Fermi energy. Altering the concentrations of acceptors, hence the number of
free holes to be absorbed by the donor, does not change the Fermi level, provided the reservoir
of donors is sufficiently large. The presence of a near-mid-gap level with high concentration
explains the high ρ of CdTe-based materials over many variations in composition.
A scheme of three acceptors and one donor proposed by Zumbiehl et al.[60] was modified
by Bell [61] to incorporate ED,A, cross-sections and relative concentrations obtained from
Photo-Induced Transient Current Spectroscopy (PICTS) spectra of samples by Veale[18].
The initial trap parameters in the current work (table 3.1) are based on the model by Bell.
The concentrations in Zumbiehl’s and Bell’s models were of the order 1016cm−3, based on
sparse evidence from CdTe-based materials in literature. When Bell proceeded to simulate
photon interactions, these densities proved to be too high: no charge drift occurred. One
of Bell’s models (a 3-acceptor, 2-donor scheme) underwent an iterative process of parameter
modification until realistic drift was achieved at O(1011)cm−3[61]. In the current project,
modelling the trapping scheme is only a means of creating realistic charge transport for
device simulation. It was therefore decided to begin with lower concentrations in order to
accelerate the material modelling stage, despite the disparity with measured values.
Table 3.1: Trap parameters of the initial CZT model. Based on the model by Bell[61] described
in section 2.1.2.
Energy ED,A (eV) Concentration N (cm
−3) Cross-section σ (cm−2)
Acceptors EV + 0.08 1× 108 1× 10−17
EV + 0.29 3× 108 3× 10−17
EV + 0.48 2.5× 108 2× 10−14
Donor EC − (0.650→ 1.0) >1× 103 1× 10−10
The aim was to identify a set of trap levels that would create high resistivity ρ ≥ 1010Ω.cm
over a range of CZT defect concentrations. The acceptor parameters in table 3.1 were main-
tained. Differing defect concentrations were represented by varying concentration and energy
of the donor, since it is these that affect Fermi level ‘pinning’. Donor parameters for the
final CZT model were to be identified such that moderate variations in N0 and ED in either
direction would not disrupt compensation. A 1mm cube planar detector with gold ohmic
contacts was modelled from CZT and its I-V characteristic obtained to find the resistivity ρ
. This was repeated at donor concentration N0 values from 1× 103cm−3 to 1× 1013cm−3 for
each donor energy value.
Figure 3.9 shows the variation of ρ with N0. Each plots represents a different donor energy
ED. Figure 2.5 in chapter 2 2.1.2 represents results of similar simulations by Zumbiehl et
al.[60] as a single 3D graph of ρ against N0 and ED. Figure 3.9 agrees with the results of
Zumbiehl et al. and Bell, allowing for differences in the acceptor parameters. A shallow donor
compensates for the acceptors only at a single N0, equal to the sum of acceptor concentrations
(6.5 × 108cm−3). Increasing N0 further results in n-type conductivity. The N0 at which
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Figure 3.9: Top Resistivity ρ of model CZT as a function of donor concentration N0 at a range
of energies ED = EC − EDonor. Energies and concentrations of acceptors are the constant
values in table 3.1. Base The same graph re-scaled to aid selection of a suitable donor energy
for drift experiments.
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maximum ρ occurs increases with ED. The deeper the level, the wider the range of N0 over
which ρ ≥ 1010Ω.cm. The same maximum ρ of 1.28 × 1011Ω.cm is attained at all ED. The
same data is shown on a linear concentration scale to render the differences between these
deep donors more clearly; a single-valued donor energy must be chosen for the model.
This model of CZT has a defined constant bandgap of 1.60eV corresponding to 10% Zn.
As expected, the ED value at which the sharp peak in ρ begins to broaden is slightly less
than half the bandgap: the shallowest donor capable of ‘pinning’ the Fermi level. Pinning
has been observed at energies 0.7-0.81eV[44]. 0.830eV was chosen as the donor energy of the
final model for CZT. As figure 3.9 shows, this energy and any variation ± ≈ 0.02eV confers
very high ρ over a wide range of compositions. Peak resistivity with ED = 0.830eV occurs at
N0 = 2.5× 109cm−3. These donor parameters were substituted into table 3.1.
To understand compensation, trap ionisation as a function of N0 was examined. Figure
3.10 shows the fractional ionisation of each trap level (N+0 /N0 andN
−
Acceptor/NAcceptor). Figure
3.11 shows the absolute concentrations of ionised traps. Table 3.2 summarises the numerical
results on changes in occupancy, ρ and free carrier density with rising N0.
Figure 3.10: Fraction of traps ionised as a function of donor concentration N0 for ED =
0.830eV. Acceptor concentrations are constant. The two shallowest acceptors are 100% ionised
at all N0 simulated. The deepest acceptor rises from 98.95% ionisation at N0 = 10
3cm−3 to
full ionisation at N0 = 2.5 × 109cm−3, when resistivity reaches its maximum. The donor is
26% ionised at this point. Numerical data are summarised in table 3.2. Note that both vertical
scales are logarithmic.
Acceptors become ionised in order of energy, the shallowest first, rather than concentra-
tion: 0.29eV traps are 100% ionised earlier than 0.48eV but are present in greater numbers.
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Figure 3.11: Absolute concentrations of ionised traps as a function of N0. At N0 = 2.5 ×
109cm−3, all acceptors are fully ionised. The concentration of free holes (etrapped − htrapped)
falls close to 0 at the same point, corresponding to maximum resistivity. The number of
ionised donors rises very gradually as further donor atoms are added. The increased trapping
of holes provides results in net free electrons (n-type conductivity). Note that the Resistivity
scale is logarithmic, the right-vertical scale linear.
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Table 3.2: Variation of trap occupancy, resistivity and free carrier concentration with rising
concentration of 0.830eV donor (summary of data graphed in figures 3.10, 3.11).
Donor concentration N0 (cm
−3)
1× 103 0.08eV acceptor 100% ionised.
0.29eV acceptor >99.99% ionised
0.48eV acceptor 98.95% ionised
0.83eV donor 99.87% ionised
Resistivity = 1.205× 108Ω.cm.
Concentration of free holes= 6.5× 108cm−3
p-type conductivity
2× 108 0.29eV acceptor 100% ionised
6.5× 108 N0 =
∑
NAcceptor
0.48eV acceptor 99.96% ionised
Donor 96.50% ionised
Free holes= 2.3× 107cm−3
Resistivity = 3.55× 109Ω.cm.
Steepest rise in resistivity and fall in free holes.
2.5× 109 0.48eV acceptor 100% ionised
Donor 26% ionised
Peak resistivity = 1.28× 1011Ω.cm
Free holes= 2.6× 104cm−3
8× 109 Net free electrons: n-type conductivity.
Donor 8% ionised. Resistivity = 7.66× 1010Ω.cm
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Since all acceptors are close to full ionisation throughout the range of N0 studied, the rise in
concentration of ionised donors mirrors the fall in free hole concentration (etrapped− htrapped,
figure 3.11).
The steepest fall in free hole density and consequent rise in resistivity occurs at 6 − 7 ×
108cm−3. The total concentration of acceptors (ionised and non-ionised) is 6.5× 108cm−3. A
shallow donor causes a narrow peak ρ at exactly N0 = 6.5× 108cm−3 (figure 3.9). With the
0.83eV donor, ρ is still relatively low at 3.55× 109Ω.cm.
When N0 = 2.5 × 109cm−3, nearly four times the total concentration of acceptors, the
deepest acceptor reaches 100% ionisation. ρ reaches its peak and thereafter declines linearly
with rising N0. Concentration of ionised donors continues to rise very gradually, leaving net
free electrons at N0 ≥ 8× 109cm−3.
The significant information from Figure 3.10 is that only 26% of the donors are ionised
when ρ is at its maximum, the composition chosen for the model. The reservoir of non-ionised
donors (with the large cross-section σ = 10−11) determines the severe hole trapping exhibited
by CZT.
The trap parameters in table 3.1 can now be completed. The donor energy ED = (EC −
0.83)eV and the donor concentration 2.5× 109cm−3 have been chosen. For brevity, table 3.1
could now be written in the form shown in table 3.3. Cross-sections remain unchanged.
Table 3.3: Modified version of table 3.1: trap parameters of the CZT model following results
of I-V simulations. The donor energy (EC − 0.83)eV and the relative concentrations of all
levels have been chosen.
Name of Concentration (cm−3)
Trap level /N0cm
−3
EA0.08 0.04
EA0.29 0.12
EA0.48 0.10
ED0.83 1.00
Given constant level energies and cross-sections, the compensation mechanism depends
only on the relative concentrations of all levels. Hence the value of N0 = 2.5× 109cm−3 can
be adjusted without causing any decline in ρ. In other words, the absolute concentrations of
the whole set of traps can be adjusted provided their ratios [0.04, 0.12, 0.1, 1] are maintained.
The absolute concentrations of the set determine charge transport properties. Higher defect
density causes more of the drifting charge to re-combine or become trapped for too long a
time to be collected. The following section describes how the absolute concentrations of the
set were selected to produce realistic charge transport parameters.
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Modelling realistic charge transport
The significant material properties for drift detector performance are mobility µ and life-
time τ of charge carriers. (µτ)e,h and µe,h may be evaluated from alpha- or ion-irradiation
experiments[43, 120].The following describes how the same experimental method was simu-
lated to evaluate (µτ)e,h and µe,h of the model CZT. The defect levels and concentrations in
the material were as stated in table 3.3.
The initial value of donor concentration N0 was 2.5×109cm−3. N0 was varied and concen-
trations of all levels were changed while maintaining their ratios and hence the high resisitivity
of 1.28× 1011Ω.cm.µτ is plotted as a function of N0 (figure 3.16). Values of (µτ)e,h were se-
lected to match experimental values for THM-grown CZT from the literature [18, 16, 121].
The corresponding value of N0 was set to confer the correct µτ upon the final CZT model.
The model then proceeds to ring-drift device simulation (3.2.3).
Independent evaluation of µ and effective lifetime τeff were not necessary in order to
complete the model. They are presented here, together with visualisations of charge cloud drift
under the various trapping and bias conditions, because they cast a light upon the physical
processes underlying measured parameters. Such understanding is valuable for interpreting
ring-drift results and designing improved devices.
Method of obtaining µτ , µ and τeff by ion-irradiation simulation
The experimental method of measuring (µτ)e,h is to irradiate the cathode of a planar ohmic
detector with alpha particles (or heavy ions) that deposit their energy within 20µm depth.
Since holes drift only this short distance to the cathode, and in a region of low anode weighting
potential, the induced anode signal represents only electron drift.
Charge collection efficiency (CCE) is defined as the ratio of the induced charge at the
contact Q and the charge generated Q0. The Hecht equation 3.27 describes the CCE as
a function of the perpendicular distance x of the charge generation event from the cathode.
Drift length λe,h = (µτ)e,h× electric field E expresses how far charge carriers drift, on average,
before they are lost from the signal .
CCE =
Q
Q0
=
λh
d
(
1− exp
(−x
λh
))
+
λe
d
(
1− exp
(
x− d
λe
))
(3.27)
where d is the crystal thickness. Neglecting the hole contribution to Q, and allowing that
x << d, the Hecht equation simplifies:
CCE =
Q
Q0
=
λe
d
(
1− exp
(
x− d
λe
))
≈ λe
d
(
1− exp
(−d2
λe
))
≈ µτV
d2
(
1− exp
(−d2
µτV
))
(3.28)
Where drift length λ = µτE and detector bias V = Ed. (µτ)e is thus obtained by measuring
CCE as a function of V . An algorithm fits equation 3.28 to the curve in the form:
y = Ax
(
1− exp
(−1
Ax
))
+ c (3.29)
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Where A and c are variable and initial c = 0. (µτ)e = Ad
2. Similarly, irradiation of the
anode is used to find (µτ)h. The intercept is permitted to ensure that a solution is found.
Negative c implies that there is a threshold bias value below which no charge is collected.
This is observed in practice and attributed to polarisation, which reduces the true electric
field. With ohmic contacts, polarisation is very slight.
Mobility maps may be acquired from the same experiment by a time of flight (TOF)
technique. The current signal is recorded digitally in order to extract the electron drift time
tdrift. Mobility is the gradient of a plot of 1/tdrift versus V/d
2 according to equation 3.30.
This is an expression of Ohm’s law, vdrift = µE.
µ =
d2
V tdrift
(3.30)
A 1mm×1mm×2mm planar ohmic device was modelled. The method of charge deposition
simulating photoelectric interaction is described in section 3.2.3. For the current purpose, the
details of spatial and temporal distribution are not important. A small amount of charge was
placed at 10µm depth from the centre of the cathode, in a volume < 10µm across. The anode
signal at each timestep was recorded and integrated to plot the pulse of collected charge Q.
The simulation was repeated at bias values of 50V to 800V. The procedure was tested in
intrinsic CdTe first and repeated with model CZT. The set of relative concentrations of trap
levels is given in table 3.3. Cross-sections were the constant values in table 3.1. N0 was varied
through integer powers from 2.5 × 107 to 2.5 × 1013cm−3. Intermediate values of N0 were
tested in the light of these results.
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Results of ion-irradiation simulation
Figure 3.12: Anode signals and charge collection following ‘cathode-irradiation’ simulation
at a range of field strengths. Constant trap concentrations with N0 = 10
9cm−3. Trapping is
slight but sufficient to cause incomplete charge collection at low bias.
Figure 3.13 gives examples of pulse shapes at multiple N0-values. Leakage current has
been subtracted to obtain the current resulting from the interaction, which is integrated over
time to calculate the charge collected. At N0 = 10
7cm−3 both electron and hole current
pulses are flat-topped as the full amount of charge deposited drifts the whole length of the
device at a constant velocity. Current declines steeply when the dense fast-moving cloud
reaches the electrode. In this case of minimal trapping and a strong field, the FWHM of the
current pulse is a reasonably accurate value for tdrift across the full detector width d. The
risetime of the integrated charge pulse is an alternative. Drift velocity may be calculated as
vconst(E) = d/tdrift.
At N0 ≥ 109cm−3, the current plateau becomes a negative slope as the quantity of drifting
charge declines over distance and time. Holes are more affected by rising N0 than electrons
for two reasons. The equilibrium ionisation of donors is only 26%: thus the absolute density
of non-ionised donors increases three times as much as that of ionised donors with each step in
N0. In addition, lower mobility (hence velocity) of holes renders them more vulnerable than
electrons to interaction (trapping/recombination) with the crystal. The effect of velocity can
also be seen by comparing signals from one carrier species at different field strengths. Figure
3.12 shows electron signals at 50V-800V bias when trapping is fairly low (N0 = 10
9cm−3).
The integrated charge curve for 50V bias shows that more charge has been lost than at 800V.
The hole signal appears to become exponential at N0 ≥ 1011cm−3 and the electron signal
at N0 ≥ 1012cm−3. Trapping is so severe that very little charge is collected. It is not possible
to evaluate µτ or µ using equations 3.28 and 3.30 because the drift distance d and drift
time cannot be defined. Individual charges drift for different and unknown distances before
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becoming permanently trapped. The shape of the current pulse i is described by equation3.31
according to the Shockley-Ramo Theorem [84, 85]:
i =
Q0vdrift
d
× exp
(−t
τeff
)
(3.31)
Where Q0 is charge deposited and (τeff)e,h is the effective trapping time. τeff is estimated
by fitting the curve.
tdrift was calculated from the 3%-97% risetime of the integrated charge signals in order
to plot 1/tdrift against V/d
2 (equation 3.30). The results of the simulation in CdTe give a
gradient of 1000.9cm2/Vs for electrons and 78.9cm2/Vs for holes. These values agree with
the constant mobility values of µe = 1000 cm
2/Vs and µh = 80 cm
2/Vs set in the CdTe file.
The procedure was repeated with model CZT. In the material parameter file, µe =
1035cm2/Vs and µh = 80 cm
2/Vs. Figure 3.14 plots a representative selection of the re-
sults. With N0 = 2.5× 107cm−3, µe = 1035cm2/Vs and µh = 78.6 cm2/Vs
For both electrons and holes, concentrations at or below N0 = 2.5 × 109cm−3 show an
excellent linear fit with less than 0.1% variation between gradients.
Evaluation of tdrift becomes less accurate as defect densities are increased. Figure 3.14
shows a small deviation from the straight line for N0 = 5 × 109 cm−3 at low voltages owing
to trapping at very low field strengths. At N0 = 3− 4× 1010cm−3, the shape of the current
pulses of holes contains a strong exponential tail caused by severe trapping. Valid estimates
of tdrift from such a pulse are not possible.
In conclusion, simulation of a TOF experiment proves an accurate method of measuring
mobility when drift is not severely affected by trapping. An ‘effective’ mobility at higher trap
densities cannot be quantified. The reason lies in the nature of defects rather than the method.
‘Trap-limited mobility’ as defined in section 3.2.1, equation 3.26 is not observed because it
assumes multiple trapping/de-trapping events. The trap-limited µ is an average combining
intrinsic µ during drift with immobility during repeated τres periods in traps. Equation 3.26
was accurate in a model material with a high density of very shallow traps[54]. In the current
CZT model, all donors are so deep that trapping is effectively permanent: holes either move
with intrinsic µ across the whole distance or they are lost from the signal altogether.
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Figure 3.13: Anode signal (solid lines) and anode charge collection (dashed) following sim-
ulated interaction in 2mm-thick planar CZT detector with various values of trap density.
Acceptor densities are scaled in proportion with N0 (table 3.3). Bias 500V. The ‘spike’ in
current at 10ns is an artefact of simulation.Top Electron drift signals. Base Hole drift signals.
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Figure 3.14: Calculation of mobility µ in model CZT by time-of-flight analysis of simulated
ion-beam irradiation. ‘Drift time’ is evaluated as the 3%-97% risetime of the integrated charge
signal. Hence a linear fit is valid only if CCE is very high (N0 ≤ 5× 109cm−3).
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The same simulation data was used to obtain µτ values. The charge deposited Q0 was
determined by integrating the ‘charge deposition field’ of a 3D dataset recorded during simu-
lation over a large volume around the site. CCE = Q/Q0 was calculated at each bias voltage.
Plots of CCE of electrons (holes) against electric field strength were fitted using the Hecht
equation (3.28) to determine values of (µτ)e and (µτ)h. Figure 3.15 shows examples at sev-
eral trap concentrations. The difference between electron and hole CCE at the same N0 value
becomes ever more marked as N0 increases.
Figure 3.15: Charge collection efficiency in model CZT evaluated by simulated ion-beam
irradiation. Curves are fitted with the Hecht equation (3.28) to calculate mobility-lifetime
product (figure 3.16). As trapping increases, the charge/field strength curve becomes linear.
Figure 3.16 shows the resulting (µτ)e and (µτ)h as a function of donor concentration.
A line was fitted to quantify the power-law dependence of (µτ)e upon N0:
(µτ)e = (9.3± 0.6)× 106 ×N (−1.047±0.002)0 (3.32)
Equation 3.32 is used to calculate the value of N0 that must be set to produce a desired (µτ)e.
For holes, in the range N0 > 2.5× 109cm−3 only:
(µτ)h = (5.01± 0.17)× 105 ×N (−0.98±0.01)0
(µτ)e
(µτ)h
≈ 9.3× 10
6
5.0× 105 ≈ 18.6 (3.33)
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Figure 3.16: (µτ)e and (µτ)h as a function of donor concentration in model CZT. Each data
point represents a CCE/field strength plot. From these data, a value of N0 = 1.0× 109cm−3
was chosen for the final model of CZT to produce a realistic (µτ)e of 0.0035cm
2/V .
Uncertainties quoted in equations 3.32 and 3.33 take into account only the errors in fitting
Hecht plots. If a small margin is added to represent unquantified errors in the simulation
process, it can be assumed that µτα 1N0 for both carriers. The factors (9.3 ± 0.6) × 106 and
(5.01± 0.17)× 105 therefore have units of [cmV]−1.
Since µ is constant, this dependence agrees with the definition of τ related to a single
defect level in equation 3.25:
τh =
1
σN0vhth
τe =
1
σN0veth
Here we assume that the donor is the only level that significantly influences τ because
acceptor concentrations and cross-sections are small.
In the range N0 < 2.5× 109cm−3 the (µτ)h graph curves and it approaches a saturation
value at minimum N0. This corresponds to the change from an exponential to a flat-topped
current pulse over most of the range of field strengths. Trapping becomes negligible; in other
words, hole lifetime greatly exceeds the transit time across the whole device, ttransit, even in
a weak field. For example, at N0 = 2.5× 107cm−3:
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ttransit =
d
µE
ttransit,e = 7.65× 10−7s at 50V bias
ttransit,h = 1.0× 10−5s at 50V bias
τe =
(µτ)e
µe
= 1.8× 10−4s
τh = 2.2× 10−5s
In the final CZT model, values of (µτ)e and (µτ)h ought to match those of the CZT
grown by Redlen Technologies [62] from which new devices are to be fabricated. Experimental
values of (µτ)e (cm
2/V) in Redlen material are >0.02 [16], 0.013 [17], (0.00645±0.00023) and
(0.00275 ± 0.00004) [18]. Since data is sparse, values from recent studies of other CZT with
similar physical and spectroscopic characteristics were also taken into account. A generous
range from 0.0013 to 0.013cm2/V was considered ‘realistic’. The value >0.02cm2/V is not
included because it appears to be a unique outlier.
Figure 3.16 shows the range of N0 values that create the ‘realistic’ range of (µτ)e in model
CZT: 4× 108 < N0 < 2.5× 109cm−3 . A value of N0 = 1× 109cm−3 was chosen for the final
CZT model, producing (µτ)e = 0.0035cm
2/V. The lower end of the range is selected to ensure
a rigorous test of model devices : a design that performs well in simulation with a relatively
poor wafer material could be expected to perform equally well or better in a real device.
The corresponding value of (µτ)h ≈ 5 × 10−4cm2/V is higher than experimental values
[18]. Data is so meagre that a realistic range in high-quality CZT cannot be estimated. Since
ring-drift devices are single-carrier sensors, hole drift does not affect performance. The model
composition was decided solely on the basis of (µτ)e. Dividing by µ gives τe = 3.4× 10−6s in
accordance with values from 2.7− 6.0× 10−6s were found in 8 samples studied by Veale[18].
τh ≈ 6×10−6s is uncommonly high because (µτ)h is high. Electron lifetime proves significant
in the performance of ring-drift models.
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Examination of signals and charge cloud images under low- and high-trapping
regimes
Electrode signals and images of drift from the alpha-irradiation simulations are examined in
figures 3.17-3.23 to aid interpretation of the µ and µτ graphs. It is useful to understand the
correlation between signal shape and drift in a planar device before proceeding to ring-drift
design. Figures 3.17, 3.18, 3.21 and 3.22 give examples of anode signals at 500V and 60V bias
in low- and high-trapping regimes. They are interpreted in conjunction with Svisual images
from the 3D datasets captured at several time points during the simulation. A cross-section
is cut through the drift plane and the ‘free electron density’ or ‘free hole density’ displayed
as a colour map. This illustrates the shape and speed of the charge cloud.
Figures 3.19 and 3.23 display the same carrier density data as 3.17, 3.18,3.21 and 3.22 in
X-Y form: the X-axis is distance along the central anode-cathode axis of the device, as in
the Svisual image, and the Y-axis is electron or hole density, formerly shown as a colourscale.
The X-Y plot enables charge clouds at ten time points to be displayed on the same axes,
giving an impression of the cloud moving and lengthening across the device.
Figure 3.20 is another X-Y plot derived from the same cutlines through the same datasets
as 3.19. Instead of the carrier density, the donor occupation at the same ten time points is
displayed on the Y-scale as a fraction over 1.
Figure 3.17 shows the difference in electron and hole velocity in a strong field when
N0 = 10
9cm−3, the value chosen for the final CZT model. τe = 3400ns , τh ≈ 6000ns.
Both carriers are in transition between the mobility-limited and lifetime-limited regimes (a
sloping-shoulder current pulse shape) but the fraction of holes lost from the signal is greater
than that of electrons because low mobility (hence velocity) of holes renders them more
vulnerable to interaction with the crystal (trapping). The expectation that a larger fraction
of holes disappears can be expressed numerically by the ratio of transit time to most probable
lifetime: 0.02 for electrons and 0.16 for holes. Current signals with N0 = 10
11cm−3 (top right)
approach the exponential shape. Using equations 3.32 and 3.33 to calculate µτ and dividing
by µ gives τe = 27ns , τh = 100ns. Transit time τ=2.8 for electrons, 9.7 for holes, expressing
the expectation that the majority of each carrier cloud fails to reach the collecting electrode.
The ratio of velocities equals the ratio of mobilities (≈ 13.7). Since diffusivity D = kTµ,
the rate of spread of the carrier clouds is in the same ratio. Both the position and the shape
of the electron charge cloud at each time point is therefore the same as the hole cloud will
attain after ≈ 13.7× greater drift time (the large datasets can be recorded at only a limited
number of time points; the ratio of times is shown as nearly as possible).
Figure 3.18 shows the equivalent images for N0 = 10
11cm−3. Velocity of the electrons that
remain free is not affected by N0 (mobility is constant), but their number (visualised as cloud
density) declines over time and distance. The first and third graphs in figure 3.19 show this
clearly. Figure 3.20 (1st and 3rd) shows why free electrons are disappearing: donor ionisation
falls from its equilibrium value of 26% as the cloud passes and remains low because free
electrons recombine with trapped holes. Graphs at N0 = 10
9cm−3 and 1011cm−3 look similar
because ionisation is expressed as a fraction; the absolute density of donors has increased
by two orders of magnitude, therefore the latter graph represents a far greater number of
recombination events. Figure 3.18 shows the initial hole cloud remaining almost static and
gradually disappearing. Non-ionised donors trap almost all free holes permanently. Figure
3.20 (2nd and 4th) show 100% ionisation at the location of the cloud.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of ‘cathode-irradiation’ (electron drift) and ‘anode-irradiation’ (hole
drift). Top left Anode signals and charge collection under conditions of slight trapping
N0 = 10
9cm−3. Base Axial cross-sections through the model device at stated times after
‘interaction’ corresponding to points on the left signal plot. Charge is deposited in a volume
< 10µm across at 10µm depth from the centre of one electrode. The density distribution
(charge cloud) of holes after a given drift time resembles that of electrons at ≈ 10 − 13×
smaller drift time, corresponding to the inverse ratio of their mobilities. Top right When
N0 is raised to 10
11cm−3, collection of both carriers is greatly reduced but the fractional
reduction is greater for holes than for electrons.
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Figure 3.18: Cross-sectional charge cloud images with N0 = 10
11cm−3 corresponding to the
signal plot in figure 3.17(top right). Comparison with the equivalent images at N0 = 10
9cm−3
shows that holes are far more severely affected by increased trap density than electrons. Base
Maps of donor ionisation at 1000ns. Left Ionisation is 0.26 in equilibrium, falling to 0 where
drifting electrons have recombined with trapped holes. Right Hole charge collection is very
low because most of the hole cloud is trapped within 0.5mm of drift, shown as a volume of
complete donor ionisation.
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Figure 3.19: Free electron and hole densities along the axis of the device at ten time points.
These are cross-sections through the electron and hole clouds depicted in figures 3.17 and
3.18. Top Electrons drift right-to-left and are collected by the anode; the cloud has been
partially collected after 80ns and and appears cut off at the anode wall. It is fully collected by
100ns. Calculated mean transit time is 77ns at this bias. 2nd Holes drift left-to-right and are
only half-collected by 1000ns, equal to the calculated ttransit. 3rd Higher trap concentration.
Electrons do not move more slowly but the number in the cloud declines over time as some
recombine with trapped holes. 4th Most of the hole cloud is trapped within 0.5mm of drift.
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Figure 3.20: Fraction of donors ionised along the axis of the device at ten time points.
Ionisation is 0.26 in the absence of deposited charge. Comparison with figure 3.19 reveals
that the moving electron cloud leaves a wake of reduced ionisation as free electrons recombine
with trapped holes. The hole cloud leaves a wake of increased ionisation. The number of
carriers recombined or trapped is two orders of magnitude higher when N0 is raised from 10
9
(1st and 2nd) to 1011cm−3 (3rd and 4th), resulting in reduced electron charge collection and
almost total trapping of holes.
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Figure 3.21 is the equivalents of 3.17 at N0= 10
9 and a lower bias of 60V. Drift velocities
are 60/500 of their previous values. Theoretically ttransit,e = 640ns, ttransit,h = 8400ns. The
electron current pulse agrees with this value (top left) but hole drift is so slow the cloud is
extended over most of the device length (base) and an average transit time is not obvious
from the signal. Only 3500ns is shown here; the simulation ran for 15µs. Final CCE is lower
at 60V than 500V for both species but the fractional decline in CCE is greater for holes than
for electrons. Mobility, and therefore diffusivity, is unchanged. Lateral spread of the cloud
proceeds at the same rate as before, hence the width (vertical dimension in the images) at
any given time point is the same. The reduced axial extension of the cloud causes its shape
to appear very different.
At N0 = 10
11 and 60V bias (3.22 and 3.23), almost all electrons recombine within 0.6mm
of drift. In contrast, at 500V bias electron CCE at this trap density is ≈ 25% (3.17 and 3.19).
The highest trap concentrations appear to produce an exponentially declining current
pulse as described by equation 3.31. Linearising the current is expected to produce parallel
straight lines for all bias values. ‘Effective trapping time’ τeff may be estimated from the
slope.
Ln(i) =
−t
τeff,e
+ Ln
(
Q0v
d
)
Figure 3.24 shows electron currents at N0 = 2.5 × 1012 and N0 = 2.5 × 1013cm−3. Drift
is so brief that the known duration of charge deposition, 0.5ns, forms a significant fraction
of the total time and some charge is trapped before deposition is complete. Linearising the
current at t > 0.5ns reveals that it is not a single exponential. For N0 = 2.5× 1012, all Ln(i)
for ≤ 200V bias are straight and parallel (dotted lines) in the range t ≈ 1.5− 7ns. If equation
3.31 may with validity be appled to this region, τeff,e ≈ 3ns. Equation 3.32, the power-law
dependence of (µτ)e upon N0, predicts τe=1ns. The latter relies on the assumption that τ can
be calculated by dividing µτ by the constant value of µ = 1035cm2/Vs throughout the range
of N0. For the region indicated on the N0 = 2.5 × 1013 graphs (dotted lines), τeff,e=0.05ns
and equation 3.32 predicts τe=0.08ns. The uncertainty in simulated currents of the order of
nA and pA is unknown.
All the trap parameter values and other physical properties of the final CZT model have
been selected. Their influences upon current signals, charge collection and carrier cloud
motion have been thoroughly examined and understood. The CZT proceeds to ring-drift
device modelling and x-ray irradiation simulation. Section 3.2.3 describes the methods.
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Figure 3.21: Electron and hole drift at low and high trap concentrations. Figure 3.17 shows
the equivalent results at 500V bias; here bias =60V. Top left The fractional difference in
charge collection between electrons and holes is greater at 60V bias than at 500V. Base
Drift velocity of each carrier species is 60/500 of its previous value but the diffusion rate is
unchanged, resulting in a different shape to the charge cloud.
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Figure 3.22: Electron and hole drift at high trap concentration. Figure 3.18 shows the
equivalent results at 500V bias; here bias =60V. Low drift velocity enables most of the
electrons to recombine within the first 0.6mm of drift: the cloud appears to fade away instead
of moving to the anode. Most holes are trapped within 0.2mm.
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Figure 3.23: Electron and hole free carrier densities (depicted in figures 3.21 and 3.22) along
the central axis at ten time points during simulation. Figure 3.19 shows the equivalent results
at 500V bias; here bias =60V. Top, 2nd At N0 = 10
9cm−3, the electron cloud is collected
after 700ns and the hole cloud after a few microseconds (see current signals in figure 3.21) of
very slow drift. 3rd, 4th At N0 = 10
9cm−3, neither carrier cloud reaches the far electrode.
Electrons recombine; holes are trapped.
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Figure 3.24: Left Current signals of electron drift and Right natural logarithms of signals.
N0 = 2.5 × 1012 and 2.5 × 1013cm−3. The current does not fall as a single exponential
throughout tdrift but τeff,e was calculated for the region (dotted lines) in which Ln(current)
is straight and parallel for biases ≤ 200V.
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3.2.3 Modelling X-ray interactions in ring-drift devices
Device construction
Devices were initially modelled from a uniform material with no alteration in properties at
the surface. Crystal properties close to contact interfaces are not well understood and are
dependent upon surface treatments and contact deposition methods, as discussed in chapter
2. The surface properties of our prototype device are not known. Gold electrodes were
defined in geometrical contact with the surface, neglecting the phys- ical nature of the bond.
Contacts behaved ohmically in simulation because the workfunctions of gold and CZT are
similar. The size, number and locations of electrodes were systematically altered in the search
for the geometry that optimised performance. The dimensions of the wafer were maintained.
Electrode geometries were limited to those that could be fabricated using available techniques:
ring widths below 150µm are impracticable.
To compromise between numerical accuracy and simulation time, fine meshes are applied
only in regions of high weighting potential, electric field or charge density. The detector is
built with a universal coarse mesh of 150-30µm edge length, 30-5µm over the region where
most charge drift was expected to occur and 5 - 0.5µm over a 300µm cube centred on the
site of charge deposition. Equations are solved at each mesh vertex and solutions between
vertices are linearly interpolated. This standard method does not ensure conservation of
charge. Rectangular box integration does conserve charge but demands far more simulation
time. It is applied over the smallest refinement window to ensure charge deposition of the
correct quantity and spatial distribution. Each control volume (cuboid containing one central
vertex) is covered by smaller boxes and fields are integrated numerically inside each.
The model is re-built with commands to re-position refinements as the deposition site is
varied. Figure 3.25 shows the layers of mesh refinement for an interaction at a certain site in
a 3-ring device and the charge cloud 40ns after interaction.
Interaction simulation
The TCAD ‘Heavy-Ion Model’ (HIM) is implemented for charge deposition. The method is
to create a user-defined ‘ion’ that mimics the quantity and spatial and temporal distribution
of charge generated during photoelectric absorption of a photon of a specific energy. The
absorption site can be placed anywhere in the crystal. This method of ‘irradiation’ was chosen
to imitate microbeam scanning. A ‘25keV linescan’ is modelled by a series of simulations in
which the interaction site is placed at the 1/e absorption depth of 25keV photons in CZT
(70µm[82]) and its radial position is repeatedly moved. The parameter values of the ‘ion’ are
set to represent a 25keV interaction. The partition of charge collection between electrodes
as a function of interaction position is mapped. This allows the spatial performance of the
simulated device to be compared with experimental results of the prototype. The aim is
to discover the electrode geometry and bias conditions that would optimise active area for a
wide range of hard x-ray energies, causing interactions throughout the wafer volume. The ‘ion’
parameters can be altered to represent any energy and a corresponding realistic interaction
depth is selected. Alternatively, a ‘25keV’ interaction can be placed (unphysically) at any
depth. The fractions of charge collected by each electrode from different interaction sites
can be more easily compared if the same quantitiy of charge is deposited at each site. Both
methods are used in this project. The details of implementing the Heavy-Ion Model are
provided in appendix A.
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Figure 3.25: Top Model of prototype (figure 3.1) with layers of mesh size from 150µm to
0.5µm at the charge deposition site (here at radius 1600µm, depth 1300µm). The device is
reconstructed for each site to use simulation time efficiently while ensuring that the expected
drift region is finely meshed. Base A drifting electron cloud 40ns after interaction. Wafer of
model CZT, electrodes gold.
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Interpretation of linescan simulation results
A quasistationary simulation ramps the applied bias from 0V on all electrodes to the operating
bias. A transient simulation plots the interaction and subsequent charge cloud evolution. The
photon is introduced at t = 3µs to ensure that the electric field has stabilised. 3D datasets
of scalar and vector fields are recorded at any times selected. Electron density, hole density,
electrostic potential and fractional occupation of each trap level are visualised as colour-scale
maps on cross-sections through the interaction plane. Figure 3.26 shows a timed series of
electron density plots after interaction at 70µm depth from the cathode face, 2200µm radius,
in a model of the prototype device. Data values on cutlines through the plane may be
extracted and used for 2D [quantity]/distance plots to show the quantity at multiple time
points on the same spatial axes.
Figure 3.26: Electron charge cloud after simulated photon interaction at 70µm depth from the
cathode face, 2200µm radius, in a model of the prototype device (figure 3.25) with no guard
ring. Anode grounded, biases (Ring 1, Ring 2, Ring 3) Cathode = (-500, -600, -700)-700V.
The mesh refinement windows are positioned to place the finest mesh at this interaction site
and the expected drift region. Cross-sections are through the interaction plane, Z=0, cropped
to display only the region of interest. In this simulation charge is shared between the Anode
and Ring 1 . The resulting electrode signals are shown in figure 3.27
All electrode currents are recorded at every time step. Figure 3.27 shows how the signals
are analysed to reveal information about the spatial performance of the device. At t0 < 3µs the
signal represents leakage current. This value is subtracted from the signal at every timestep
to obtain the current resulting from the interaction. The radial position of the interaction site
is at the outer edge of Ring 2. Initially (Time=5ns on Figure 3.27, left centre), the currents
through Rings 2 and 3 are equal and positive, Ring 1 current is smaller and anode current is
zero . For the next 250ns, as the charge drifts laterally across the width of Ring 2, the Ring
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Figure 3.27: Analysis of electrode data from the simulation depicted in figure 3.26 at depth=
70µm, r = 2200µm. Anode grounded, biases (Ring 1, Ring 2, Ring 3) Cathode = (-500, -600,
-700) -700V.
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2 and Ring 1 currents rise. Ring 3 current falls as the charge moves away. At 250ns-400ns,
all the charge moves past Ring 2 and begins to be collected first by Ring 1 (peak current
at 350ns) and then by the anode (peak current 410ns). Ring 2 and Ring 3 currents become
negative as the charge moves further away . These bipolar pulses integrate to 0 over the whole
drift time: no net charge was induced.
At 400ns-550ns, the remainder of the charge cloud drifts away from Ring 1 and is collected
by the anode, causing Ring 1 current to become briefly negative. All currents are zero when
drift ceases after 600ns. The cathode current is equal and opposite to the sum of all the other
electrode currents at every point in time.
This is the usual temporal form of currents during a drift simulation. If the whole charge
were collected by the anode, every ring current would be bipolar and integrate to 0. The anode
current is invariably unipolar because charge never drifts away from it. Current signals are
integrated over time to calculate the charge collected by each electrode. Simulation duration
is made sufficient for all charge signals to reach a plateau: 18µs was found to be ample
for all scenarios. Only the first 700ns need be displayed in this example.The final value of
charge on each electrode is extracted. The device is re-meshed and the simulation repeated
at a different interaction site, again at 70µm depth but a different radial position. Since
the device is cylindrically symmetrical about the Y-axis, all interactions are placed in the
Z=0 plane. The values of final charge on each electrode are plotted against radial position
of the interaction (figure 3.27, Right). In the example, sites are at 100m radial intervals.
This is a simulated ‘25keV microbeam linescan’. The resulting graphs, termed Qrad profiles,
are characteristic of a particular device geometry and bias scheme. The radial positions of
the rings and their voltages may be marked on the plot to aid interpretation of their effects
upon Qrad shapes. Qrads are the most important representation of results for comparing
the performance of different model devices. The remainder of this chapter is a guide to their
interpretation.
The anode Qrad (black) describes the spatial performance of the device. Maximum charge
collection occurs when the interaction is at r = 0. As the site is re-located to larger radii,
the anode Qrad declines and the Ring 1 Qrad (red) rises, indicating charge sharing. In the
r = 2200µm example, Ring 1 collects slightly more charge than the anode but Rings 2 and 3
collect none. Ring signals are useful for understanding the reasons for incomplete anode charge
collection and hence the modifications that may remedy it. The sum of charge collected by
all the anode-face electrodes is equal to the final negative charge of the cathode (pink dashed)
at every radial site. The upward curve of the cathode Qrad at large radii shows that, as
drift distances and times become longer, a fraction of the charge fails to be collected by any
electrode. This is the result of trapping and recombination; the time required to be collected
approaches the lifetime of the electrons. Stronger electric fields would permit charge to drift
further before it is lost by trapping. The anode Qrad of the ideal detector of trap-free crystal
would be high and horizontal from r = 0 to the outer edge of the plane cathode, representing
full charge collection at all radii: active area 100%. Given charge loss caused by traps, the
anode Qrad would curve downwards at large radii, mirroring the cathode Qrad. All other
electrode Qrads would be zero at all radii.
If one visualises monoenergetic uniform irradiation of the whole cathode face, the resulting
spectrum (cumulative counts/ energy histogram) would be a single line at the correct energy
bin and zero elsewhere. With trapping, the peak would develop a tail as the interactions at
large radii are registered at too low an energy. Cylindrical symmetry dictates that charge
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collection performance at larger radii has a greater impact upon the spectrum than that at
small radii because the area represented by each radial increment increases. A monoenergetic
peak would be seen if the anode Qrad were high and horizontal as far as the radius at which
charge loss begins to occur and fell vertically to 0 at that point. The sensitivity (number of
counts registered) would be lower because the active area is reduced, but every count registered
would be at the correct energy because the whole of its charge arrives at the anode. This
Qrad shape represents the optimum device. The aim of this simulation project is to modify
geometry and bias combinations such that the Qrads of successive models move ever closer
to the optimum. The figure 3.27 Qrad is almost horizontal out to 1600µm interaction radius
and thereafter declines gradually. This represents very severe tailing: by far the majority of
counts over the whole device area would be registered at too low an energy.
A‘linescan’ can be simulated with any interaction depth, either with the same ‘photon
energy’ or with a different energy chosen to correspond with the depth, as explained earlier.
The resulting Qrads will be different at every depth. For any given geometry/bias combi-
nation, the active radius is expected to be smaller for deep interactions because the charge
is more likely to arrive at the anode face before it has drifted far enough laterally to reach
the anode. Qrads obtained at a number of depths give a more complete depiction of device
performance than any single depth, since a real device may be exposed to a large range of
energies. If ‘high-energy photons’ are used for deeper interactions, charge collection at r = 0
is greater at greater depths. The Qrad is scaled up in the Y-axis (see section 5.1.2) as well
as altering in shape as a function of radius. If a ‘25keV’ photon is used, the charge collection
at r = 0 may be slightly greater at greater depths, if the device thickness is sufficient to
cause noticeable charge loss for very shallow interactions, but in general the absolute charge
collected at each radius may be more easily compared between different depths. Chapters
4 and 5 present the results of simulated linescans and potential field modelling and their
application to optimising device design.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Characterisation and
TCAD Modelling of a prototype
CZT Drift Detector: Results
Experiments upon the prototype 3-ring detector had three objectives. Firstly, to establish
a performance baseline against which to measure progress. Secondly, to provide evidence of
the effects of bias conditions, interaction energy and radius upon the spectrum. The criteria
of interest were sensitivity, correct energy registration and resolution. The knowledge thus
gained informed choice of further bias schemes in order to identify trends in performance with
bias. Thirdly, experimental results were to be compared with simulation results in a model
of the same device in order to validate the modelling methods.
Spectra obtained from radioisotope hard X-ray sources are analysed in section 4.1.1. The
results of radial linescans with a synchrotron microbeam and the methods of interpreting the
spectra are introduced in section 4.1.2. Microbeam scanning data and simulated ‘linescan’
data are presented together in 4.2. Trends in active area and sensitivity with bias variations
are compared qualitatively and quantitatively in 4.2.1. Bias conditions outside the range used
in experiment were applied to the model, based on the observed trends. The results of this
first step towards optimisation are discussed in 4.2.2. Conclusions thus far are summarised
in 4.2.3. More complex methods of improving the model’s performance are the subject of
chapter 5.
4.1 Characterisation with sources and X-ray microbeam
4.1.1 Am-241, Co-57 and Cs-137 spectra
The detector was installed in the box illustrated in 3.1.1, figure 3.4. A point source was
placed on a thin foil window set into the box lid, a few centimetres above the cathode face.
The range of cathode voltages tested was from -100V to -700V in 100V increments. Ring bias
combinations were in ratios of (10, 20, 30)%, (20, 40, 60)% and (30, 60, 90)% of cathode bias.
Source experiments were conducted in collaboration with Alruhaili [36] and some of his
spectra are analysed here. Figure 4.1 (top) shows Am-241 spectra at a high bulk voltage
of 700V (3040 Vcm−1) and moderate lateral/bulk ratios: (Ring 1, Ring 2, Ring 3)= (-70,
-140, -210)V and (-140, -280, -350)V. The number of low-energy counts falls with increasing
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Figure 4.1: Top Effects of increasing lateral/bulk field ratio. Am-241 spectra at two com-
binations of ring voltages, expressed as percentages of the -700V bulk field. Base Effects of
scaling all biases maintaining the lateral/bulk ratio. [36] c©A. Alruhaili 2014
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lateral field. Low-energy counts represent partial charge collection from interactions at large
radii. Higher lateral field improves photopeak FWHM from (5.4±0.2)keV to (5±0.03)keV,
similar to pulser width. At (-500,-600,-700) -700V, [equal to (71, 86, 100)% of cathode], Cd
and Te escape peaks at 32.8keV and 27.7keV can be distinguished. However, leakage current
increases significantly when the anode-Ring 1 voltage step is large. Photopeak resolution at
(-500,-600,-700) -700V rose to (6.2±0.1)keV.
These results agree with Abbene et al.[33] who irradiated a 1.1×0.9mm 2-Ring CZT detec-
tor with Am-241 through the cathode. With constant guard and cathode biases, raising Ring
1 bias while maintaining or increasing the Ring 1-Ring 2 voltage step caused photofraction
and peak-to-valley ratio to increase. Peak resolution also narrowed until, beyond a certain
Ring 1 voltage, it was degraded by leakage noise.
Scaling up lateral and bulk fields in proportion has a similar effect on our device to that of
raising lateral field alone (figure 4.1, base). Larger negative biases on the rings renders charge
sharing less probable. Electrons may be less vulnerable to capture at higher drift speeds.
Raising bulk field alone did not reduce low-energy counts or photopeak width.
The lateral field that provides the optimum compromise between active area and photo-
peak resolution rises with photon energy. Figure 4.2 shows Co-57 and Cs-137 spectra. At
122keV the increase from (30, 60, 90)% -700V to (-500,-600,-700) -700V decreases FWHM
from (7.2±0.1)keV to (6.8±0.1)keV. The reduction in low-energy counts dominates FWHM
despite the rise in leakage. Continuum counts > 85keV remain more numerous than at lower
energies; some of these may be ascribed to escape peaks at 90.2keV and 95.3keV. FWHM
of the Cs-137 photopeak is (24 ± 1)keV at (-500,-600,-700) -700V and it is unresolved at
all lower field combinations. Charge-sharing events registered below the Compton edge at
478keV cannot be distinguished from the continuum but very high lateral field is evidently
required to eliminate them above that point. This trend is explained by considering that
active area varies with depth. At a given radius, a deeper interaction requires a higher lat-
eral/bulk ratio if the charge is to drift far enough laterally to be fully collected by the anode
before it reaches the surface and is partially captured by the rings. The isotope is a point
source on the detector axis over the cathode face. Higher-energy photons penetrate to greater
radii as well as greater depths, exacerbating the dependence of low-energy count rate upon
lateral field.
The other factor influencing FWHM is hole tailing, discussed in 2.1.4. Ring-drift is a
single-carrier-sensing configuration: the anode weighting potential rises from 0 to 1 in a very
small volume at large depth, between Ring 1 and the anode (the shape is illustrated in figure
2.13). Above ≈ 100keV photon energy, an increasing proportion of interactions occur in this
volume, causing hole current to appear in the anode signal. A ‘tail’ forms on the low-energy
side of the photopeak and its height and length increase with the proportion of hole current.
The 122keV peak is slightly ‘tailed’ when low lateral fields are applied but becomes symmetric
under higher fields (figure 4.2). Such high-energy photons from a point on the axis were able
to penetrate to the volume of non-zero anode weighting potential before interaction. Photon
transmission through 2.3mm CZT is only 0.5% at 59.5 keV, but 35% at 122 keV and 94% at
662 keV [82]. Holes therefore could not be entirely eliminated from the signal but a strong
field propelled them out of the sensitive region so rapidly that they had negligable effect upon
peak shape. The 662keV peak is very asymmetric because a greater proportion of interactions
occur at large depth. The hole tail cannot be clearly distinguished from low-energy counts
caused by charge sharing.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of increasing lateral/bulk field ratio at high photon energies. Co-57 and Cs-
137 spectra. The 662keV photopeak is not resolved at lower lateral field strengths. [36] c©A.
Alruhaili 2014
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Figure 4.3: Am-241 spectra of prototype CZT ring-drift device at room temperature and -15
oC. Bias (-150, -300, -450)-500V. [36] c©A. Alruhaili 2014
CZT ring-drift detectors are intended for room-temperature operation. It is expected that
their high resistivity ensures leakage currents too low to limit resolution. Leakage increases
with bulk field and with lateral/bulk ratio. Experiments conducted with the detector at -
15oC at biases up to (-150, -300, -450)-500V showed that cooling reduced anode leakage from
a maximum of 0.2nA to < 0.01nA. However, energy resolution was unaffected under these
bias conditions because it was limited by preamplifier noise: the system was not optimised
for low-noise operation. Figure 4.3 shows Am-241 spectra at both temperatures. FWHM
of the photopeak is reduced from (3.3±0.1)keV to (3.1±0.1)keV by cooling. Pulser FWHM
is (2.8±0.1)keV. At (-500,-600,-700) -700V, cooling may improve resolution because leakage
current is the limiting factor at room temperature.
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4.1.2 Introduction to interpretation of microbeam results
Figure 4.4 illustrates the principal features of the microbeam spectrum acquired at the Dia-
mond Light Source experiment (3.1.3, [37]): the primary peak at 26keV and the 3rd harmonic
at 78keV. A threshold of 8.5keV was imposed to remove electronic noise. The peak at 52keV
represents pulse pile-up, not single photons at the forbidden 2nd harmonic energy. It is pos-
sible for two primary events to arrive in the same 3µs shaping time window despite the low
mean flux because the synchrotron beam has a temporal ‘bunch’ structure. Since each ‘bunch’
has < 50ps rms duration, two photons detected from the same bunch inevitably register as
a single event. The 52keV/26keV count ratio decreased when absorbers were added because
the probability of transmission of two photons in the same window falls by a greater fraction
than that of a single photon. The 78keV/26keV ratio increased as expected.
Figure 4.4: Spectra read from the anode when the microbeam is positioned over the anode
centre (‘interaction radius = 0’) showing the effects of electric field strength upon energy
resolution. [36] c©A. Alruhaili 2014
Table 4.1: Effect of raising lateral and bulk fields upon peak widths in microbeam spectra.
(Ring 1 , Ring 2, Ring 3) Cathode Primary peak 3rd harmonic Pulser
Bias [V] FWHM [keV] FWHM [keV] FWHM [keV]
(-10,-20,-30) -100 4.7±0.1 4.9±0.1 2.8±0.1
(-70, -140, -210) -700 5.1±0.1 5.4±0.1 4.2±0.1
(-140,-280,-420) -700 5.1±0.1 5.4±0.1 4.0±0.1
(-210,-420,-630) -700 5.1±0.1 5.6±0.1 4.2±0.1
(-500,-600,-700) -700 5.8±0.1 6.3±0.1 5.0±0.1
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Figure 4.4 and table 4.1 also show the effect of leakage current upon resolution at very
high lateral fields discussed in 4.1.1. Active radius increased with lateral field up to the bias
combination (-500,-600,-700)-700V. A further rise to (-600,-700,-800)-800V caused a large rise
in low-energy noise and degraded peak resolution without further expanding the active area.
Figure 4.5: Changes in the microbeam anode spectrum as the beam moves beyond the active
radius. Peaks shift to lower energies and collapse. Bias (-500, -600, -700) -700V.
Figure 4.5 shows the changes that occur at the edge of the active area. As charge is
shared with the rings, counts are registered at too low an energy, causing the peaks to shift
and spread. This is expected to occur at a slightly smaller radius for the 78keV peak than
the 26keV because active radius decreases at greater depth, as explained in section 4.1.1. At
(-500,-600,-700) -700V, peak energies and widths remained identical to those of the anode-
centre spectrum (black) as far as 2.10mm radius: the outer edge of the second ring. At 2.20mm
(cyan) and beyond, peaks shift to lower energy. At 2.60mm the primary peak is below the
noise threshold. At each radius, the shift in centroid is greater at the 3rd harmonic energy
than the primary energy in absolute terms. When the shifted centroid energy is expressed
as a fraction of the original centroid energy, the rate of decline with distance proves to be
identical in both peaks (figure 4.6). This indicates that the fraction of charge lost from 78keV
and 26keVinteractions at a given radius is not significantly different. The 1/e attenuation
depths in CZT at these energies are 960µm and 70µm respectively[82]. The difference in
active radius over their range of interaction depths may be too slight to be observed in a
device of 2300µm total thickness.
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Figure 4.6: Top Energies of peak centroids in spectra recorded at beam positions every 10µm
across the radius. Base The same data with centroid energy at each position expressed as a
fraction of its original energy (as recorded at small radii). Bias (-500, -600, -700) -700V.
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The area over which charge sharing occurs is important in determining performance,
as discussed in 3.2.3 in reference to simulated devices. If the device were under uniform
illumination, interactions within the circle at ≤2.20mm radius would contribute to peaks at
correct energies, those in the annulus (2.20 < r < 2.60)mm would produce low-energy tails
on the peaks and those at r > 2.60mm would not be registered. Resolution depends on the
ratio of the charge-sharing annulus to the active area. Trends in both areas with bias are the
subject of 4.2.1.
4.2 Comparison of experimental and simulation results
4.2.1 Trends in performance with bias
Figure 4.7 (top) shows primary peak centroid energy as a function of interaction radius at
700V bulk field and four different lateral fields. Positions of the anode and rings are indicated.
The yellow line corresponds to the series of spectra at increasing radius in figure 4.5. Simulated
‘linescans’ under the same four bias schemes produced Qrad profiles (base). The methods are
detailed in 3.2.3. To replicate the experiment as closely as possible, the model interaction was
placed at the 1/e attenuation depth of 26keV photons in CZT, 70µm. The Qrad profile is
the nearest equivalent to the centroid energy/radius plot that can be obtained by simulation.
Peak shift commences at the point where anode charge collection starts to fall below its
maximum value. Thereafter, fractional decline in centroid energy equals fractional decline
in charge collection. The Qrad can be plotted accurately until charge falls to zero, whereas
centroid energies lower than the noise threshold at 9keV are unknown. The value is marked
as zero after the next 0.1mm beam step.
With the rings biased at (10, 20, 30)% of the -700V cathode, flat response extends only
0.2mm in experiment, 0.3mm in simulation. The uncertainty in both cases is 0.1mm: the true
value may correspond to the anode edge at 0.25mm. All other results with low lateral/bulk
field ratios agreed. At (20, 40, 60)%, active area extends part-way across the first gap, and
(30, 60, 90)% slightly further across. The decline beyond the active radius is almost equally
steep in all three cases, indicating a very small region of charge sharing. This appears to
disagree with source spectra such as figure 4.1 that show many low-energy counts at (10, 20,
30)%-700V. The reason lies in the interaction locations. Microbeam spectra result from very
shallow interactions; source spectra incorporate interactions at all depths. Low-energy counts
may represent events at greater depth where both the active and charge-sharing ranges are
different. The shape of the active volume is investigated in section 5.1.3.
The fall in Qrad appears less steep than in experiment for the three lower bias conditions
but the absence of points below 9keV renders this uncertain. However, at (-500,-600,-700)-
700V the discrepancy is severe. Active radius in experiment is 2.2mm, almost at the outer edge
of the second ring, and the decline commences steeply. The Qrad is almost flat only to 1.5mm
and thereafter slopes gradually, representing a very large area of partial charge collection. This
model would produce very poor spectral resolution under flood-field irradiation. Flaws in the
model are discussed further in 4.2.2 and chapter 5.
The form of the simulated electrostatic potential aids interpretation of trends in active
radius with lateral field and lateral/bulk ratio. Figure 4.8 (top) shows potential as a colour
map with equipotential lines on a 2D radial cross-section of the model device. Below are 3D
representations rendered by projecting potential up the Z-axis, viewed from two angles. Note
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Figure 4.7: Effects of varying lateral field upon active radius.Top Microbeam experimental
peak centroid position as a function of interaction radius [36] c©A. Alruhaili 2014. Base Sim-
ulated linescan results for the same bias conditions and photon energy. Anode Qrad profile
(explained in section 3.2.3) is the nearest equivalent measure of spatial performance.
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that the anode is grounded and all other electrode biases are negative. The drift direction and
destination of electrons from any interaction site can be predicted by visualising them flowing
down the surface of the potential ‘funnel’. Its gradient is the local electric field strength and
direction. Figures 2.14, 2.19 and 2.21 are examples of the same type of potential plot from the
literature. Real electrons move apart by repulsion and diffusion, causing charge sharing: the
spreading charge cloud divides at a saddle point and portions flow to different local potential
minima (anode and rings). The model had no guard because its ‘floating’ nature could not be
modelled in TCAD. Potential of the model wafer surface outside Ring 3 varies continuously
between the Ring 3 and cathode values. In experiment, the potential must be constant along
a horizontal line from radius 3750µm to 5500µm on the ring face where the guard metal exists,
but the potential ‘height’ of that line is unknown.
On the left is the potential of a (10, 20, 30)% bias scheme, and on the right (30, 60, 90)%.
Consider an electron starting at 70µm depth from different radial locations. From r ≤ 250µm
(anode radius), it drifts ‘downwards’ to the anode. From r = 500µm, figure 4.7 shows that the
(10, 20, 30)% scheme does not channel the electron to the anode whereas the (30, 60, 90)%
scheme does. The increased potential ‘height’ of the rings increases the lateral component
of the field slope on the electron’s initial trajectory, causing it to drift to the anode rather
than to a local minimum on Ring 1. From r = 750µm (inner edge of Ring 1) and beyond, all
electrons end upon the rings in both bias schemes.The Qrad profile at (-500,-600,-700)-700V
may be interpreted likewise from the simulated potential in figure 4.14 (top left).
The destination of charge from interactions beyond the active area can be observed by
reading signals from the rings. Figure 4.9 shows experimental data: centroid energy/interaction
radius plots for four bias schemes. Beyond the active radius, as the peak centroid in the anode
spectrum shifts down and a peak rises in the Ring 1 spectrum until Ring 1 collects the whole
charge cloud. At still larger radii, the peak collapses in the Ring 1 spectrum and rises in the
Ring 2 spectrum. Data is missing from certain locations because the peak is unresolved or
below the noise edge in the spectra of all electrodes.
The series of plots for (10, 20, 30)%-300V and (10, 20, 30)%-500V (dashed) are the same
within step-size error. Charge drifts to the local potential minimum closest to the interaction
radius because the lateral component of field is almost zero.
At (30, 60, 90)%-100V, some lateral drift occurs. The anode active area reaches part-way
across Gap 1. The Ring 1 active annulus extends from its inner rim almost to Ring 2. At
(30, 60, 90)%-500V, both active areas reach even larger radii.
Plots at -100V have sloping shoulders (top, solid) compared with those at -500V (base,
solid). The slopes may represent sharing of charge. Diffusion rate is independent of electric
field. When fields are weak, the slowly-moving charge cloud spreads to a larger size by the
time it arrives at the electrodes. Consequently there are wider ranges of interaction sites
from which the cloud will be divided across a saddle point in potential between two minima.
Since centroid energies below the noise level are unreadable, it is unknown whether the sum
of centroids at intermediate radii (eg. 0.9mm) would equal the maximum, indicating sharing,
or whether charge has been lost.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 compare microbeam results with Qrads of all electrodes under the
same conditions. A biased metal guard was modelled in an attempt to match experimental
results more closely. A realistic ‘floating’ voltage was estimated mid-way between Ring 3 and
the cathode bias. Results proved to be almost identical with and without the guard; 4.10
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Figure 4.8: Potential fields on a radial cross-section of the modelled prototype device under
two bias schemes. Black equipotential lines at 2.5% intervals. Projecting the plots into
3D facilitates visualisation of drift: electrons flow ‘down’ a ‘funnel’ from negative potential
towards the grounded anode. The gradient of the funnel shows the strength and direction of
electric field. Left Rings (10, 20, 30)% of cathode bias, Right (30, 60, 90)%.
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Figure 4.9: Microbeam results. Peak centroid position in spectra read out from the anode,
Ring 1 and Ring 2 under four different bias schemes. As interaction radius is increased, the
peak in the anode spectrum shifts to lower energy and collapses and a peak arises in the Ring
1 spectrum.
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Figure 4.10: Top Simulated electrostatic potential field with bias (-30,-60,-90) -300V. No
guard ring. Equipotentials at 25V intervals. Base Partition of charge between electrodes
as a function of interaction radius. Comparison of simulated (solid lines, left axis) and
experimental (dashed, right axis) linescan results under the bias scheme above.
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shows a slight difference. The discrepancy between the shape of the graph of centroid shift
and Qrad decline is as observed in figure 4.7:the radial ranges of charge sharing between the
anode and Ring 1 and between Ring 1 and Ring 2 are far greater in simulation than in reality
when there is a significant lateral component to the field. However, under these two bias
schemes, lateral drift occurs over greater distances in the model.
Figure 4.11: Top Simulated potential field with bias (-150, -300, -450) -500V. No guard ring.
Equipotentials at 25V intervals. Base Partition of charge between electrodes as a function of
interaction radius. Comparison of simulated (solid lines, left axis) and experimental (dashed,
right axis) linescan results under the bias scheme above. Raising lateral and bulk fields
increases the active radius cf. figure 4.10.
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Loss of simulated signal charge in weak fields
Figure 4.12: Anode Qrads at five different bulk fields, maintaining the lateral/bulk ratio.
Charge collection efficiency at the anode centre increases from ≈ 70% to 100% at -100V→
-700V cathode bias.
Trends in simulated performance with bulk bias were further investigated. Microbeam flat-
response radii at (30, 60, 90)% -100V→ -700V were (0.4±0.1)mm→(0.7±0.1)mm respectively.
Qrads under the same conditions (figure 4.12) show the same extent of near-flat response as
their corresponding microbeam results but its height increases with field strength. This shows
that charge collection is incomplete even over the anode centre when bulk field is low. A slight
negative slope is observed even over the small active radius as the drift distance increases.
The fraction of electrons lost to trapping at low bulk field values is greater than predicted
from CCE/field strength results obtained when the CZT material model was first tested.
At r = 0, figure 4.12 shows that charge collection at 100V bulk bias (435Vcm−1) is ≈ 70%
of that at 700V (3040Vcm−1). At the latter bias CCE is approaching 100%, evident from
the declining increments in additional charge collected as bias is raised. In the results from
alpha-irradiation simulations in section 3.2.2, CCE was 93±2% and 100% respectively at the
same two field strengths. The test device model was only 2mm thick, hence drift distances
were slightly shorter, but nevertheless a closer match was expected.
Trap concentrations in the material model were chosen such that (µτ)e = 0.0035cm
2/V.
µe was set at 1035cm
2/Vs by entering its value in the material parameter file. Hence τe was
calculated to be 3.4µs. The drift times in simulations used to construct figure 4.12 never
exceeded a few hundred nanoseconds. The excessive loss of charge indicates that the τe value
effective in the simulated device is lower than that in the model material when it is tested by
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simulated alpha-irradiation.
Some estimate of the effective τe may be obtained from data in the literature. Sato et
al. [122] devised algorithms to extract (µτ)e values from the shifts in photopeak channel
numbers of radioisotope spectra when field strength was varied. Their device was 2mm-
thick CZT with planar ohmic contacts: the same as the device modelled for alpha-irradiation
simulations. Peak channel numbers at 500Vcm−1 were 89% of their values at 1500Vcm−1. A
value of (µτ)e = 0.0012cm
2/V was calculated. By contrast, in the data in figure 4.12 charge
collection at 435Vcm−1 is ≈ 77% of that at 1300Vcm−1. The greater increment in charge
collection with voltage indicates a lower %CCE. The effective (µτ)e in the model device must
be considerably less than 0.0012cm2/V. Dividing by the pre-set mobility gives an effective
lifetime of τe << 1.1µs.
The shortened effective lifetime may be partially explained by the difference between a
uniform field (the planar test model) and the field of a ring-drift model under a (30, 60, 90)%
scheme (figure 4.8). At low bulk voltages, the field at shallow depths is very weak. Slow-
moving electrons may be vulnerable to trapping early in their drift. If this is the reason, similar
significant charge loss would be expected in the experimental device. In fact, in microbeam
results, the experimental peak centroid energy at -100V is 95% of that at -700V (24.5keV and
26.0keV respectively). However, this does not disprove the idea; the real device wafer may
have far higher (µτ)e than the model CZT. A value of (µτ)e > 0.02cm
2/V with τe > 20µs
has been reported [16] in material from this manufacturer[62]. This value was discounted as
anomalously high when estimating a typical (µτ)e range but the prototype device may be of
equally high quality. If so, there may be little charge loss by trapping even in weak fields.
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4.2.2 Bias conditions beyond the experimental range
Linescans were simulated with stronger electric fields. It was predicted that the increase in
active area with rising lateral field would continue. Biases above (-600,-700,-800)-800V were
not tested in experiment because high leakage current limited resolution. However, results
with sources at -15◦C indicated that cooling may reduce leakage sufficiently to allow higher
biases without degrading resolution. Room temperature operation is desirable but moderate
cooling may be preferable if the higher fields thus permitted significantly improve performance.
Anode leakage of 1nA is acceptable in experiment, given the large noise contribution of the
readout chain. Simulated leakage exceeded experimental values by a factor of between 1 and
2 under all bias conditions. Values of leakage in simulation are not reliable because the effects
of wafer surface treatments, surface conductivity and bonding to electrodes are unknown and
were not modelled. It seemed reasonable to seek the optimum bias scheme using the highest
voltages possible while maintaining simulated leakage at or below 1nA, on the assumption
that the same conditions would produce lower leakage in experiment.
Voltages were varied according to three different policies, each policy producing a set of
Qrads showing the effect of progressive changes in bias. Figure 4.13 shows a representative
sample of the resulting Qrads. Figure 4.14 depicts the electrostatic potentials of four of the
same bias schemes.
First, cathode bias was increased while maintaining all ring voltages (top, blue and cyan
lines). The result is a higher uniform response over a smaller area and steeper decline in
Qrad. This agrees with linescan results at lower biases (eg. figure 4.9, top).
Secondly, inter-ring voltages were increased to a maximum of 400V. Ring 1 voltage and
Cathode=Ring 3 were maintained (top, dashed lines). The results were similar to those of
raising the cathode bias alone. The detail of the potential plots (figure 4.14 top and base left)
reveals the reason. From interaction sites at radii in the second gap, charge arrives at some
point over Ring 1 by the time it has travelled half-way through the thickness. Comparison of
the (-500, -600, -700)-700V and (-500, -750, -1000) -1000V potential fields shows that the elec-
tric field direction in this region has changed, forcing charge more steeply downwards towards
Ring 1, rather than diagonally towards the anode. Charge sharing therefore occurs from a
smaller interaction radius. When biases are raised to (-500, -900, -1300)-1300V (potential
not shown), the field direction over Ring 1 comes even closer to the vertical. Active radius
does not even extend to the outside of Ring 1; the ring captures all charge beyond 1000µm
interaction radius (figure 4.13 top, red dashed line).
The shape of the potential field is determined by the ratios of electrode voltages. In terms
of proportion, the series illustrated in figure 4.13 (top) are (71, 86, 100)% -700V, (50, 75,
100)% -1000V and (38, 69, 100)% -1300V. Increasing the inter-ring fraction at the expense
of the anode-Ring 1 fraction causes the critical change in field direction that causes Ring 1
charge capture from smaller radii. Increasing bias values cannot improve performance if the
ratios of biases cause charge to be directed to the rings. The increased field strength only
accelerates drift. Hence the (71, 86, 100)% scheme has a larger active radius than the (38,
69, 100)% scheme, even though the latter was applied with higher absolute biases.
Thirdly, Ring 1 voltage was increased to a maximum of 1200V while inter-ring steps
of 100V and Cathode=Ring 3 were maintained (figure 4.13 base, green lines). This is the
opposite of the previous policy: anode-Ring 1 fraction is increased at the expense of inter-
ring fractions. Series illustrated are (80, 90, 100)% -1000V and (83, 92, 100)% -1200V.
The field direction close to Ring 1 is rotated towards the lateral, sweeping charge to the
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Figure 4.13: Simulated linescan results under various high-field bias conditions.Top The effect
of raising bulk voltage alone (solid lines) is to decrease the active radius. Raising both inter-
ring and bulk voltages (dashed) has a similar effect. Base, green lines Raising Ring 1 bias
while maintaining inter-ring voltages and Cathode=Ring 3. Both active radius and the area
of partial charge collection increase.
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Figure 4.14: Electrostatic potentials corresponding to Qrads in figure 4.13.Clockwise from top
left: orange solid, cyan solid, pale green dashed, black dashed lines. Equipotentials at 25V
intervals.
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anode and reducing charge capture by the ring (figure 4.14 base right). Anode flat-response
area increased but the area of partial charge collection beyond it increased by a still greater
proportion. Thus the fraction of counts registered at too low an energy would increase.
To distinguish between the effects of varying the shape and the magnitude of the electric
field, the (83, 92, 100)% ring ratio was repeated with a cathode voltage of 700V to form (583,
642, 700)-700V. Comparison of Qrads with cathode=-700V and -1200V shows that the two
are similar in shape but charge collection from all interaction sites increases with absolute
field strength and Qrad at 600-1800µm radius declines less steeply.
The three series of bias variations proved the necessity of imposing a strong lateral field
in the deep region above Ring 1 above all other considerations of field shape. If charge is
captured by Ring 1 once it has arrived at this region, it is of no use to promote lateral drift
successfully in the earlier part of its trajectory. The three series show that the desired field
shape requires that Ring 1 bias be very large in comparison with inter-ring voltage steps.
With such a set of bias fractions, scaling up all absolute values does increase active area but
also increases the area over which charge is shared with Ring 1.
Varying the guard ring bias in simulation
To optimise resolution, the next task is to curtail the region of partial charge collection.
Figure 4.15 shows that a guard biased more negatively than the cathode causes the sloping
Qrad profile to decline very steeply to zero at a certain radius. This ‘cut-off’ occurs where
the bulk component of the electric field falls to zero and changes direction (an equipotential
intercepts the cathode). A more negative guard decreases the cut-off radius. The lateral field
strength from r ≈ 2000µ as far as the cut-off is increased, which may be expected to improve
charge collection from deep interactions. In such a scheme, the ‘guard’ is in the role of a fourth
drift ring. Guard voltages up to -1200V were simulated with the experimentally optimised
scheme of (-500,-600,-700)-700V. At -800V guard bias, the cut-off is beyond 2800µm; at -900V
it is at 2600µm and at -1000V it is 2350µm (green, grey, black lines). The area of partial
charge collection is thereby decreased. The best compromise between areas of flat response
and charge sharing was attained with the guard biased at -1000V (143% of cathode voltage).
There are many precedents for biasing the outermost ring more negatively than the cath-
ode. Optimised silicon ring-drift devices (eg. figure 2.19) commonly have the outermost drift
ring at double the cathode bias, allowing them to maximise their radial drift distance (hence
active area) in relation to their thickness. No ring can exceed 2x cathode voltage without
causing the reach-through condition in which large currents flow across the depleted n-bulk
between the ring and cathode (both p+)[108, 107].
No such limit applies in CZT. The 1.1mm×0.9mm CZT 2-ring device characterised with
sources by Abbene et al.[33] underwent systematic variation of each bias in turn. With (Ring
1, Ring 2) Cathode = (-30, -50) -160V, the guard voltage was varied from -160V to -250V. Peak
FWHM improved from 3.12% to 2.11% and photofraction and peak-to-valley ratio increased,
showing that that charge sharing was decreased. When all biases had been optimised, the
resulting scheme was (-60, -70, -250)-120V (as observed in section 4.1.1, raising Ring 1 bias
also improved spectrum quality). Abbene’s device required a higher guard/cathode ratio
than our prototype to optimise the field owing to its aspect ratio. The effect upon its spatial
performance is unknown. The 7.5mm×1mm CdTe 3-ring device studied by Alruhaili with
microbeam scanning achieved its maximum active area with the scheme (80,160,240)%-100V
(figure 2.25[35]). Higher biases were not attempted owing to high leakage.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of adding a guard ring with defined bias to the model device.Top A guard
more negative than the cathode imposes a ‘cut-off’ radius (2300µm in this case) at which the
bulk component of the electric field falls to zero and changes direction.Base Qrad profiles for
the bias scheme above (black lines) and other values of guard bias.
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In the current microbeam experiment, the steep decline in peak energy at the edge of the
active area cannot be ascribed to a switch in bulk field polarity because the floating guard
voltage cannot exceed -700V. The effects of model surface conditions upon the potential field
are investigated in section 5.1.4 in an attempt to reproduce the experimental spatial profile
more accurately.
4.2.3 Summary and conclusion
A 3-ring drift detector of 7.5mm diameter on 2.3mm-thick CZT was irradiated through the
centre of its plane cathode with sources at room temperature. The same device was charac-
terised by 26keV and 78keV microbeam scanning . Cathode voltages (bulk bias) of -100V to
-700V were applied and the drift rings were independently biased to vary the lateral field.
The device showed promising performance with scope for improvement. It proved to be
an effective single-carrier sensor with very low leakage currents at room temperature. Trends
in active area with lateral and bulk field strengths were identified and used to inform im-
provements in biasing strategy. The maximum active radius was the outer edge of the second
ring (2.3mm). Peak FWHM was limited to ≈ 5keV by electronic noise in both experiments.
Microbeam linescans were simulated with Sentaurus TCAD. Trends in performance with bias
conditions were qualitatively reproduced but the model suffered from charge sharing with
the rings to a greater extent than the real device. Visualisation of charge drift, potential
field contours and signals from all electrodes improved understanding of the factors affecting
performance.
Sources of 59.5keV, 122keV and 662keV photopeak energy were detected with voltage
combinations (Ring 1 , Ring 2, Ring 3) = (10, 20, 30)%, (20, 40, 60)% and (30, 60, 90)%
of the cathode bias . It was found that raising lateral/bulk field ratio improved photopeak
resolution and reduced the number of low-energy counts caused by charge-sharing events.
Raising both fields with constant ratio had a similar effect. Anode leakage current was
< 0.2nA. Operation at -15oC reduced leakage to 0.01nA but scarcely improved resolution
owing to electronic noise. Higher lateral fields were applied to a maximum of (-500, -600,
-700)-700V, at which value leakage noise became the limiting factor at room temperature.
Hole tailing is expected in a planar CZT device of this thickness but was not observed at
59.5keV. The 122keV peak was slightly asymmetric and the 662keV peak severely so. The
latter was resolved from the charge-sharing continuum only by the highest applied fields. It
was concluded that events at greater depths and radii require greater lateral field in order for
the charge to reach the anode.
In microbeam spectra, with low bulk and lateral fields, only beam positions over the anode
produced correct energy registration of the peaks. Beyond the anode edge, peaks shifted to
lower energies and collapsed over ≈ 0.2mm. Signals read from the anode and rings proved
that this was caused by charge sharing. Increasing the lateral/bulk field ratio increased the
active (anode flat-response) area. Scaling up both fields in proportion had the same effect to
a lesser extent, whereas raising the bulk field alone did not. An active radius of 2.3mm was
attained with bias (-500, -600, -700)-700V.
Linescans were simulated in a 3D model of the prototype device. Signals from all electrodes
were analysed to construct a spatial characteristic (‘Qrad’) for comparison with experimental
peak energy/beam position data. Qrads were quantitatively accurate only at small radii
(< 1mm). High lateral fields caused the region over which charge was shared between the
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anode and Ring 1 to expand but did not increase the active radius beyond 1.5mm. This fault
was attributed to unrealistic material properties at surfaces and interfaces.
High fields outside the experimental range were simulated and the fractional changes in
voltage between adjacent electrodes were varied. It was demonstrated that a strong, lateral
electric field at large depths over Ring 1 is critical in preventing charge capture by the ring
and extending active radius beyond its outer edge. This is achieved by biasing Ring 1 at a
large fraction of the cathode voltage, with correspondingly small inter-ring steps. Active area
increased but there was still a large area of partial charge collection beyond it. A guard biased
more negatively than the cathode was applied to cut off this region by causing a switch in bulk
field, forcing charge towards the cathode. Such schemes are commonly found to be optimal
in ring-drift devices [4, 33]. This method was effective but it does not resemble the true field
conditions in experiment, where a sharp cut-off in charge collection is observed under all bias
conditions and the guard is floating.
The effects of potential field shape and magnitude upon performance and the means
of controlling both by choice of electrode voltages are now understood. The next stage in
optimisation is to apply this knowledge to novel geometries that provide scope for modifying
the potential further. This is the subject of chapter 5. The effects of material properties at
the model surface are also to be investigated.
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Chapter 5
Optimisation of Geometry and Bias
Conditions
5.1 Factors limiting the performance of the model of the CZT
drift detector
The comparison of experimental and simulated linescan results in section 4.2 shows that the
model suffers from charge sharing to a far greater extent than the real device. In experiment,
partial anode charge collection occurs over ≈ 200µm radial range beyond the active area; in
simulation the region of partial charge collection can extend for > 1000µm. Anode charge
collection was forced to fall steeply to zero by biasing the guard ring more negatively than
Ring 3 and the cathode. This replicated the experimental spatial performance under some
bias schemes but it does not represent the true physical conditions: a ‘floating’ guard was
used in experiment. Charge capture by the rings is the limiting factor in the performance of
our model device.
Before optimising the model device’s geometry and bias scheme, the factors limiting its
performance were investigated with the aim of resolving the discrepancies with experimental
results. Trap concentrations and electric field strengths were varied and their effects upon
drift visualised (section 5.1.1). The quantity of charge deposited was trebled to represent a
high-energy interaction. Drift, diffusion and partition of charge are compared between high-
and low-energy interactions in 5.1.2. The 3D shape of the active volume was mapped (section
5.1.3) to reveal the dependence of charge partition upon interaction depth. The resistivity of
various parts of the wafer surface was reduced to conform to phenomena reported in literature
(section 5.1.4).
5.1.1 Effects of trap density and electric field strength upon drift
Section 3.2.2 described the derivation of a model of CZT. The default CdTe model was
modified with a set of three acceptor trap energies and one deep donor. At the correct
ratios of concentration, maximum compensation produced realistic high resistivity of 1.29×
1011Ω.cm. Absolute concentrations of the whole set of traps were scaled to vary the mobility-
lifetime product µτ , evaluated by simulated alpha-irradiation. The set of concentrations that
produced values of (µτ)e,h typical of those reported in the literature for detector-grade CZT
was chosen for device simulation.
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Figure 5.1: Effect of trap concentration upon charge collection in prototype 3-ring model, bias
(-500,-600,-700, no guard) -700V. N is concentration of the donor; concentrations of other
traps are scaled in proportion to maintain maximum resistivity. Interaction depth 70µm. Left
Anode Qrad. Right Sum of Qrads of all anode-face electrodes.
Simulation results in section 4.2 showed that anode charge collection in the ring-drift
model is increased by scaling up all bias values. This indicates that drift distance in model
CZT of the chosen composition is limited by carrier lifetime. If this were the case, scaling the
set of trap concentrations (with a constant bias scheme) would have the same effect upon the
anode Qrad as that observed when scaling the bias values (with constant trap densities). A
set of simulations was run to test this supposition.
Figure 5.1 (solid lines) shows Qrads with bias (-500,-600,-700)-700V for donor densities
N0 from 0 to 2.0 × 109cm−3. The final model CZT used in all previous ring-drift device
simulations has N0 = 1.0 × 109cm−3 to provide realistic µτ values. Reducing trap densities
to 0 translates the anode Qrad (left graph) up the charge collection (Q) axis and causes
the ‘flat-response’ region to become perfectly flat, rather than slightly negative in slope.
Increasing N0 to 1.5− 2.0× 109cm−3 translates the Qrad down the Q axis and steepens the
negative slope. This slope indicates that carrier lifetime is similar to the drift time through
the wafer thickness: charge generated even at small radii have a significantly lower probability
of reaching the anode. The decline at r ≈ 1500µm is caused by charge sharing with Ring 1.
Since the shape of the potential field is not altered, varying trap density does not change the
ratios of charge partition as a function of radius. To reveal the lifetime effect fully, Qrads
of the anode and rings were summed (right). The N0 = 0 line is flat at all radii because
carrier lifetime in the absence of traps is expected to be much longer than the drift times
involved. Every electron arrives at one or other of the anode-face electrodes eventually. As
N0 increases, the negative slope begins at smaller radii and becomes steeper as the electron
lifetime approaches the 2.3mm drift time.
N0 was restored to 1.0×109cm−3 and all biases scaled up by a factor of ten. The result is
shown in figures 5.1 (grey dashed) and 5.2 (black and grey). Maximum anode charge collection
increased from ≈ 8.3× 10−16C to ≈ 9.3× 10−16C. Both the anode Qrad and summed-Qrads
plots with high bias lie closest to the lines for N0 = 1− 2× 108cm−3. Yet higher biases may
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approach the trap-free result, but lifetime-limited drift is sufficiently demonstrated. Extending
lifetime by removal of traps and raising drift velocity with stronger fields have the same effect
upon charge collection.
If the guard is biased to cut off the region of partial charge collection at a fixed radius,
that radius is not altered by scaling up all biases. The effect is to increase CCE within the
flat-response area without increasing the number of charge-sharing counts. The (imagined)
spectrum would improve in quality, showing its photopeak closer to the correct energy without
any increase in low-energy counts. Figure 5.2 (pink and purple) illustrates the change in Qrad
when doubling (-500,-600,-700, -1000)-700V.
Figure 5.2: Effect of electric field strength upon charge collection, with and without a guard
at 146% of the cathode bias. Prototype 3-ring geometry. Interaction depth 70µm.
Anode leakage also doubled from 0.5nA to 1nA. Values are not reliable because contact
and surface conditions are not modelled realistically. Simulated anode leakage was 1 to 2
times the experimental value when results were compared under the same bias conditions
(section 4.2). In a real device, the optimum scale factor is a compromise between improved
CCE and increasing leakage noise. Leakage of 1nA was acceptable owing to the large noise
contribution of the readout chain. It is reasonable to seek the optimum bias scheme using
the highest voltages possible while maintaining simulated leakage at or below 1nA, on the
assumption that an even lower value would be observed in experiment. Raising biases by a
factor of ten would undoubtedly cause excessive leakage and could not be attemped without
risk of breakdown. Doubling field strengths moves the maximum Qrad more than half-way
from the original to the limiting value. The scheme (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)-1400V was
used as the starting-point for subsequent attempts to improve the model device.
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5.1.2 Quantity of charge deposited
The quantity of charge deposited in simulations represented a 25keV photon undergoing pho-
toelectric absorption, liberating an L-shell electron and fluorescence photon (Cd 4.02keV or
Te 4.94keV) [123] which is fully reabsorbed in the material. This energy, and a corresponding
probable interaction depth of 70µm were chosen for comparison with the prototype device
undergoing a 25keV linescan.
The purpose of charge-drift simulation is to discover the final partition of charge collection
between electrodes as a function of interaction position and to visualise its trajectory: both
can be accomplished with a small charge. Hence, when deep interactions are simulated, the
same small quantity of charge could be used despite the improbablity of 25keV photons pene-
trating to large depths in order to save simulation time. However, a higher-energy interaction
results in a denser initial charge cloud with each electron experiencing greater repulsion. At
all times thereafter, as repulsion and diffusion proceed, the cloud is expected to be larger
and its centre denser than that produced from a low-energy interaction. Before proceeding to
map charge collection at all depths (section 5.1.3) the effect of charge quantity and cloud size
upon partition of collection was considered. A ‘75keV’ linescan was simulated for comparison
with a ‘25keV’ linescan at the same depth.
The parameter values of the Heavy Ion Model (appendix A) were altered to represent
a photon of 75keV liberating a K-shell electron (Cd K-edge 26.73keV, Te 31.82keV). The
spherical Gaussian spatial form of charge deposition was increased in radius from 3σ = 3.3µm
to 3σ = 13.5µm in accordance with the probable range of the photoelectron[124]. The linear
energy transfer at each point in the Gaussian cloud was increased according to the calculation
in appendix A to ensure that the correct number of electron-hole pairs was generated. The
charge deposition field of 3D datasets recorded during simulation was integrated to verify
the calculation. The initial number of electron-hole pairs following a ‘25keV’ interaction was
5,620 whereas a ‘75keV’ interaction provided 16,930: both within 4% of theoretical values.
Figure 5.3 compares cross-sections through charge clouds on the radial plane of interaction.
Since the electric field is cylindrically symmetric, it is assumed that the maximum density and
size of the cloud remains on this plane. After 10ns, the maximum density in the ‘25’keV cloud
is 40% that of the ‘75’keV cloud (1.16 × 1011cm−3 and 2.76 × 1011cm−3 respectively). Both
maxima are at r = 1547µm, depth 1365µm. The two clouds are almost indistinguishable
in shape and size at any time point during drift. After 60ns, the maxima have drifted to
r = 1204µm, depth 1750µm. The maximum density in the ‘25’keV cloud has declined to 28%
that of the ‘75keV’ cloud (1.96× 109cm−3 and 7.01× 109cm−3 respectively).
The Y- co-ordinates of the ‘75keV’ current/time, charge/time and Qrad graphs were scaled
down by the ratio of charges deposited for comparison with the ‘25keV’ results. Figure 5.4
shows that the interactions depicted in figure 5.3 produced an almost identical temporal form
of charge drift and collection (poor correlation at sharp turning-points is an artefact caused
by finite time-steps). The graphs show no systematic differences between ‘25keV’ and scaled-
‘75keV’ results. The final partition of charge between electrodes is therefore the same at
both energies, at all interaction sites. Figure 5.5 compares the Qrad curves at ‘25keV’ and
scaled-‘75keV’. The results are almost identical, at the few points for which ‘75keV’ data were
obtained.
These results are unexpected. A larger, denser initial charge cloud was expected to reach
a greater width over a given time owing to greater repulsion, causing charge sharing to occur
over a wider range of interaction radii. Current and charge pulses were expected to show
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between ‘25keV’ and ‘75keV’ interactions. Free electron densities
after 10ns, 40ns and 60ns on the radial plane of an interaction site at 1300µm depth, 1600µm
radius. Prototype 3-ring geometry with guard, bias (-500,-600,-700,-1000)-700V. Top Electron
density as a colourscale on the interaction plane overlaid by equipotentials at 25V intervals.
Centre and base The same data projected up an electron density axis to facilitate comparison.
Note that 3D graphs do not represent the 3D shape of the charge cloud, but its density on a single
plane.
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a longer temporal tail as the wide low-density outer region of the large cloud was collected.
A possible explanation is that forces between electrons are not accurately modelled. The
correspondance of low- and high-energy interaction results cannot be assumed to hold true
in a real device. On the other hand, it is possible that the model is correct: the rate of cloud
spreading may be so dominated by diffusion that the effect of increased repulsion is negligible.
For the current purpose of mapping the spatial response of model devices, the method of
injecting the same small amount of charge at any depth is adequate. The difference in photon
energy had no impact upon the outcomes relevant to this work: charge partition and and
the time profiles of drift, diffusion and collection. Subsequent studies were limited to ‘25keV’
simulations to make efficient use of computational resources.
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Figure 5.4: current /time and charge/time graphs following ‘25keV’ and ‘75keV’ interactions
at 1300µm depth, 1600µm radius (5.3). Y-co-ordinates of 75keV data are scaled down by the
ratio of charges deposited. Leakage currents subtracted prior to scaling.
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Figure 5.5: Qrads of ‘25keV’ and ‘75keV’ linescans with the quantity of charge collected scaled
by charge deposited. Prototype 3-ring geometry with guard, bias (-500,-600,-700,-1000)-700V.
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5.1.3 Redefining optimisation: 3D mapping of charge collection
Results thus far have shown that active area and partial-collection area vary greatly with
interaction depth. A real device ought to be optimised for detection of interactions at all
depths up to the maximum penetration distance of the highest-energy incident photons. For
a 2.3mm CZT device intended for hard X-ray detection, interactions throughout the volume
must be considered. There may be multiple ‘optimum’ devices, each appearing the best for a
different combination of incident energies.
To investigate depth-dependent patterns of charge partition, two contrasting models were
chosen as subjects for 3D maps of charge collection. Linescans were simulated at 15 depths
and the resulting Qrad profiles were interpolated to show charge collection on a colourscale
as a function of interaction position (figures 5.6 and 5.7). The charge map is illustrated upon
a radial cross-section through the model on the interaction plane. Like the potential field
map it has cylindrical symmetry about the axis. The colour indicates the fraction of charge,
from an interaction occuring at that position, that is induced on a particular electrode. The
sum of fractional charge induced on all electrodes at any location is close to 0 but a small
proportion is lost to permanent trapping. Active volume is the region in which interactions
result in full anode charge collection (magenta). The anode map is therefore of most interest
in evaluating performance. Those of the other electrodes show the destinations of charge that
fails to reach the anode and provide evidence as to how charge sharing may be prevented.
3D mapping is too costly in simulation time to be applied to every model; its chief pur-
pose is to aid understanding of the relationship between potential shape and active volume.
Potential plots have been used to estimate relative performance of models but their relation-
ship to charge collection is not fully understood. The main trajectory from each interaction
site can be tentatively predicted by visualising a single electron moving perpendicular to the
equipotential contours, but the charge cloud spreads by repulsion and diffusion and divides
between electrodes in unpredictable proportions. More accurate prediction from potential
fields would accelerate optimisation. The first model had three 250µm rings with 750µm gaps
and a guard and was biased (-1000,-1200,-1400,-2000)-1400V (simulated leakage 1.0nA). This
was chosen because it was among the best-performing models. The results from all electrodes
are shown in figure 5.6.
At < 300µm depth, anode charge collection extends to the ‘cut off’ radius at which the
bulk field switches polarity (≈ 2300µm). Beyond this radius, charge is forced upwards and
collected by the cathode. The lateral field at shallow depth is too weak to cause significant
lateral drift. At greater depths, the lateral field is strong at the radius of the bulk field switch.
Instead of drifting upwards, charge is swept towards the axis until it experiences a bulk field
component towards the anode face ie. the net field is diagonally downwards towards the
anode and rings. Charge from deep interactions at larger radii arrives at the anode face at
the location of Ring 1, Ring 2 or Ring 3 and is captured. The long charge-sharing range
beyond the maximum active radii of the anode and Ring 1 may be the result of the cloud
elongating as it drifts over a large distance and time, rendering division more probable.
The second model mapped was the prototype 3-ring device at the optimised experimental
bias scheme of (-500,-600,-700)-700V with no guard (figure 5.7). Since there is no ‘cut-off’; the
anode charge-sharing region extends upwards to the cathode. Weak fields at shallow depths
allow a cloud deposited in this region to diffuse to a large size during the initial slow phase
of drift, causing it to split between the anode, Ring 1 and Ring 2. At ≈ 800− 1300µm depth,
the charge-sharing region is narrower in this model than in figure 5.6 and the active radius
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is similar. At depths > 1300µm, the two models have very similar collection patterns, both
being limited by the inner edge of Ring 1. Total active volume is smaller in the device with
no guard. The difference may be partly owing to the halving of all biases, but comparison
between the potential and charge maps suggests that field direction, rather than strength, is
at fault.
Conclusion
The first significant learning point from the charge partition maps is that a large negative
bias on the guard ring produces a sharp cut-off only for very shallow interactions, where the
lateral field is weak. The total charge-sharing volume is approximately the same with and
without a guard. The strong lateral field the guard produced at medium depths, which was
expected to increase active radius, causes part of the cloud to drift laterally over 3500µm to
the anode but distributes the remainder between the rings.
The second point is that the limit of the active volume is determined by the inner radius
of Ring 1 over most of the remaining depth. This result stimulated a study of increasing gap
1 width up to 1750mm by condensing the other gaps or removing one ring (section 5.2.3).
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Figure 5.6: Partition of charge collection between electrodes as a function of interaction
position with the best-performing simulated bias scheme identified so far. 3D charge collection
map is interpolated from Qrad profiles from simulated linescans at 15 depths.
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Figure 5.7: Partition of charge collection between electrodes as a function of interaction
position in the prototype device with no guard and the optimised experimental bias scheme.
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5.1.4 Surface conditions
Unrealistic surface and contact conditions were considered a possible cause of the discrepancy
between experimental and simulated results. As discussed in section 2.1.2, real CZT devices
commonly have lower resistivity in the wafer surface than in the bulk material. Hitherto,
the model had uniform high resistivity of ρ = 1.29 × 1011Ω.cm, the maximum that the
compensation scheme could confer. This value was realistic: bulk resistivities of (2.89 ±
0.08)×1011Ω.cm[36], > 1011Ω.cm[17] and > 1010Ω.cm[16] have been measured in real material
from the same source as the prototype. However, the model value may differ by an order of
magnitude from the ρ of the prototype itself.
Dicing and polishing of the wafer leaves surface damage, creating extra levels within
the bandgap. P-type conductivity in surface layers has been reported[73]. Surface states
raise the workfunction φw [76] and lower the resistivity compared with the bulk values. The
workfunction is not important because φw of CZT already exceeds that of gold: the condition
for ohmic contacts on an n-type semiconductor. Both experimental and simulated I-V graphs
were linear, indicating ohmic contact.
The prototype had been passivated after electrode deposition by immersion in hydrogen
peroxide, the electrodes having been protected by a photo-resistive coating[36]. Any chemical
treatments applied to the wafer after polishing are unknown, but common Br-etching processes
leave a low-resistivity Te-enriched layer[73]. The purpose of passivation is to oxidise Te at the
surface into a highly-resistive TeO2 layer. However, there is evidence that the interface layer
between the insulating oxide and the bulk semiconductor has high p-type conductivity. If, as
in this case, the crystal is not protected from surface oxidation in air before contact deposition,
a thin oxide layer and the conducting interface layer are formed over the whole surface.
The interface layer may still be present after electrode deposition, forming a continuous
conducting channel beneath the surface[73, 74].Studies by scanning acoustic microscopy have
shown discontinuities in CZT at its interface with sputtered gold contacts that were not
present elsewhere. The high energy of the Au atoms is believed to cause the damage [70, 16].
Discontinuities would enhance the surface conductivity beneath the contacts. Contacts were
modelled by positioning gold and CZT surfaces on the same plane of spatial co-ordinates,
with no attempt to differentiate CZT properties at the metal-semiconductor interface from
those of the surrounding surface. All modifications of surface and sub-surface resistivity could
affect the electric field around the rings and hence their tendency to capture charge. Some
previous models of CdTe and CZT devices have defined low-resistivity regions at exposed
surfaces [65, 31, 32, 78].
There were two motives for investigating the effects of different surface properties upon
device performance. One is the possibility of replicating the unknown conditions in the
prototype device, thereby reproducing experimental results more accurately. The other is
to discover alterations that improve performance and that could be created in real devices
by some deliberate treatment. The nature of the surface under the electrodes and in the
gaps could be either similar or differing to any degree, depending upon treatments pre- and
post-deposition and the nature of the interface between the metal and CZT. Both situations
are investigated.
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Method of surface modification in the model device
Resistivity of the CZT material model can be reduced by disrupting the compensation scheme.
Any change in the relative concentrations of the four trapping levels achieves this but the com-
pensation mechanism is less sensitive to donor than to acceptor concentration (as discussed
in section 3.2.2).
Figure 5.8: Resistivity of model CZT can be lowered to any desired value by disrupting the
compensation scheme. The concentration of the shallowest acceptor (EV − 0.08eV) is raised
while those of the other trapping levels are constant.
A planar ohmic device was modelled and the concentration of the shallowest acceptor was
raised to produce p-type conductivity. Bulk resistivity was determined by I-V simulation. In
theory, perfect ohmic contact requires the metal to have the higher workfunction on a p-type
semiconductor, and vice-versa on n-type material [70]. However, workfunctions of Au and
model CZT are similar (4.8eV and 5.08eV repectively) and the simulated I-V plot remained
perfectly linear at all acceptor concentrations.
Figure 5.8 is the resulting ρ/acceptor concentration graph. Model CZT normally has a
donor concentration of 1 × 109cm−3 and a total acceptor concentration of 2.6 × 108cm−3
(section 3.2.2). The resistivity therefore declines only slightly until acceptor concentration
is raised to 7.4 × 108cm−3 above its original value, whereupon ρ drops sharply as the donor
is fully ionised and the concentration of excess holes begins to rise. Thereafter, ρ declines
linearly with the rise in concentration of free holes in accordance with equation 2.4.
Figure 5.8 allowed model CZT to be given any desired resisitivity in each simulation
by dictating the value of shallowest acceptor concentration. The variable-ρ version of CZT
was named ‘CZTsurface’. Throughout the current section, quoted values of ρ are the bulk
resistivity of the surface-layer material, not the surface resistivity.
A layer of ‘CZTsurface’ was built into various parts of the anode face to create new device
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models. It was necessary to thicken the layer from the < 100nm that could be affected by
surface treatment of real devices to 40µm owing to computational constraints: no mesh size
smaller than 1−2µm could be constructed over the large 11mm diameter × 2.3mm device. It
was expected that any influence of the special surface upon leakage currents and the potential
field in the bulk of the device would be independent of its thickness. It was later reduced to
10µm to reduce simulation time while maintaining barely adequate meshing. No low-ρ layers
were placed at the outer, vertical edge of the wafer because the very wide guard (1750µm)
is assumed to shield the potential in the drift region from any edge effects. Despite the
compromises, special-surface devices required 5−7× the time of other models. The following
study is therefore brief.
Table 5.1: Model devices with low-resistivity surfaces
Device name Definition
Nosur/Nosurw For comparison with special-surface models
3 x 250µm rings/3 x 500µm rings (prototype geometry) with a guard
Sur0/Sur0w low-ρ surface layer 40µm thick placed in the gaps
such that the electrodes are not in physical contact with it
Sur1 low-ρ surface layer over the whole anode face, covering all gaps
and underneath all electrodes
Sur2/Sur2w low-ρ surface layer extending to the outer edge of Ring 1 only
Sur3 low-ρ surface layer underneath the anode only, reduced to 10µm thickness
Sur4 low-ρ surface layer underneath each electrode; not in the gaps
Sur5 Same as Sur4 with the addition of a layer of insulator covering gap surfaces
Effects of conductive surfaces in the gaps only
The first new model, named Sur0 had CZTsurface placed in the gaps such that the metal
electrodes were not in physical contact with it. Models with no special surface layer are
henceforth labelled Nosur for clarity. The value of ρ in CZTsurface was progressively low-
ered. Both models were biased (-1000,-1200,-1400,-2000)-1400V and had the original bulk
resisitivity of 1.29 × 1011Ω.cm throughout the rest of the wafer. Potential contours (at 50V
intervals) of Sur0, at each value of ρ, were compared with those of Nosur by overlaying the
former on the latter. Figure 5.9 is such a plot. There was no visible change in the contours at
ρ = 7.80× 105Ω.cm. At ρ = 7.81× 104Ω.cm (black lines), the angles of contour intersections
with the surface steepen, indicating that fewer electric field lines terminate in the gaps. At
ρ = 7.81 × 103Ω.cm (dashed blue), the same trend continues and contours retreat across the
surface of Gap 1 towards the anode. At ρ = 7.81 × 102Ω.cm (white), Gap 1 has become an
equipotential surface and contours that formerly ended in Gap 1 all end upon the anode.
This causes a drastic change in field directions throughout the volume, although potential
gradients across the surfaces of the other gaps are barely affected. This extremely low ρ value
would not occur in a real device given normal processing. Since the anode had no contact
with the low-ρ layer, anode leakage current remained constant at 1.0nA, the same value as in
Nosur, regardless of the value of ρ.
The geometry was changed to three 250µm rings with 750µm gaps for linescans. It was
decided to use the model of the latter geometry mapped in figure 5.6 for comparison because
its active volume was known in detail. A linescan was simulated at 1300µm depth with
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ρ = 7.8× 102Ω.cm. Figure 5.10 shows charge clouds at 10ns, 40ns and 60ns after interaction
in Sur0 and in Nosur. From this interaction position, charge is shared between the anode and
Ring 1 in Nosur but wholly captured by Ring 1 in Sur0. The field direction at the deposition
point has rotated towards the vertical, directly towards the ring. The active radius at 1300µm
depth changed from 1300µm to 800µm.
Figure 5.9: Potential fields of a device with uniform high resistivity (Nosur) and the same
geometry with a low-resistivity layer in the gaps only (Sur0). Three-500µm-ring geometry
with guard, bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)-1400V. Resistivity in the rest of the wafer =
1.29× 1011Ω.cm in both models.
Effects of conductive surfaces beneath electrodes
The second new model, named Sur1 had a low-ρ surface layer over the whole anode face,
underneath all electrodes. As ρ was lowered, it appeared that the resulting changes in the
potential field were governed by a small region around the anode, first gap and Ring 1. Sur2
was created with a circle of low-ρ surface layer extending to the outer edge of Ring 1 only.
Sur1 and Sur2 proved to have almost indistinguishable potential fields at each value of surface
layer ρ. Sur3 had the low-ρ surface under the anode only. It too had an identical potential
field. Reducing the thickness from 40µm to 10µm made no discernable difference.
Other variations were made to identify the influences, if any, of different electrodes and to
replicate conditions that could be present in real devices. Sur4 had a low-ρ layer underneath
each electrode but not in the gaps. This represents the case where chemical etching has
produced a Te-rich layer, electrodes are fabricated before it has oxidised and the gap surfaces
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Figure 5.10: Top Potential fields of Nosur and Sur0 with ρ = 7.8 × 102Ω.cm in the surface
layer, three 250µm rings with guard, bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)-1400V. Base Cloud of
drifting free charge (electron density) 10ns, 40ns and 60ns after interaction at 1300µm depth,
1400µm radius in the two models above.
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have been passivated afterwards. A low-ρ interface could also be caused by sputtering. Sur5
was the same as Sur4 with the addition of an insulating surface in the gaps, representing more
effective passivation creating a pure oxide layer. The models are summarised in table 5.1.
Potential fields of Sur4 and Sur5 were also the same as those of Sur1,2 and 3. Consequently,
their Qrads are likewise identical and they are discussed together.
Figure 5.11 shows the effect of ρ-value upon potential field in Sur1-5. As in Sur0, when
the surface layer has ρ > 7.80×105Ω.cm, the potential field is unchanged from that of Nosur.
As ρ is lowered from 7.80 × (105 → 104 → 102)Ω.cm the shape of the potential undergoes
a transition. Contours close to the anode progressively balloon outward, causing a similar
re-shaping throughout the wafer. The cut-off radius (where a potential contour ends upon the
cathode) is forced outwards. Potential gradients across the gaps remain constant but angles
of contour intersections with the surface steepen, as in Sur0.
The change is more clearly visualised in 3D (figure 5.12). Ballooning of contours cor-
responds to a widening of the potential funnel around the anode. The slope of its sides
becomes more uniform, indicating a decreased electric field strength in the final 300µm and
an increased field through the rest of the volume as far as the cut-off. It appears that charge
from most interaction positions is more likely to reach the anode in Sur1 than in Nosur, and
in a shorter time. Linescans proved this to be the case.
Figure 5.11: Potential fields of Nosur and the same geometry with a low-resistivity layer all
over the anode face (Sur1) . Three-250µm-ring geometry with guard, bias (-1000, -1200,
-1400, -2000)-1400V. Resistivity in the rest of the wafer = 1.29× 1011Ω.cm in both models.
Close to the cathode and Ring 3, the ballooning contours are constrained to a cylindrical
shape, depicted as a quarter-rectangle on the cross-section figures. The weak drift field at
shallow depths, especially at radii close to the cutoff, has proved a problem in all models so far.
Figure 5.6 shows that anode charge collection from interactions in this region is incomplete
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Figure 5.12: Potential fields of Nosur and Sur1, as depicted in 2D in figure 5.11. Three-
250µm-ring geometry with guard, bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)-1400V. Equipotentials at
25keV intervals. Bulk resistivity ρ = 1.29× 1011Ω.cm in both models.
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but the missing proportion is not captured by Ring 1; it is lost to trapping owing to the long
drift time. The low-ρ surface moves the cut-off from r = 2300µm to r = 3100µm at the
cathode and strengthens the drift field at shallow depths and large radii. Figure 5.13 shows a
charge cloud commencing rapid drift from r = 2600µm, depth 70µm. Anode CCE is > 85%.
Figure 5.13: Sur2, surface layer ρ = 7.80×104Ω.cm, bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, guard= -2000)
-1400V.
Qrads of Nosur and Sur2 with ρ = 7.80×104Ω.cm are compared in figure 5.14. Maximum
anode charge collection is lower in Sur2. At 70µm depth, its proportional decrease at r =
2800µm is equal to that of the Nosur anode Qrad at r = 2400µm. Anode Qrad of Nosur at
1300µm depth declines steeply after r = 1300µm whereas that of Sur2 is perfectly flat until
a very shallow decline begins at r = 1600− 2000µm.
Figure 5.15 compares charge clouds after interaction at 1300µm depth, 1400µm radius
in Nosur and Sur1 (or Sur2,3,4,5) with ρ values of 7.80 × 104Ω.cm and 7.80 × 102Ω.cm
respectively in the surface layer. Times for visualisation are changed from 10ns, 40ns, 60ns to
10ns, 30ns, 40ns because drift is accelerated. Current/time (with leakage currents subtracted)
and charge/time graphs are compared in figure 5.16. The anode current pulse falls to zero
after 70ns in Nosur, 46s at reduced ρ and 34s at the lowest ρ.
Interaction at the same position depicted in figure 5.15 was simulated with six different
values of ρ in the surface layer. The charge collection by each electrode is plotted as a function
of ρ in figure 5.17, (top). The field direction and strength at this location change progressively
with the ‘ballooning’ effect. Charge sharing with Ring 1 is eliminated as ρ falls from O(107)
to O(105)Ω.cm but a positive induced charge arises on the guard ring.
The leakage current through each electrode of Sur1 as a function of ρ (base) increases
linearly in magnitude with decreasing ρ, as expected, with the exception of the cathode
leakage. The latter reaches a plateau at −10−3A. Anode leakage currents in Sur3,4 and
5 were all equal within 5% with a 40µm-thick conductive layer of resistivity O(104)Ω.cm.
When its thickness was reduced to 10µm in Sur3,Sur4 and Sur5, for comparison, leakage fell
by 10-20%. This suggests that a further reduction from 10−5m to a realistic 10−9 − 10−8m
thickness[73] may reduce leakage significantly, though whether it would enter the range for
feasible detector operation is unknowable. Meshing constraints prevented any thinner layers
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Figure 5.14: Qrads of Nosur and Sur2 with ρ = 7.80× 104Ω.cm compared.
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Figure 5.15: Charge drift in the models shown in figure 5.11 after interaction at 1300µm
depth, 1400µm radius. Bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)-1400V. Equipotentials at 25keV
intervals.
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Figure 5.16: Current and integrated charge signals from the interactions in figure 5.15. Low-
ering the resistivity of the surface layer from 1.29 × 1011Ω.cm to 7.80 × 104Ω.cm, then
7.80 × 102Ω.cm increases electric field strength near the anode, causing faster drift. Final
anode charge collection (after 7000ns) is similar in all three models.
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from being simulated in this project. Nor is it known whether the effect upon the potential
field would diminish if the thickness were decreased by orders of magnitude.
Figure 5.17: Interaction at 1300µm depth, 1600µm radius in Sur1. Top Final charges on all
electrodes and base leakage currents through all electrodes as a function of ρ of the surface
layer. From this interaction location, the change in potential field shape caused by the surface
layer has a significant effect upon anode charge collection.
Effects of conductive surfaces in bias schemes without a highly-negative guard
The final set of simulations displayed the effects of a low-ρ surface in a bias scheme in which
Ring 3 and the cathode are at equal potential (with or without a guard ring at the same
voltage) such as the optimised experimental bias scheme (-500, -600, -700) -700V. This scheme
was applied to a model Sur2w, with a low-ρ layer to the outer edge of Ring 1, 500µm rings
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and no guard metal, for comparison with the prototype model (re-named Nosurw). Figure
5.18 shows the potential field contours and Qrads at 70µm depth. In the absence of a very
negative guard, the balloon effect does not create strong drift fields throughout the volume as
far as Ring 3. Instead, a weak drift field extends to radii that were originally on a 700V plane.
The Qrad for shallow interactions shows that the charge-sharing radial range expands but
the active radius does not. The potential plots suggests that both active and charge-sharing
radii may be increased at medium interaction depths.
Figure 5.18: Effect of a low-resistivity surface layer upon a device with no guard. Bias (-500,
-600, -700) -700V.
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Conclusion
This limited study of low-resistivity surfaces does not suggest any beneficial change in prop-
erties that could be deliberately applied to real devices. The potential field in models Sur1 to
Sur5 was re-shaped in a way that greatly increased active volume and drift speeds, but the
improvements were achieved only by placing a highly conducting layer beneath the anode,
increasing leakage currents to milliamperes. Decreasing resistivity in the surface layers of
the gaps only (model Sur0) had an adverse effect upon active volume. Gap 1 became an
equipotential surface and the consequent changes in the surrounding volume created a field
directing charge vertically down on to Ring 1.
No possible explanation has been found for the excessive charge sharing with the rings in
simulation compared with experimental results. Conductive surface layers in the models had
no discernable effect upon electric fields until their ρ was 5 − 6 orders of magnitude lower
than that of the bulk material. Such changes in ρ would never be caused by normal surface
processing and low measured leakage currents prove that surface layers beneath the electrodes
have low conductivity in the real prototype.
Since this work was conducted, Duarte et al.[79] have published results of TCAD mod-
elling of an active-edge (ie. without guard ring) pixel detector that show both similarities and
differences when compared with the current study. Charge-drift simulations in their model
most nearly reproduced the degree of charge loss in experimental results when a set of con-
tiguous short regions 10µm thick were defined down the 1mm side wall of the crystal. Their
resistivity was stepped down from 1010Ω.cm near the anode and cathode faces to 108Ω.cm
half-way down; bulk resistivity was 6.9 × 1010. Despite the relatively small reduction in ρ,
the effect of these regions was to repel potential field lines (ie. cause electric field lines to
intersect the surface), in agreement with the effect in Gap 1 when a low-ρ layer was placed
in the gaps (model Sur0). No low-ρ regions were defined beneath or between the pixels and
they were modelled as ohmic contacts simply on the same plane as the surface, as here.
The method of reducing ρ was different from that used here but is not explained: possibly
this accounts for the disparity in results. The excess-acceptor method may have unanticipated
consequences for field and drift phenomena. Duarte’s model was of default trap-free CdTe,
which may also be significant.
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5.2 Varying ring structure and bias voltages
5.2.1 Varying ring pitch and width
In a linear SiDD, theory shows that the ratio of drift-strip pitch to wafer thickness must be
less than 12 to obtain a uniform field in the ‘drift channel’ half-way through the thickness [125].
If the ratio is too large, the variations in potential at the surface between the rings (visualised
in figure 2.14)) cause ‘ripples’ in potential through the whole thickness. The electric field
in the channel fluctuates in strength, causing drift speed to fluctuate. This would impair
the accuracy of position-sensing devices. Similar calculation leads to similarly fine pitch and
width in the rings of cylindrical devices. High drift speed reduces shaping time, thereby
reducing noise. A typical example of 3mm diameter and 0.3mm thickness has 13 rings [110].
The ideal is to replace the rings with a continuous distributed resistance covering the surface,
recently achieved in a silicon device [114](see section 2.2.2).
A smooth drift field is equally desirable in a CZT ring-drift device, though both the
motivation and the method for forming it are somewhat different. There is no parabolic
drift channel, as formed by highly-doped n-Si with p+ contacts, but fine gradations in ring
bias would flatten potential ‘ripples’ through the thickness. Fast drift of constant speed would
render charge less vulnerable to trapping. Finer ring pitch would also reduce the depth of local
minima at the rings and thus the volumes from which they capture charge. A compromise
must be sought between smoothing out the minima and risking an increase in ring charge
capture by metallising an excessive proportion of the surface. Models with 250µm rings were
used in section 5.1 but their effect was not systematically tested.
The effects of a finer ring structure upon electric field and charge collection were inves-
tigated by simulation. The difficulty of bonding a real device dictated a minimum width of
≈ 150µm for rings and gaps. Dimensions of the wafer, anode and guard ring were constant.
Firstly, both rings and gaps were narrowed; in a second model, only rings were narrowed and
gaps widened to maintain the original pitch.
In the first new geometry, the three 500µm rings (500µm gaps) of the prototype model
were replaced with six 250µm rings (Gap 1 500µm, other gaps 250µm). The voltage/radius
gradient of the optimised experimental bias scheme was maintained: (-500, -600, -700) -700V
was replaced by (-500, -540, -580, -620, -660, -700)-700V. The guard was biased at -1000V.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 compare the potential fields of the two devices. There is a slight
discrepancy caused by the reduced gap between the outermost (-700V) ring and the guard
but it does not affect analysis of the drift field over the rings. The 3D plot 5.19 shows the
smoothing of the ‘steps’ in potential at large depths.
Equipotentials at close intervals of 5V (5.20) reveal the extent to which electric field is
re-angled away from the lateral and towards the rings over each ring location. The change in
direction, rather than the minor variations in strength appears to be the significant limitation
in drift conditions near the anode face. Bulk and lateral E field components were extracted
from cuts through the 3D dataset at 1800µm and 2100µm depth (black dashed lines). The
calculated size and direction of E as a function of radius along each cut is depicted in figure
5.21. The amplitudes of fluctuations in |E|and its angle over the rings are slightly lower in
the 6-ring device. It may be expected that the finer ring structure reduces variation in drift
velocity. However, the maximum angle is unchanged (65◦ below horizontal) and the mean
angle, at radii from the inner edge of Ring 1 to the outer of the outermost ring, is greater in
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Figure 5.19: Potential fields on radial cross-sections. Equipotentials at 12.5V intervals. Left
Prototype device: three 500µm rings, 500µm gaps.Right A six-ring model with unchanged
anode and guard, Gap 1=500µm and all other rings and gaps 250µm. The voltage/radius
gradient is maintained.
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Figure 5.20: Potential fields of the devices in figure 5.19. Top Prototype device: three 500µm
rings, 500µm gaps.Base Six-ring model with unchanged anode and guard, Gap 1=500µm and
all other gaps and rings 250µm. The voltage/radius gradient is maintained. Equipotentials
are shown at 5V intervals in the range -500V to -1000V only.
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the 6-ring device at both depths. Whether any of these differences have a significant impact
on performance must be discovered by simulation.
Linescans were simulated at depths from 70µm to 1800µm. It would be instructive to
compare drift trajectories and speeds in the deep region to observe the effect of each fluctua-
tion in fields. However, there is no method of identifying and tracing the path of an individual
carrier, nor the ‘majority trajectory’ of the centroid of a charge cloud. The cloud (electron
concentration) was visualised at multiple times but its large size, varying density and rapid
diffusion obscure the effects of field fluctuations in small volumes. Only the Qrads of the two
devices are presented for comparison. Figure 5.22 shows that the anode Qrad profiles of the
3-ring and 6-ring devices are almost identical. The only difference is the ‘cut-off’ radius at
70µm depth caused by the difference in the outer radii of the outermost rings.
Halving ring pitch and width has no effect upon performance under these bias conditions.
Drift destination is entirely dominated by field direction. In a CZT device with plane cathode
it is not possible to produce a purely lateral drift field in any large region; the configuration
was designed for n- silicon with a mid-depth lateral channel. The optimised bias scheme
applied here uses a very negative guard to impose a near-lateral field over some depths at
large radii, but within the cut-off radius (r < 3000µm) the field is diagonal, at a mean angle of
≈ 45◦ below the horizontal. Simplified trajectories perpendicular to the equipotentials in 5.20
may be imagined. Even if there were no fluctuations, a charge from 1800µm at r > 1000µm
would drift to Ring 1, hence the decline in Qrad at that radius. Similarly, from 1300µm
the decline is expected at r ≈ 1300 − 1500µm, but is more gradual because diffusion has
progressed further.
At large depths directly over the rings, there is inevitably some dead volume in which the
electric field is bent downwards towards the rings. This volume is narrower and extends less
far into the bulk if the ring is narrow, as illustrated in figure 5.21. In a bias scheme that
imposed a more lateral field in the deep region, a prediction that a narrow ring captures less
charge seems reasonable. If the width of rings is reduced without increasing their number,
total charge collection by the rings could perhaps be decreased. Small gaps are necessary in
n- silicon because fixed positive charges cause parabolic dips in negative potential between
rings, producing ripples in the drift channel. In CZT there is no obvious advantage in small
gaps. A potential field shape imposed by three wide rings could be reproduced almost exactly
by narrow rings, but improved by the reduction in dead volumes over the rings.
To test this theory, rings of 250µm or 150µm width were placed within the area covered
by the original rings. The anode and guard radii were kept constant. The best-performing
simulated bias scheme of (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)-1400V was applied. Figure 5.23 reveals
that potential fields of the three models are almost identical. There is a low-field region at the
inner radius of each narrow ring that has the same effect upon the potential through most of
the volume as a wider, equipotential ring. Charge arriving in the low-field region close to the
ring would be swept towards it, contrary to the desired drift direction. It is not possible to
tell by inspection whether there would be either reduction or increase in ring charge capture.
Qrads of the three models 5.22 display differences but they may be ascribed to ring position
rather than width. The reduced outer radius of Ring 3 creates a smaller cut-off radius at 70µm
depth in the 150µm-ring device. Charge collection maps (section 5.1.3) revealed that the edge
of the active volume is determined by the inner radius of Ring 1 over most of the depth. Gap 1
is 250µm wider in the narrow-ring models, causing flat-response radii at 1300µm and 1800µm
depths to increase by a similar amount.
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Figure 5.21: Electric field strength and angle below the lateral as a function of radius in the
models shown in figure 5.20. 1800µm and 2100µm depths.
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Figure 5.22: Qrads of the models depicted in figure 5.20. Qrads of Rings 4,5,6, and the Guard
are close to zero at all radii.
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This study highlighted the significance of the innermost and outermost ring radii but gave
no evidence of a width effect. The unexpected low-field zone inside each narrow ring causes
potential fields of the three models to differ less than anticipated. However, the existance and
extent of these zones is a function of the bias scheme as well as geometry. The conclusion is
that there is no universally-applicable rule about the effect of narrowing the rings. Ideally,
every new bias scheme would be modelled with multiple ring widths and slight shifts in
position to find the best-performing for the particular case.
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Figure 5.23: Effect of ring width and position upon potential field. Top 500µm rings, centre
250µm rings, base 150µm rings. Equipotentials are shown at 10V intervals in the range
-1000V to -2000V only.
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Figure 5.24: Qrads of the models depicted in figure 5.23. Bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)
-1400V. Qrads of Ring 3 and the Guard are close to zero at all radii.
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5.2.2 Large-area 4 and 5-ring devices
Fourth and fifth rings were added and the guard was narrowed from 1750µm to 750µm in an
attempt to increase active area. More negative biases than previously used (-2400Vto -2800V)
were applied to the outer electrodes to create ‘square-cornered’ equipotentials, indicating
a strong lateral field throughout the depth at large radii. Linescans at 70µm depth were
simulated for 24 different bias schemes.
A flat response with steep decline was achieved only by moving the cut-off radius so far
inwards that the Qrad profile and the electrostatic potential field resembled that of a 3-ring
device: Ring 4 and even Ring 3 became an extension of the guard (figure 5.26) None of the
large-area 4-ring or 5-ring geometries improved upon the active area or quality achieved with
3 narrow rings and a guard.
The aspect ratio of the wafer may be the limiting factor in maximising active area. To
place the cut-off at a large radius, all rings except the guard must be less negative than the
cathode. The high biases required to create a strong lateral field at large radii therefore
dictate a high cathode bias, creating an even stronger bulk field pressing charge down to the
rings at smaller radii. The third potential plot in figure 5.25 is of this type. The cut-off radius
is irrelevant because the strong bulk field causes charge sharing to occur from the inner edge
of Ring 1 at 1000µm. The same was true of all schemes with the cut-off beyond Ring 4 or
5. Changing the size and shape of the wafer is outside the scope of this project. A thicker
wafer would reduce the width of the central region in which net field acts towards the anode
face. However, a greater proportion of charge would be lost by trapping, requiring the whole
device to be scaled down for correct energy registration. The final result is the same: the
active area does not increase.
The conclusion that the wafer ought to be thick in comparison to its radius is in contrast to
the configuration of silicon ring-drift devices (typically radius=5-6×thickness[4, 5, 114]). The
reason is that the deep parabolic potential channel formed by highly-doped depleted n-silicon
allows ring voltages to be raised above the cathode voltage from half-way across the radius
onwards, without the unwanted effect of forcing charge up to the cathode face. Figure 2.21
in section 2.2.2 shows a potential of this type. The lateral drift field can thereby be imposed
over more than double the distance that is possible when only the outermost (guard) ring
can be more negative than the cathode. The aspect ratio problem places a significant limit
on the extent to which the advantages of ring-drift configuration can be transferred to high-Z
wide-bandgap materials.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison between the potential fields and Qrads of the best-performing 3-ring
device and a 4-ring device with two bias schemes. None succeeds in expanding the active area.
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Figure 5.26: Comparison between the potential fields and Qrads of the best-performing 3-ring,
4-ring and 5-ring schemes. Maximum attainable cut-off radius is similar in all three.
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5.2.3 Widening the gap between the anode and Ring 1
3D maps of charge collection showed that the inner radius of Ring 1 controls the boundary of
the active volume over most or all of the depth (section 5.1.3). Widening Gap 1 is expected
to reduce the anode leakage current. In experiment, increasing the negative bias of Ring
1 expanded the active area but rising anode leakage prevented any increase beyond -500V
(section 4.2.1) without excessive noise degrading the spectrum. With a wider gap, it may be
possible to raise Ring 1 bias further without loss of resolution. Anode capacitance would also
decrease.
A wider Gap 1 is therefore predicted to increase active volume without increasing noise.
This prediction prompted a series of five models in which Gap 1 width was increased from
750µm up to 1750µm by condensing the other gaps. The bias scheme of (-1000, -1200, -1400,
-2000) -1400V was maintained.
Figure 5.27 shows Qrad profiles of the models. At 1800µm depth, moving the inner edge of
Ring 1 from r = 1000µm to 2000µm increases the active radius from ≈ 1200µm to ≈ 1600µm.
Beyond a certain point, the boundary of the active volume evidently becomes detached from
the ring edge and remains within the gap. At all other depths, the widening gap has no effect
on the flat-response radius but the charge-sharing region varies considerably. At 70µm, the
narrowest gaps (purple, orange) produce the steepest decline in Qrad.At 800µm and 1000µm
depth, the two narrowest gaps create large areas of partial charge collection that would merge
the spectrum photopeak into a high tail. The three wider gaps produce a steep decline in
Qrad with a few counts at very low energies. These would appear some distance below the
photopeak, which would show very little tailing.
Since the relative performance of the five models shows complex variation with depth,
eleven more linescans were simulated to construct a charge collection map (figure 5.28).
Equipotential lines were overlaid.
The maps show that, with this bias scheme, widening the gap increases active area at
medium and large depths and decreases charge-sharing at all depths. For all but the shallowest
interactions, the fifth model would record the highest number of full-energy counts and the
fewest incorrect counts under flood-field radiation of any geometry/ bias combination tested
so far. However, the weighting potential φ0 of the anode must also be taken into account.By
definition, φ0 = 1 at the anode and φ0 = 0 at Ring 1. Figure 5.29 shows φ0 of devices with
Gap 1=500µm (such as the prototype) and 1750µm. The volume in which φ0 is significantly
greater than 0 is increased, both in lateral extent and depth. All carriers drifting in this
sensitive volume contribute to the signal. The bias scheme in this study would prevent any
holes from interactions outside this volume from drifting into it, but interactions occuring in
this volume create a hole current. The time taken for the holes to drift out of the sensitive
volume would generally equal or exceed the electron collection time because hole mobility is
< 1/10 that of electrons. The total current signal would therefore be severely distorted by
the hole contribution, causing incorrect registration.
If φ0 = 0.2 is taken as a boundary, hole signals would be observed only from events at
> 1700µm depth and r < 700µm in the widest-gap geometry and > 1800µm depth and
r < 500µm in the narrowest. Photons < 150keV are unlikely to penetrate so far [82]. For
higher energies, the widest-gap device is expected to be more sensitive than the narrowest
owing to its increased active radius at large depths, but to suffer slightly worse tailing. Since
interactions would also occur at shallower depths, the narrowest-gap device would have far
more low-energy counts from charge sharing. Considering the sum of these factors, the widest-
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Figure 5.27: Effect of Gap 1 width upon Qrad profile. Anode and guard position are main-
tained; Rings 2 and 3 are shifted and the gaps condensed. Bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)
-1400V.
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Figure 5.28: Fractional charge collected by the anode and Ring 1 as a function of interaction
position for five models with increasing Gap 1 width. Equipotentials at 25V intervals overlaid.
Constructed from Qrad data including those in figure 5.27.
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gap device is still predicted to show the best resolution and sensitivity: its minor disadvantage
in φ0 is insignificant.
Conclusion
There are generally applicable rules to be derived from this study. When Gap 1 is increased
beyond 750µm, the equipotentials show that the lateral field close to the surface switches
direction within Gap 1, some distance from the ring edge (figure 5.28). The active volume
boundary therefore occurs at the point of reversal; beyond that radius, charge is propelled to
the ring. The change in electric field direction in Gap 1 is more clearly visualised on a 3D
potential plot. Figure 5.30 compares the potential fields of the first and fifth models. The
latter has a local maximum in negative potential at the surface at 1400µm radius (indicated
by an arrow). The cause of such a maximum is not obvious from the bias, geometry or
physical models.
Since the majority charge trajectory is parallel to the total E field, the active volume
boundary is also parallel to the field through the whole thickness. Figure 5.28 confirms
the observation noted in section 5.1.3: that the shape of the active volume can be accurately
predicted from the potential field, by identifying the ‘anchor’ on the anode face (either at Ring
1 or the switch in lateral field) and tracing a line upwards perpendicular to the equipotentials.
Particular attention was paid to positioning this line in all subsequent models.
There is no such relationship for predicting the partial-collection volume precisely. Com-
parison of the five anode maps indicates that a strong lateral field slightly beyond the active
volume boundary increases the partial-collection volume (top), as observed in section 5.1.3.
A cloud from this region becomes laterally elongated and divides as it drifts, part entering
the active zone and part moving to Ring 1. If the field beyond the boundary is weak or less
lateral in direction, far less of the charge deposited in this region moves far enough laterally
to enter the active volume (base). This observation is of limited use in constructing the opti-
mum potential shape because the fields outside the active volume are largely dictated by the
need to place that boundary at the largest possible radius and the limitations of the electrode
geometry. In section 5.3, more complex configurations are introduced to control the electric
field with greater precision.
Even if drift from large radii without charge-sharing could be achieved, 100% CCE could
not: some charge is lost to trapping (figure 5.1, black triangles). It is not possible to shape a
field that would cause very fast drift (to maximise distance) for the minimum carrier lifetime
and zero collection from everywhere beyond.
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Figure 5.29: Anode weighting potentials φ0 of devices with different Gap 1 widths.
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Figure 5.30: Potential fields of the first and fifth models in figure 5.28. The widest-gap model
has a local maximum in negative potential at the surface of Gap 1 at r = 1400µm, indicated
by an arrow. Bias (-1000, -1200, -1400, -2000) -1400V.
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5.3 Modelling new cathode and anode electrode structures
5.3.1 Comparison of performance between a central-spot anode and a ring-
shaped anode
Figure 5.31: Peak centroid position as a function of radius obtained from 25keV linescans of
prototype device with Ring 1 functioning as the anode. Spectra read from Ring 1.
Two experimental linescans were conducted with Ring 1 grounded, functioning as the
anode. Peak centroid/interaction radius graphs are shown in figure 5.31. The first bias com-
bination was (spot=-100, r1=0, r2=-100, r3=-200, guard floating) cathode=-300V. Results at
similar voltages with a central anode (section 4.2.1) led to a prediction that little lateral drift
would occur and the active annulus would be bound by the outer radius of the spot and the
inner radius of Ring 2. In fact, it extended slightly further towards the centre than towards
Ring 2. Partial charge collection occurred even at r = 0. Doubling all biases narrowed the
dead zone slightly further.
It was evident that a minor increase in lateral/bulk field ratio could eliminate the dead
zone. A ring-anode bias scheme analogous to the optimised spot-anode scheme ( spot= 0,
-500, -600, -700) -700V, that caused full collection from r = 2200µm, might be expected to
create an active circle of r = 3200µm. Ring-anode schemes were not pursued further in the
limited beamtime available but these initial results showed that they merited investigation
by modelling.
The first bias scheme (-100, 0, -100, -200, guard)-300V was applied to the protoype model
and a 25keV linescan was simulated. The guard was originally omitted and later biased
at -200V in a repeat linescan. The resulting Qrads up to r = 3300µm were identical be-
cause potentials scarcely differed. Figure 5.32 compares the Qrad with the experimental
centroid/radius graph. The model shows almost no loss in charge from the centre and its
active radius extends 400µm too far to match experimental data, to the outer radius of Ring
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Figure 5.32: Top Simulated potential field. Spot=-100, r1=0, r2=-100, r3=-200, guard=-
200V, cathode=-300V. Base Experimental peak centroid energy as a function of radius in
comparison with simulated Qrad. The guard was floating in experiment.
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2. A Qrad at 1300µm depth also has no dead zone and full collection from half-way across
Ring 2. Unrealistic surface conditions may be the cause of the discrepancy. The studies in
5.1.4 showed that the surface resistivity is critical in shaping the field close to the anode and
a small change at the anode leads to a large shift in the active radius for shallow interactions.
Despite the poor match to experiment, the simulation of ring-anodes was continued in order
to discover the comparative performance of different bias schemes. Their true active radii
cannot be predicted.
Biases were raised to (-500, 0, -500, -600, -600) -700V for comparison with the best-
performing simulated scheme (0, -500, -600, -700, -1000) -700V. A strongly-negative guard
was not imposed on the ring-anode because the extent of its active radius would have to be
known before a cut-off radius could be chosen. Figure 5.33 compares the Qrads of the two
models and figure 5.34 their potential fields.
The Qrad of the ring-anode was expected to be flat for ≈ 1000µm further than that of
the spot-anode (the shift in anode outer radius). In fact, the ring-anode translates the Qrad
outwards by ≈ 1600µm, and declines to 0 over only ≈ 500µm, ending at the guard edge. A
cut-off radius could be suitably placed at 3200µm by biasing the guard at ≈-720V to -800V.
The boundary of the active volume can be estimated from the potential by placing its
anode-face limit at the inner edge of Ring 2, its locations at 70µm and 1300µm depths as
indicated by the Qrads, and connecting the three with a line perpendicular to the equipoten-
tials at every point (white lines). If the estimation is not far in error, the ring-anode active
radius shrinks more gradually with increasing depth than that of the spot-anode.Potential
maps show why the improvement in active radius is greater than predicted. The change from
(0, -500, -600)V to (-500, 0, -600V) on the first three electrodes means that the potential
at large depths varies more rapidly with radius, raising the lateral component of the electric
field. This effect could be accentuated by a more negative spot; no attempt has yet been
made to optimise the ring-anode bias scheme. The field direction allows most charge in the
ring-anode model to drift across Ring 2 without capture even from ≈ 1800µm depth, whereas
charge below ≈ 1300µm in the spot-anode model fails to drift across Ring 1. Such a large
lateral/bulk field ratio at depth would be difficult or impossible to construct in a spot-anode
model. The rapid variation of potential with radius requires Ring 1 bias to be at least dou-
bled. Spot-anode leakage doubles in consequence. In order to continue the drift field across
the rest of the device, Rings 2 and 3 and the guard have to be still more negative. This in turn
requires a more negative cathode, if the cut-off radius is not to shift inwards. A more negative
cathode detracts from the intended increase in lateral/bulk ratio at the centre. The result is
that the best-performing spot-anode scheme with Ring 1=-1000V is similar or identical to:
(0, -1000, -1200, -1400, -2000)-1400V (figure 5.6). There is no change in potential field shape
because all biases have been doubled. The scheme (0, -1000, -1100, -1200, guard)-1200V was
also tested with various guard bias values. The active volume was marginally increased but
the partial-response volume grew by a far greater proportion.
Apart from the potential shape at depth, the ring-anode has the inherent advantage of a
reduced drift distance from every point (except a narrow central column) compared with the
spot-anode. The area from which charge can be collected without significant loss by trapping
is increased by at least a 1000µm-wide annulus. Field strengths are raised over a large volume
about Ring 1, accelerating drift and further expanding the full-CCE range.
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Figure 5.33: Comparison of Qrads between a ring-anode and a spot-anode bias scheme with
similar bias values.
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Figure 5.34: Potential fields of a ring-anode and a spot-anode bias scheme with similar bias
values. Estimated boundaries of the anode active volume are indicated with a white line.
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Figure 5.35: Weighting potentials φ0 of the central spot and of Ring 1 in the prototype
geometry (500µm ring and gap widths).
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Capacitance and Weighting Potential considerations
The ring-anode has produced larger active volume than any spot-anode bias scheme modelled
thus far. However, it violates a defining feature of the drift detector: the ‘point’ anode. The
small central spot minimises both anode capacitance and the volume in which φ0(anode)> 0.
The surface area of Ring 1 is 16 times that of the spot . Anode capacitance is not the limiting
factor in resolution at the current stage of development but it would become important as
the device and its electronics were optimised. Figure 5.35 compares the weighting potentials
of the spot and Ring 1 in the prototype geometry. φ0(r1) is significantly greater than 0 over
a large volume up to r ≈ 1600µm and ≈ 1000µm below the cathode. Photons above 80keV
have a high probability of penetrating to this region [82], causing hole current to appear
in the ring-anode signal. The spot-anode would detect no holes unless photons penetrated
> 1800µm, requiring energy of ≈150keV.
The same arguments about capacitance and weighting potential apply with more force
to any Ring 2-anode scheme. Surface area is 32 times that of the spot and the φ0(r2)> 0
volume is a large torus, extending through a greater depth than φ0(r1). No Ring 2-anode
schemes have been modelled so far for this reason. Given that the real device has a smaller
active radius than the model (in the one bias scheme for which they have been compared), a
charge-sharing zone at the centre of a Ring 2-anode may be unavoidable. Lateral drift over
1750µm would be required. However, the large annulus added to the outside of the active
area would increase count rates such that a few partial counts from the centre would have
little impact on resolution. The wide guard would have to be divided into a fourth ring and
narrow guard to bias a Ring 2-anode model optimally.
With low-energy irradiation, no electrode would detect holes. Narrowing a ring-anode to
the minimum 150µm would reduce both its capacitance and the φ0 > 0 volume, raising its
useable energy range. Ring-anode configurations would be worth pursuing to optimisation
for low energies alone. It has already been shown that the relative performance of different
models varies with depth, suggesting that a set of devices or of bias schemes, each for a
different range of energies, may be the solution to optimisation. A single 3 or 4-150µm-ring
geometry could be biased with ring-anode schemes for low-energy detection and a spot-anode
when high energies are expected.
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5.3.2 Development of models with rings on both faces
A radical alternative (or addition) to the ring-anode method is to divide the plane cathode
into drift rings. The ideal electric field for a drift detector would be vertical over the anode
area, purely lateral elsewhere and strong throughout the volume. Such a field cannot be
imposed with a plane cathode. Even when a strong lateral field is imposed through most
of the thickness by a a very negative guard, it remains weak at shallow depths. Charge is
inevitably lost to trapping over a long drift time. The field cannot be twisted through 90◦
over the anode area, leading to bias schemes with a diagonal field at all radii, condemning
charge from large radii to be directed to the rings.
The first linear drift detector had strip electrodes on both faces and a point anode at the
end of one face. Pairs of opposing strips were biased equally and successive pairs were stepped
down in bias (figure 5.36, top). The potential is parabolic through the thickness, forming a
drift channel at the central minimum. The ‘staircase’ of strip voltages tilts the drift channel
to less-negative potential at the anode end. 300µm from the end, voltages of cathode-face
strips are stepped up to twist the channel towards the anode face [1].
Similar field conditions can be imposed upon a cylindrical detector by rings on the cathode
face. This section describes the attempt to optimise the two-sided device.
The 3-ring configuration of the experimental prototype was copied on to the cathode face
(a suffix of ‘a’ or ‘c’ was added to electrode names). The optimised experimental bias scheme
was applied to the anode face. Voltages of the cathode-face electrodes were matched to the
pattern of the linear device in figure 5.36. The simulated potential field is shown in figure
5.36 (base). The relative bias pattern of the n- silicon device proves unsuitable because CZT
lacks a negative potential minimum half-way through. In addition, negative potential at the
surface does not drop far between electrodes on a device of this lengthscale. The least negative
cathode-face electrode 3c is itself a local minimum and a saddle point occurs 900µm beneath
it. Charge from shallow interactions at all r ≥ 1800µm is collected by Ring 3c.
Figures 5.37 and 5.38 are the potential fields of six models that illustrate the main stages
in the progress of optimising double-sided geometries and bias strategies. Numerous other
bias variations, narrow-ringed versions and small shifts in ring positions were also tested.
Geometries are defined in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Successive changes in electrode geometry of models with the cathode segmented
into rings.
Device Geometry Definition
3wguard Prototype plane-cathode device: rings and gaps 500µm wide with a guard.
bothsides0 The anode-face electrodes of 3wguard are mirrored on the
cathode face and named ‘r1c,r2c,r3c, guardc’.
bothsides1 r1c is narrowed to 150µm, maintaining its original outer radius.
bothsides2 r1c is moved 350µm inwards.
nor1c r1c is removed. All other rings are narrowed to 250µm,
maintaining their original outer radii.
nocat0 The central spot cathode of nor1c is removed.
nocat1 r1a of nocat0 is removed.
3nguard The best-performing plane-cathode device, for comparison with
double-sided models: 3 x 250µm rings with a guard.
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Figure 5.36: Top The first linear drift detector and its simulated potential field near the
anode end [1]. Base Model with the anode-face ring configuration of the real prototype
device mirrored on the cathode face, named bothsides0.
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Figure 5.37: Potential contours of models with rings on both faces. Bias conditions are varied
and Ring 1c is narrowed and finally removed to eliminate the saddle point and decrease charge
collection by cathode-face electrodes. Equipotentials at 20V intervals.
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Figure 5.38: The same potential fields as figure 5.37 projected into 3D. Equipotentials at 20V
intervals.
To impose a lateral field throughout the thickness, the cathode-face electrodes must be
stepped to smaller voltages towards the centre. It was thought essential to raise the negative
potential again at the cathode spot to twist the drift field towards the anode. Models both-
sides0,1,2 and nor1c obeyed these two conditions. The saddle point could not be eliminated
or rendered insignificant.
In bothsides1, a strong lateral field was created across all the rings, biasing opposing
pairs equally, and stepping them down in negative voltage. r1c was narrowed to 150µm
to reduce the size of its local minimum. The field was ‘twisted’ only between the anode
and cathode spots. The latter was made less negative than in bothsides0 because it forced
charge in the wrong lateral direction at small depths, on to r1c. Even so, the large potential
difference between the cathode and r1c caused the saddle point centre to form at > 600µm
depth, ensuring that all charge deposited at smaller depths, at any radius, would drift to
the local minimum. Figure 5.39 shows an example. r1c was raised in negative potential
and the cathode lowered further to bring the saddle point closer to the surface and thereby
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Figure 5.39: Electron density 20ns (left) and 40ns (right) after interaction at 550µm depth,
1400µm radius. Almost all of the charge is collected by Ring 2c. Geometry bothsides1, bias
(V): r1a=-500, r2a= -750, r3a= -1000, guarda= - 1200, cathode= -1000, r1c= -600, r2c=
-800, r3c= -1000, guardc= -1200.
reduce the range of interaction depths affected. The construction of a purely horizontal field
through most of the wafer in bothsides1 had resulted in shallow regions around Rings 2c
and 3c in which the field direction was towards those rings. 2c and 3c collected charge from
≤ 100µm depth at all r > 1750µm. Biases were varied to rotate the field progressively towards
the anode face. Collection by r2c and r3c was eliminated only when the field direction was
30 − 40◦ below the horizontal. Ring 1c was moved to a smaller radius (model bothsides2)
to facilitate the change in field angle and minimise its radius of influence. The steep angle
also reduced capture by r1c by sending charge to greater depths before they arrived near it.
In model nor1c, Ring 1c was removed in order that no cathode-face electrode would
form a negative potential minimum. Instead, the large gap caused a very shallow minimum
on the surface in the lateral direction, with a weak bulk field towards the anode. Figure
5.40 shows that charge deposited in the gap at 70µm depth is fully collected by the anode.
However, there is once again a region ≈ 300µm deep below r2c and up to r = 2500µm from
which charge is forced up and captured by r2c. The reversal in bulk field is an unintended
consequence of applying a strong lateral field between r3c and r2c followed by a weak opposing
field between r2c and the cathode. From r > 2500µm, charge drifts to the anode and r1a. At
550µm interaction depth, capture by r2c does not occur but the active radius extends only
to r1a. In preventing charge capture on the cathode face, the field throughout the volume
has been rotated so far below the lateral that charge sharing with the anode-face rings limits
performance, as in plane-cathode models.
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Figure 5.40: Potential field of model nor1c with no Ring 1 on the cathode face. Qrads of all
electrodes for simulated linescan at 70µm and 550µm interaction depth. Note that the active
area at 70µm depth is ended by charge sharing with Ring 2c, not Ring 1a.
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The spot cathode was removed (model nocat0). Such a geometry would not be applied to
silicon because negative potential at the surface would fall very low over the large gap across
the innermost cathode-face ring. The bulk field over the anode would be weakened, slowing
drift unnecessarily. The surface negative potential in nocat0 falls only gradually across r2c,
from 1200V to 1060V in the centre. The bulk field over the anode remains strong even at
shallow depth. With the reversed lateral field removed, r2c no longer captured charge and
the position of r1a governed the active volume boundary at all depths. r1a was deleted to
move the boundary outward to r2a, forming model nocat1.
Figure 5.41: Anode Qrad profiles of one of the best-performing plane cathode models 3nguard
and three of the best double-sided devices. Figure 5.6 is the potential and charge map of
3nguard. Potential fields of other devices are shown in figure 5.37.
Figure 5.41 compares the Qrads of nor1c, nocat0 and nocat1 with that of the plane-cathode
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Figure 5.42: Charge collection in nocat1 at all depths as a fraction of maximum anode charge
collection. Bias [V]: r2a=-750, r3a=-1000, guarda=-1200, r2c=-1200, r3c=-1300, guardc=-
1400. Compare with equivalent figures of the best plane-cathode devices, 5.6 and 5.28.
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Figure 5.43: Weighting potential φ0 of anode of nocat1. Compare with the φ0 of the plane-
cathode device with an equally large first gap, figure 5.29.
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3nguard. At 70µm depth, nor1c anode collection is cut off at r2c. 3nguard is deliberately
cut off by a very negative guard at r = 2300 to limit charge sharing. Nocat0 active radius is
limited by charge sharing with r1a , and nocat1 by r2a. Nocat1 has the greatest active area
but it would be desirable to cut it at r = 2500 with a more negative guarda. At 550µm and
1300µm depths, active radii of all devices are limited by their innermost anode-face ring. The
very negative guard of 3nguard strengthens its lateral field at medium depths, extending the
active radius and creating a large charge-sharing range beyond it (figure 5.6).
If performance is judged by the ratio ‘partial counts/total counts’ under uniform irradia-
tion at all energies, nocat1 is the best of the geometry/bias combinations illustrated. A 3D
charge collection map was constructed from 15 linescans of nocat1 (figure 5.42) to provide
clues as to how it might be further improved. The overlaid potential field shows that the
removal of Ring 1a has allowed a local maximum to form at the surface between the anode
and Ring 2a, as observed in section 5.2.3. The boundary of the active volume is ‘anchored’ to
this maximum and extends perpendicular to the equipotentials through the rest of the depth.
This suggests that rotating the drift field to a more lateral direction would expand the active
volume. As demonstrated in bothsides1,2 and nor1c, a more lateral field causes a dead zone
upt to 300µm deep over most of the surface because r2c and r3c collect charge.
The CCE map of nocat1 resembles that of the widest-gap plain-cathode model (figure
5.28, base). Nocat1 active radius is the greater by 300µm at the cathode face and the lesser
by 200µm at the anode face. The total charge-sharing volumes are very similar. Comparison
of the anode weighting potentials of the two geometries (figures 5.29 and 5.43) shows that the
volumes in which φ0 > 0.2 are identical.
Conclusion
Thus far, the segmented cathode has not improved the device but the performance of the
best plane-cathode model has been exactly replicated. Rings on both faces were intended to
allow a more lateral direction of drift field with a sharp turn towards the anode only near the
axis, as applied to n-silicon devices. Such a field proved difficult to construct in CZT without
causing one of the cathode-face electrodes to become a local minimum, capturing charge over
at least a third of interaction depths. Removal of the central spot and first ring of the cathode
eliminated the local minimum, but rings 2c and 3c still collected charge from a shallow layer
when a lateral drift field was applied. The dead layer could be eliminated only by rotating
the drift field towards the anode face until the potential field, and consequently the active
volume, resembled that of a plane-cathode model.
The optimal device may nevertheless make use of the segmented cathode. A geometry/bias
combination similar to that shown in figure 5.39 would be active as far as r ≈ 3000µm at
≈ 1000µm−2000µm depths but collects no charge on the anode from shallower interactions. It
could provide a high-resolution spectrum of energies > 100keV. If the cathode-face electrodes
were all biased equally to replicate a plane-cathode scheme, none of them would capture
charge and the same device could be used for low energies in a separate run. A ring-anode
scheme, biasing the opposing ring as the new most-negative cathode, could also be applied
to the same device.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Cadmium Zinc Telluride (Cd0.9Zn0.1Te) is receiving widespread recognition as a versatile
and high-performing detector of hard X- and γ-rays. Its large bandgap enables good room-
temperature performance, its high quantum efficiency renders it useful over a large range
of energies and it demonstrates excellent stability with time and temperature. Refinement
of growth techniques, in particular the Travelling Heater Method (THM), has improved the
spectroscopic quality and size of single crystals in the past decade.
The chief limitation in CZT performance is the poor mobility-lifetime product of holes
causing low-energy ‘tailing’ on peaks. Electron-only sensing is essential. Ring-Drift is among
the most effective configurations for single-carrier sensing and requires no extra pulse process-
ing. 30 years of success in Silicon devices have also proved it the lowest-noise configuration
for a given active volume.
Combining the advantages of Ring-Drift geometry with the efficiency of CZT could lead
to a simple, compact, low-cost system for spectroscopy of hard X-rays with the potential for
finer resolution than any such systems currently available. There has been very little research
on the parameters influencing performance of CZT Ring-Drift devices. This project aimed to
optimise their design. The criteria of interest were sensitivity, energy registration and energy
resolution for interactions occuring throughout the volume. The parameters investigated were
ring number, width, pitch and position, combinations of voltages on all electrodes and the
replacement of the plane cathode by extra drift rings.
6.1 Summary of studies conducted in this project
A 3-ring drift detector of 7.5mm diameter on 2.3mm-thick CZT was characterised at room
temperature with X- and γ-ray point sources of 60-662keV and by radial scanning with a
microbeam at 26keV and 78keV. Electrodes were individually biased at values up to -700V
to vary the lateral and bulk fields.
In Sentaurus TCAD, a model of CZT material was formed by adding defects to an ex-
isting CdTe template. This involved selecting initial trap energies and concentrations from
literature and modifying them until the material parameters significant for detector perfor-
mance reached typical values reported in the literature. I-V simulations were conducted to
measure resistivity. Alpha-irradiation simulation was used to evaluate µτ of electrons and
holes. Values were matched to those of high-quality crystals reported in literature. The pro-
totype device was modelled in 3D from the model CZT. Linescans were simulated under the
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same bias conditions applied in experiment and a spatial characterisitc was constructed for
comparison with experimental peak energy/beam position data. Signals from all electrodes
were analysed and potential fields and drifting charge clouds were visualised. 3D maps of
charge partition from interactions throughout the volume were constructed.
Fields outside the experimental range were simulated and the model detector was modified
in pursuit of optimum performance. Low-resistivity layers were placed at the surface to resolve
discrepancies with experimental results. Positions and widths of rings were varied and their
number increased up to six. Bias schemes with a ring functioning as anode were tested.
Finally, the plane cathode was segmented into rings and the layout and number of these was
varied.
6.2 Conclusions
Performance of the prototype CZT detector
The real device showed promising performance but resolution was limited by electronic noise
(pulser width of 2-4.5keV) under almost all bias conditions. This obscured the effects of
energy and biasing upon detector resolution. Anode leakage current was very low (< 0.2nA),
showing that this device is suitable for room-temerature operation. Cooling to -15oC reduced
it to 0.01nA.
Hole tailing is expected in a planar CZT device of this large thickness but was not observed
at 78keV, confirming that this is an effective single-carrier-sensing configuration. In source
spectra, the 122keV peak was slightly ‘tailed’ when low lateral fields were applied but became
symmetric under higher fields.
In microbeam spectra, with low fields, only beam positions over the anode produced cor-
rect energy registration of the peaks. Beyond the anode edge, peaks collapsed over ≈ 0.2mm:
the Ring 1 signal showed that it was capturing all the charge. Increasing the lateral/bulk
field ratio increased the anode flat-response area. Raising both fields with constant ratio had
the same effect. A large Ring 1 bias was especially effective. The same modifications also
improved peak resolution and reduced the number of low-energy counts in source spectra.
Increasing the bulk field alone brought no improvement. An active radius of 2.3mm (the
outer radius of the second ring) was attained with bias (-500, -600, -700)-700V. Leakage noise
rose steeply and degraded resolution when any higher Ring 1 bias was applied.
All trends in performance with relative field strengths agree with those reported in a
7.5mm×1mm CdTe 3-ring detector [35] and a 1.1mm×0.9mm CZT 2-ring device [33].This
project confirms that they are properties of the ring-drift configuration independent of di-
mensions or details of geometry.
Outcomes from simulation
Simulation improved understanding of the effects of potential field shape and magnitude upon
performance, and the means of controlling both by choice of bias. A method of deducing
the active volume boundary from the potential field was developed. This enables faster
optimisation with fewer resource-intensive experiments or charge drift simulations. The main
conclusion is that there is no single optimum geometry and bias scheme, but a set of different
combinations that perform optimally for different interaction depths. The maximum active
area and finest resolution attainable are strongly dependent on depth.
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Trends in performance with bias conditions were qualitatively reproduced but the model
was more severely affected by charge sharing than the real device. The reasons remain un-
known. Simulations with conductive surface layers, such as are reported in real devices,
greatly reduced charge sharing and increased active volume but only by creating unrealistic
high leakage. A guard biased far more negatively than the cathode had the effect of ‘cutting
off’ the charge-sharing region beyond the edge of the flat-response area. This field condition is
well-accepted as optimal in ring-drift devices [33, 4] but was not present in our real device; the
guard was floating. Anode charge collection in the real device fell steeply to zero beyond the
flat-response zone nevertheless. An important conclusion was that widening Gap 1 increased
active volume and decreased charge-sharing. In a real device, it would also decrease anode
capacitance and leakage, enabling higher biasing of Ring 1 without excessive leakage noise.
Simulations with varying ring pitch and width concluded that there are no general rules
to be derived because their effects are inter-dependent and governed by the bias scheme.
Increasing the number of rings brought no benefit. Three rings are sufficient to shape the
field in a wafer of this size and aspect ratio.
Biasing Ring 1 as the anode produced larger active volume than any spot-anode bias
scheme. However, the ring has a larger region of non-zero weighting potential. A ring-anode
scheme would cause more severe ‘tailing’ at high energies but would have no disadvantages
at low energies. Rings on both faces were intended to allow a more lateral direction of drift
field with a sharp turn towards the anode only near the axis, as applied to silicon devices.
Such a field proved difficult to construct in CZT without causing the cathode-face electrodes
to capture charge, creating a dead layer at shallow depths. However, it was possible to
construct a stronger lateral field at all depths. It was concluded that a ring-anode scheme may
be optimum for energies < 100keV and a double-sided spot-anode device for high energies,
which require a strong lateral field to sweep charge fro deep interactions past the rings. Outer
rings would have to be added for optimal field-shaping with Ring 1 or Ring 2 as the anode.
6.3 Further work
A practical detector system would require a single device of such versatile geometry that its
potential field could be re-shaped to be optimal for each range of energies simply by changing
the bias scheme.
The next step would be to fabricate, and to model, a device with four or five rings and
guard on each face. Gap 1 would be widened. Rings 1 and 2 on each face should be as
narrow as can be instrumented to allow for their being used as the anode without having
a high weighting potential over a large volume. The anode spot diameter could be reduced
to lower capacitance. The cathode face can still represent a plane cathode if all rings are
biased equally. None of them would then capture charge and the same device could be used
for low energies. Ideally, µ and µτ of the crystal would be evaluated (by ion-irradiation, for
example[126]). Electrodes would be fabricated by thermal vacuum evaporation because there
is evidence that it causes less surface damage than sputtering, as used for the prototype, and
therefore may be expected to reduce leakage. After passivation, surface resistances between
each pair of adjacent electrodes would be measured.
With the physical parameters of the test device accurately known, some sources of error
in the model can be eliminated. The true µ and µτ values would be implemented and the re-
sistivity of the surface could adjusted until simulations to measure inter-electrode resistances
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produced the true values. The probable optimal bias schemes would then be identified by sim-
ulation before any experiments to use time and resources efficiently.Electrostatic simulation
to estimate active volume is a quick method of identifying promising schemes. Fewer drift
simulations can then be performed, beginning with interaction sites on the boundary of the
estimated active volume.The new device would then be characterised by the same methods
employed in this project, but with electronics optimised for low noise. The smallest FWHM
achieved to date in a CZT Ring-Drift detector is 1keV at 60keV and 4.8keV at 662keV[32] in
a device of 1.1mm diameter with a deep dead layer over the rings. It ought to be possible to
equal this resolution over a large active volume.
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Appendix A
Implementation of the Heavy-Ion
Model for simulation of X-ray
interactions
Section 3.2.3 introduces the TCAD ‘Heavy-Ion Model’ (HIM) for simulation of single photo-
electric interactions in CZT. The following describes the method of implementation.
Figure A.1 introduces the spatial parameters. The ‘ion’ path from the surface to the
interaction site is not modelled: since the interaction site is pre-specified, it is not necessary
to simulate the preceding non-interacting transit through the crystal.
Figure A.1: Definition of terms used in the Heavy-Ion Model for simulation of a photoelectric
interaction. A Z-plane cross-section is shown; charge deposition is cylindrically symmetric
about the Y-axis.
The charge generation rate G(l, w, t) (pC µm−3s−1) is given by:
G(l, w, t) = GLET (l)R(w, l)T (t) (A.1)
GLET (l) =
1
piwt(l)2
LET f(l) (A.2)
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l is the bidirectional Y-axis path length from the initial location of the ion. w is the perpen-
dicular distance from the path. wt(l) is a characteristic width of the generated charge cloud.
GLET (l) (pCµm
−3) is the linear energy transfer generation rate. LET f(l) (pCµm−1) is the
linear energy transfer.
T (t)(s−1) describes temporal variation of G at every point along l.
T (t) =
√
2e
−
(
t−t0
shi
√
2
)2
shi
√
pi
(
1 + erf
(
t0
shi
√
2
)) (A.3)
t0(s) is the time from the start of simulation until the appearance of the ‘ion’. A few mi-
croseconds is sufficient for the electric field to stabilise at operating bias.
shi(s) is a constant characteristic of the ‘ion’. If shi ≤ t02√2 , total charge deposition time
is represented by ≈ 2− 3× shi, starting at t = t0. shi = 1.5× 10−10s is chosen to cause T (t)
to fall to < 0.001× its initial value within a realistic deposition time of 0.5ns.
Figure A.2: Temporal charge deposition profile of a user-defined ‘ion’ interaction. Constant
shi = 1.5× 10−10s is chosen to cause a decline in deposition rate to 0 within ≈ 0.5ns.
A photoelectron deposits energy at many points along a tortuous path. On average,
over many photon interactions at a given site, the energy deposition per unit volume would
resemble a spherical Gaussian[127]. Therefore, the functions R(w, l) and GLET (l) are chosen
to give G(l, w, t) a spherical Gaussian form. Their parameter values are selected to deposit
the correct amount of charge.
Dimensionless R(w, l) describes spatial variation of G perpendicular to the ion path. Var-
ious functions are available; a Gaussian form is selected:
R(w, l) = e
−( w
wt(l)
)2
(A.4)
standard deviation σ = wt√
2
.
To simplify calculation, wt can be a constant and the variation in G along l controlled
solely by a Gaussian LET f(l). As LET f(l) declines towards the ends of l, the central
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magnitude of G(l, w, t) falls. The amount of charge generated at large w (ie. the tails of the
Gaussian perpendicular to l) therefore falls so low that the w-extent of the tails is not critical.
The resulting G(l, w, t) is not a true spherical Gaussian but an approximate deposition form
is adequate for this project. The subsequent motion and destination of charge in the detector
is the subject of interest.
The ‘ion’ definition requires values of LET f(l) and wt(l) at a set of l values (continuous
functions are not supported). To create a spherical Gaussian spatial charge distribution,
GLET (l) ought to be identical to R(w, l) (equation A.4):
GLET (l) = be
−( l
wt
)2
GLET (l) =
1
piw2t
LET f(l)
LET f(l) = piw2t be
−( l
wt
)2
= ae
−( l
wt
)2
(A.5)
where a (pCµm−1) is a constant to be calculated. A Gaussian profile is approximated by
defining values of LET f(l) and wt at six l-values:
l = [0, 0.5σ, σ, 2σ, 2.5σ, 3σ]
σ =
wt√
2
LET f(l) = [a, ae−0.125, ae−0.5, ae−2, ae−3.125, 0] (A.6)
Equation A.6 is applied to represent a single photon of any energy by the constant values
σ and a. Appropriate input values for their calculation are obtained by estimating the most
probable photoelectron range and the amount of charge deposited, as follows.
Kinetic energy U of photoelectron = Ephoton − Ebind
Where Ebind is the binding energy of the electron. It is assumed that the photon liberates
the most tightly-bound electron possible. Cd, Zn and Te K- edges are 26.73keV, 9.67keV
and 31.82keV respectively and LI -edges are 4.03keV, 1.21keV and 4.94keV. Zinc is neglected
because its concentration is typically only 1/9 that of Cadmium. A 25keV photon liberates an
L-shell electron, hence U ≈ 20− 21keV. A 75keV photon liberates a K-shell electron, hence
U = 43.2keV or 48.3keV. It is possible that a fluorescence photon is emitted and escapes or
interacts at some distance from the first interaction site. This phenomenon is ignored for this
simulation; the full incident energy is deposited at one site.
The continuous-slowing-down approximation (CSDA) range is a close approximation to
the mean path length of the photoelectron as it slows to rest. Let mean range be three times
the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian charge distribution (figure A.3). The probability
of fluorescence escape and photon interaction with a less tightly-bound electron renders any
greater precision spurious.
CSDA range is obtained by integrating the reciprocal of the total stopping power with
respect to energy. The non-relativistic Bethe-Bloch formula gives the stopping power for a
particle with speed v (v/c 1), charge z, and kinetic energy U , travelling a path distance x
through a target of electron number density n and mean excitation potential I,
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Figure A.3: Charge density was modelled as a spherical Gaussian distribution to represent the
‘average’ deposition profile of a photoelectron following a tortuous path.Top left Linear energy
transfer LET (l) (pCµm−1) could not be input as a function but only as a series of values at
points along the Y-direction path length l. A sketch of a Gaussian curve suggests suitable
values at six points in terms of the initial maximum a.Top right Results of implementing this
method to simulate a ‘25keV photon’. Charge deposition density (the same data on log10
and linear scales) along the Y-axis and six other axes through the deposition site at (0,0,0).
Ideally, all profiles would be identical and Gaussian. Base Charge deposition density of a
‘75keV photon’ interaction. Cutlines through this dataset would produce profiles similar to
that above, scaled by the values of a and σ.
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Total stopping power, CSDA range and radiation yield values for CdTe are obtained from
the NIST ESTAR database[124]. CSDA range is 1.88 × 10−3gcm−2 for an electron with
U ≈ 20 − 21keV in CdTe; dividing by density of 5.85gcm−3 gives a mean range of 3.3 µm.
This provides the physical size of the initial charge cloud generated by a 25keV photon
interaction. The corresponding value for a 75keV interaction is 13.5µm.
Radiation yield, the fraction of electron kinetic energy converted to bremsstrahlung, is
0.001-0.002 for the photoelectron of U = 20keV. The assumption that the whole photoelectron
kinetic energy is deposited by collision is therefore adequate.
3σ = CSDA range ≈ 3.3µm
σ = 1.1µm
wt = σ
√
2
= 1.56µm (A.8)
The l values in equation A.6 are calculated from σ .The constant a (pCµm−1) is calculated
as follows.
Total charge generated(pC) =
photon energy(eV)
W-value of crystal(eV/ehp)
× electronic charge(pC) (A.9)
The W-value of CdTe = 4.43eV per electron-hole pair (ehp). The value for THM-grown
CZT is greater because of the larger bandgap: 4.64eV/ehp[62]. One 25keV photon generates
25000
4.64 = 5.388× 103 electron-hole pairs in CZT.
Total charge generated = 5.387× 103 × 1.602× 10−7 pC= 8.631× 10−4 pC
Total charge generated equals the integral of the generation rate G(l, w, t) (equation A.2)
over space and time.
G(l, w, t) = GLET (l)R(w)T (t)
[pCµm−3s−1] = [pCµm−3][dimensionless][s−1]
G(l, w, t) =
1
piw2t
LET f(l)R(w)T (t)
Total charge generated =
∫∫∫
G(l, w, t) dl dw dt (A.10)
=
1
piw2t
∫ ∞
−∞
LET f(l) dl
∫ ∞
−∞
R(w) dw
∫ ∞
t0
T (t) dt
(A.11)
The approximate Gaussian form of LET f(l) is integrated by the trapezium rule (figureA.3),
taking into account the bidirectional path. σ = wt/
√
2.
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R(w) (equation A.4) is rotated about the l-axis and therefore integrated over two dimensions.
T (t) (equation A.3) has constant shi = 1.5× 10−10s.
Total charge generated =
(
1
piw2t
)
aσ[0.5+e−0.125+1.5e−0.5+1.5e−2+e−3.125]×
(∫ ∞
−∞
e
−( w
wt
)2
dw
)2
×
√
2
shi
√
pi
(
1 + erf
(
t0
shi
√
2
)) ∫ ∞
t0
e
−
(
t−t0
shi
√
2
)2
dt
Total charge generated =
aσ
piw2t
× 2.54× w2t pi ×
√
2
shi
√
pi
(
1 + erf
(
t0
shi
√
2
)) × shi√pi
2
= aσ × 2.54× 1(
1 + erf
(
3×10−6
1.5×10−10√2
))
=
2.54aσ
2
a =
Total charge
1.27σ
a =
8.631× 10−4
1.27× 1.1 for 25keV photon
a = 6.179× 10−4pCµm−1
a is used to calculate the set of values of LET f(l) corresponding to positions along the path
l (equation A.6). These are entered into the simulation command file.
Total deposited charge can be verified by integrating the ‘HeavyIonChargeDensity’ field
of a 3D dataset recorded during simulation . The result for the 25keV ‘ion’ is 5384 e-h pairs:
the intended generation of 5387 pairs is accurately accomplished. Deposited charge density
(in pairs.cm−3) as a function of distance along cutlines through the interaction point may be
extracted (Figure A.3, Top right). By comparison of cutlines at multiple angles, the spherical
Gaussian shape of the deposition field is demonstrated.
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Appendix C
Abbreviations and Symbols
Table C.1: Abbreviations
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
CCE Charge Collection Efficiency
CDD Controlled-Drift Detector
CSDA Continuous-Slowing-Down Approximation
CZTDD Cadmium Zinc Telluride Drift Detector
ehp Electron-Hole Pair
HIM Heavy Ion Model
HPB High-Pressure Bridgeman [method]
IBIC Ion Beam Induced Charge imaging
MLDD MultiLinear Drift Detector
PICTS Photo-Induced Current Transient Spectroscopy
PL Photoluminescence [spectroscopy]
SAM Scanning Acoustic Microscopy
SiDD Silicon Drift Detector
SRH Shockley-Read-Hall
SRT Shockley-Ramo Theorem
TCAD Technology Computer Aided Design
THM Travelling Heater Method
VBM Vertical Bridgeman Method
XRF X-ray Fluorescence
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Table C.2: Symbols relating to semiconductor modelling. Subscript e,h indicates a separate
value for each carrier type.
r dimensionless Relative electrical permittivity
λe,h cm Drift length
µe,h cm
2/Vs Mobility
µtl cm
2/Vs Trap-limited mobility
ξ K−2 m−2 s−1 A material constant = 1.38× 1028 in CZT
ρ Ω.cm Resistivity
ρtrap Ccm
−3 Space charge density
σe,h cm
2 Trap cross-section
τeD,hD s Trapping time of a donor level
τeA,hA s Trapping time of an acceptor level
τres s Thermal de-trapping (residence) time of a trap level
Φref V Intrinsic Fermi potential
Φe,h V Quasi-Fermi potential
χ eV Electron affinity
ce,hC,V s
−1 Electron(hole) capture rate of a trap
from the conduction(valence) band
De,h Acm
2 Diffusivity
e, h cm−3 Electron(hole) number density
E Vcm−1 Electric field strength
EC eV Conduction band edge
EV eV Valence band edge
EF eV Fermi energy relative to the vacuum
EFe,h eV Quasi-Fermi energy relative to the vacuum
Eg eV Bandgap
ET eV Donor (acceptor) level relative to the
conduction (valence) band edge
Etrap eV Trap level relative to the intrinsic level
F1/2 dimensionless Fermi integral of order 1/2
ge,h dimensionless factor relating to trap coupling to the
conduction(valence) band
gJe,h dimensionless factor relating to trap emission rates, default = 0
k JK−1 Boltzmann constant= 1.38× 10−23
Je,h Acm
−2 Current density
me0 kg Electronic rest mass
me,h kg Effective mass
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ni cm
−3 Intrinsic carrier number density
N+D/N
0
D cm
−3 Concentration of ionised(non-ionised) donors
N−A /N
0
A cm
−3 Concentration of ionised(non-ionised) acceptors
ND cm
−3 Total concentration of donors at a given level (ionised + non-ionised)
NA cm
−3 Total concentration of acceptors at a given level
N0 cm
−3 Total concentration of traps of either type at a given level
NC cm
−3 Effective density-of-states in the conduction band
NV cm
−3 Effective density-of-states in the valence band
q C Elementary electronic charge
Q C Induced charge upon an electrode
Q0 C Total charge generated by interaction
Rnet s
−1 Net Shockley-Read-Hall recombination rate
tdrift s carrier drift time
ttransit s carrier drift time across the whole detector thickness
T K Temperature
ve,hth cms
−1 Carrier thermal velocity
W eV Energy required to generate one electron-hole pair in a semiconductor
Table C.3: Symbols used in the Heavy Ion Model (Appendix A) in order of appearance
G(l, w, t) pC µm−3s−1 Charge generation rate of the ion
l µm Track length from the initial location of the ion
w µm Perpendicular distance from ion track
wt(l) µm Characteristic width of ion track
GLET (l) pC µm
−3 Linear energy transfer generation rate
LET f(l) pC µ m−1 A constant or set of constants LET f characteristic of
the ion, used in calculating GLET (l)
R(w, l) dimensionless Spatial variation function of G perpendicular to the ion path
T (t) s−1 Temporal variation function of G
t s Time measured from the start of simulation
t0 s Time from the start of simulation until appearance of the ion
shi s Characteristic width of T (t);
≈ total charge deposition duration of the ion
U eV Kinetic energy of photoelectron
Ebind eV Binding energy of an electron
b pCµm−3 Constant introduced for calculation of LET f(l)
a pCµm−1 Constant introduced for calculation of LET f(l)
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